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PREFACE
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1

The present book has been written in response to a demand for orientation with regard, not to the learning of one

specific language or another, but to the technique of
language-learning in general, especially in the light of
modern linguistic analysis. With this aim in mind, I have
made the entire discussion as general as possible, and have
brought in illustrations from the modern languages commonly taught in American schools and colleges, and from
Latin as well.

Acknowledgments are due to D. C. Heath and Co., for
permission to reprint a passage from Denoeu and Hall,
Spoken and Written French, Unit 11 (Basic Sentences);

and to Holt, Rinehart and Winston for permission to reprint three passages from Agard, Basic Conversational
Spanish, Unit i (Grammar), Unit 4, and Unit 14 (Basic
Sentences and Review Dialogue), and two passages from
Rehder and Twaddell, German, Units 2 and 8 (Pronunciation) and Unit 8 (Basic Sentences).
R.A.H.Jr.
Ithaca, N.Y.
January, 1965
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INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1.

The Language-Learning Problem

"I spent three years in high-school and two years in
college on studying French, and I still can't understand,
speak, read, or write it. Isn't there some way of learning a
language in less time, with less wasted effort, and with some

real ability to use it when I'm through?" asks a college
junior.

"I put in four years acquiring a working command of
German. Now. I have to learn Spanish", says an engineer
who has just been given an assignment in South America.

"Do I have to take another four years for that, just as I
did for German? And what will happen if they send me to
India and I have to know Hindi? Heaven only knows how
many years that will take mei"
We often hear questions like these asked by people of

all ages, from high-school-students to mature men and
women. Such questions reflect a basic dissatisfaction with

the ineffective way foreign languages are all too often
taught in our schools, and a realization that a drastic improvement is necessary. The, problem is immediate and
pressing. The time is past when a knowledge of Latin,
French, or German was a mere "frill", available only in
schools and colleges patronized by a favored few, and
valuable only as an elegant accomplishment of little or no
practical use. In today's world, every American Is or may
unexpectedly come to be in far more contact with the
non-Eng,lish-speaking world than ever before; and this
state of affairs will unquestionably be intensified, and
rapidly so, during the rest of the twentieth century.

In this situation, we need, not only what has been
termed "a stock-pile of strategic language competence", in

the shape of a great number of individuals who know
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specific languages (both

the "usual" ones like Spanish and

German, and `unusual" ones like Indonesian and Japanese), but a widely diffused knowledge of how to go about.

learning any new language with which we may be confronted. Hence the answer to both of the above questions
is "No, it certainly isn't necessary to waste a lot of time in
learning either the first foreign language you attack, or

later ones; and any American can learn one or more
languages just as effectively as people of other countries.
There exists a body of knowledge about language, called
linguistics,] on whose findings you can draw to acquire a
sound approach to language itself and to the problems of
learning a new language. Many of the problems you meet
will be the same for your second or third or fourth foreign
language as for your first; and if you have a clear understanding of the source of your difficulties and how to meet
them, you can save a great deal of time and effort. Even
if you are now coming in contaet with a foreign language
for the first time, it can help you greatly to be able to distinguish between the problems of language-learning in general and the specific problems posed by the particular language you are working on."
This book is intended, therefore, to be of assistance to all

language-learners, by giving them a technique, not for
learning some specific language (be it Latin, French, Ital-

ian, German, or Swahili), but for acquiring any foreign
language. Naturally, the fifth or tenth language will come
easier than the first, simply as a result of practice in the art

of picking up a language; but it is not necessary to wait
until one's fifth or tenth language to realize that such a technique exists and can be learned and used. with profit.
The difficulties we face in learning a new language arise
out of conflicts of several types. Our discussion in thi3 book

will be oriented around these conflicts, the problems to
'Linguistics means "the scientific study of language and its findings", not (as is sometimes thought) the ability to talk a number
of languages. Similarly, a linguist or linguistic analyst, as referred
to throughout this discussion, is not some-one who talks many
languages, a mere polyglot, but a person who analyzes the structure
of language from a scientific point of view and with a special technlque.
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which they give rise, and their solutions. The first question
that comes up is why we study a new language at all, and
what are the various ways in which we can go about study-

ing it, with a discussion of the merits of these various
ways; this topic will be treated in Part I. Some difficulties
arise out of incomplete understanding of the nature of language itself, and the inaccurate notions on this point that
we learn in school and from people around us; a clearer
picture of the nature of language itself, as given in Part II,

is therefore necessary. The need to build new habits in
learning a new language is taken up in the third part, and
the possibility of interference from old habits, in the
fourth, Since language is used, not in isolation from the rest

of life, but as a vital part of the activity of a human community, Part V will take up the function of language in
its social context: the nature of meaning, its correlation
with culture, and the cultural differences with which languages are associated. The linguistic approach as a whole
is discussed in the Conclusion. Appendix A takes up the
characteristic difficulties facing the learners of eight commonly studied languages, and Appendix B explains the
phonetic and phonemic symbols used in our discussion.

PART II

Chapter 2.

Learning Another Language

Why Learn Foreign Languages?

"Why waste your time studying a foreign language'?" is

a question that language-learners not infrequently hear,
often followed up by remarks like these:

"We don't need foreign languages here in America:
everybody in this country talks English, and anybody that
doesn't is either lazy, stupid, or un-American."
"Most of our immigrants' problems v ould be solved if

they'd only stop speaking Spanish and talk English instead" (from an English-teacher in a Texas town).
"Everywhere you go in the world, people talk English.

It's foolish to waste time on talking the way they do in
some out- of-the -way jerk-water country."
"There isn't any sense in making graduate students learn

French, German, or Russian for the master's or doctor's
degrees. They never look at anything in any of those languages after they've passed their reading-examinations, and

everything that's of any value is abstracted or translated
anyhow."

"You'd do better to learn to think straight in your own

language rather than to pick up a whole lot of strange
tongues without having anything to say in any of them.
Look at the European hotel-waiters who know ten or
twelve languages but can't discuss anything outside of
menus and wine-lists."

Each one of these arguments has a superficial attractiveness, starting from facts that are well known but drawing exaggerated and unjustified conclusions from them.
They all have in common the assumption that, since most
people in the United States speak only English, we do not

need to use any other language in our daily affairs or in
our contacts with other nations. Even within our own
4
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borders, there are a great many speakers of other languages

think especially of the Mexican-Americans in the SouthWest from Texas to California, of the Puerto Ricans in
the New York area, of the Cubans in Florida, and of the
French-Canadians in New England. These and similar
groups include many individuals of high abilities, who are
being allowed to drop out of school and denied participation in American life simply because they speak a language other than English. Of course they should be helped
to learn Englishby an effective, scientifically based approachbut, if they were taught in their native language
as children, and dealt with in it by their employers, they
could become useful citizens instead of delinquents as so
many of them do. These groups also constitute a reservoir
of language-competence which should not be neglected in
our present shortage of persons who are truly bilingual in
English and other languages. For this very practical reason, as well as for more general considerations of cultural
value, children of "hyphenated American" (Italo-American, Greek-American, etc.) families should never be made
ashamed of their foreign-language back-ground, but should

be encouraged to keep up and develop their skill in their
parents' tongues.
Outside of the United States, it is even more clear that
we can no longer afford to deal with other nations on a
"Let 'em learn English" basis. In the hey-day of political
and economic imperialism, it was easy for speakers, of
English to insist that their subjects and their customers
use English in daaling with them, and to take an attitude of
contempt towards all other languages. Needless to say, this
attitude called forth strong resentment, and in many parts
of the world (particularly the Far East and Latin America)
the necessity of using English is associated with a hated
subservience to Anglo-American domination. On the other
hand, a foreigner coming to a country with some knowledge of its customs and some interest in its language, is
often especially welcome. In such nations as Hungary and
Greece, the inhabitants have long since learned to expect
foreigners (particularly Americans) to show no interest
in the language of the country; hence an American who

6
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kriows something of Hungarian or modern Greek, even
enough to say "Xeszon6m szepen" for wthank you" in
Budapest or "Efkhar lsid poll" in Athens, meets with especial friendliness and gratitude.
There are many reasons why we undertake the study of

a foreign language, but they may be summed up under
four major headings:
1. Perhaps the most basic reason is simply to be able to

communicate directly (by word of mouth or in writing)
with others who use the language involved. We may be intending to travel in one or more countries where the language is spoken; any trip to a foreign country is infinitely
more rewarding, in personal contacts and in cultural understanding, if we know its language and can talk directly
to its 'people and understand what they are saying to (and
about!) us. The same may be said of business contacts, in
which we may save much time and avoid many misunder-

standings if we know our customer's languageto say
nothing of the good will we gain if we deal with him in his
own language instead of forcing him to use English. If we
are working in any branch of science, we naturally wish to
exchange information with other scientists as effectively as
possible, and we can do this best through personal communication. Missionary workers of course desire to speak

directly to the hurts of those they wish to convert; for
this purpose, the most effective channel is the prospective
convert's native language, in which he not only thinks but
expresses his innermost feelings most fully. More general
than the aims we have just mentioned is the desire to expand our intellectual and cultural horizons through contact
with people of another culture, so as to know how some of
the rest of the world lives.
Some or all of these aims are frequently dismissed as

"merely practical", "bread-and-butter necessities", or as
involving "only barber-shop conversation". We must realize, however, that even the most "down-to-earth" and
"practical" use of a language requires communication with
and understanding of other individuals and their cultural
backgrounds, and hence involves human relations in their
most essential forms. Ordinary, every-day "shirt- sleeves
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talk" (as It has been called) underlies all further use of
language in its more advanced or complicated manifestations, and is therefore not to be despised or neglected,

2. "But I don't care about speaking the languageall I
want is to read what I find written in it", is the attitude we
often hear expressed, particularly by scientists whose chief
concern is to keep up with the most recent developments

in their fields. This "reading-objective", as it is often
called, is wholly justified within the framework of scientific

research, in which our only concern is with intellectual
content and objective meaning. In humanistic and especially literary study, however, we are interested not only
in the intellectual content of a work but also in its aesthetic
effect, and this we can feel and evaluate only if we can put

ourselves In the position of native speakers of the language in which the work is written and members of the
culture out of which it has grown. To attain such a standpoint for evaluating a work of literature, the "readingobjective" is not enough, since the aesthetic and literary
effect of a work depends, not merely on how it looks on a
printed page, but even more on how it sounds as spoken.

The 'reading-objective" differs from the goal of direct
communication discussed above under (1), in that it involves only a one-way contact with the foreign language
and its users: the learner desires, not to exchange ideas
with living persons, but simply to receive messages from
whoever may have written them down. This ability is by
no means to be despised, since it is the only way In which
we can receive and assimilate the wisdom which our pre.

decessors have transmitted to us by writing down what
they had to say. However, a "reading-ability" is, by its
very nature, incomplete in contrast to the complete ability
to receive a message and reply to it in the give-and-take of

conversation, For "dead" languages like Latin, Ancient
Greek, Sanskrit, or Classical Arabic, this is the main kind
of ability demanded of present-day learners, as it his for
scientists desiring only to read other scientists' work. For
these restricted aims, it is legitimate to reduce one's sights
and use only such techniques as will give the desired result.
3. A more general reason for knowing something about
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at least one foreign tongue is the relativity of language
structure. very native speaker of a language thinks, because ho talks a given way, with a given grammatical
system and a given set of meanings for the words of his
language, that that is the only natural and normal way of
talking and thinking.' Yet our native language-habits are
only a pair of spectacles, as it were, through which we view

the world around us. People who speak other languages
have different pairs of linguistic "spectacles", through
Which the world seems different to them from what it seems

We to us. Many misunderstandings arise simply because
we fail to realize that some-one else's language has different
structural characteristics and different meanings from our

ownas when a Frenchman uses the verb demander "to
ask" and we react as if he had "demanded " = what he was
merely asking for,

It is harmful for any-one to be unaware of these differences in fundamental outlook which are caused by
language-structure; such ignorance is at the root of a great

dealthough by no means allof the misunderstanding
and hostility that beset naïve members of different cultures.

It is not only helpful, but necessary, for every person to
have some knowledge of at least one other way of talking,
in order to realize that his or her own way of talking and
living is not the only or even the most reasonable one. A
mere smattering of a foreign language, or information
picked up second-hand, is not enough for this purpose;
first-hand acquaintance and penetration in reasonable
depth are essential. This principle of linguistic and cultural

.

relativity is the most valid reason for extending secondlanguage-learning to as many members of the population
as we can possibly reach.
4. Some persons ate interested in language as an object
of study and analysis in its own right. The prime aim of
these learners is not the ability to speak a number of tan'the classical instance of such in attitude Is found in the conversation between }hick Finn and )im on the raft, in which Huck
finds it impossible to persuade Jim that It is as natural for French
men to use French as it IS for Englishmen or Americans to use
English (Mark TWain, The Adventures of Huckleberry Pint', Chapter 14).
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guages---niero polygiottismbut rather the scientific mumillation of linguistic systems and of human language-behaviorlts a whole. For those of us who have this aim, the
analysis of language and its structure is a highly interesting
occupation; but we realize that it is dot necessarily so for
the ordinary speaker of any given language, any more than
the normal man cares greatly about the structure of the legMuscles or the digestive organs. Most people are interested
in' their language only as an effective medium for com-

munication, and are concerned about its structure and
knotionittg only if something goes wrong, if they have difficulties in dealing with their own language or a foreign one.
When such difficulties arise, the contribution of. the lin-

stio analyst is essential for meeting and over-coming
em, as we shall see in our next chapter.
REFERENCES
Usefulness 'of,foreign languages: Huebener; Parker.
"Reading-objective": Coleman.
Relativity of language-structure: Lado, 1957; Twaddell.

(A full listing of each reference title will be found in the Bib-

liography.)

Chapter 3.

What Are the Difficulties?

We begin to have trouble as soon as we set out to learn
any foreign language. In Thomas Hardy's novel Jude the
Obscure, the hero orders Latin and Greek grammars by
ma, and when they come he is badly disappointed (Chapter fly) t

,

He concluded thatg grammar of the required Wilt, would ton.
Ws, primarily, a rule, prescription, or clue "of the nature of a
secret cipher, which, once known, would enable hirn, by merely

applying it, to change at will all words of his own speech Into those
of the foreign one. His childish idea Was, In fact, a pushing to the
extremity of mathematical precision of what is everywhere known
01# drimm's Lawan aggrandisement of rough rules to ideal corn?,
pletenesS. Thus he assumed that the words of the requited languagif

Were always to be found somewhere latent in the words of the
given language by those who had the art to discover them, such art
being furnished by the books aforesaid.
tW4a the grammar-books arrived' . . . be learnt for the first
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theothikt there' Vas no law of transmutation, as In his innocence he
had 'Opposed (there was, in some degree, but the grammarian did
'fitit reOgnize it), but that every word In both Latin and Greek was
W

Ploddheing.

committed to metnoty at the cost of years of

Phrased in a positive way, this means that each language

hal features which differ from those of every other, and
that each language, which is to be learned (what Hardy
terms the "required language" and what Is now called the
"target-language" often abbreviated TL) must therefore
be Studied on its own terms, not those of the language
which the learner is using as a point of departure (Hardy's
"given language", now called the "learner's language" or
LL). Hardy does not describe the details of Jude's actual
work on Latin and Greek; but Jude undoubtedly found
that not only were the individual words different, but also
the way in which they were put together. For Greek, there
was the additional problem of a new alphabet to learn; and,
even had Jude been attacking a modern language, be would
have found new and unaccustomed features of sound.

Pronunciation Is, in fact, the first aspect of any living
language with which we have to deal, since all the rest of

our learning depends on our being able to understand
what we hear and to make ourselves understood in the
target-language. Familiar examples of difficult vowel.
sounds are those made with the top of the tongue raised
high in the front of the mouth and with the lips, not
stretched (as in the sound written f in English machine),
but rounded and puckered out at the same time, such as
the French sound written u in to "you", mur "wall", or
sar "sure", etc., and the similar sound In German written
U, as in Mite "goodness", hiiten "to protect", or spttlen

"to rinse". Russian has a vowel-sound whose name is
"yeri", which is made with the 1013 of the tongue raised

high in the center of the mouth and with the lips not
rounded at all; It is written with the character w, as in 61.01
"we".$ An example of difficulty
/NI/ "was" or mu

with consonants is the pronunciation of English th, in Its
Ctrs between slant lines represent the phonemes or significant

units of sound of a language; letters used In this way constitute a
phonemic ironscriplion (cf. below, Chapter $),
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two varieties (as in thk and thick), which causes consid-

trable trouble for Europeans and others who have no
corresponding sound In their own languages, and who
consequently say either "xis" and "sick", or "dis" and
Not only single sounds, but over-all habits of dividing
syllables, of stressing them, and of raising and lowering
the pitch of the voice over the entire length of an utterance, vary from one language to the next. Misunderstandkiss, sometimes, amusing and sometimes not so amusing,
Can arise as a result of these differences. 14 Enelish, the
noun- phrase black cow has both the literal meaning of "a
cow which is black" and also "a
made of ice cream
and Coca-Cola"; it is by no means identical in pronunciation with the compound black-out. The compound has
ono full stress (represented by ) on the first syllable,
and another stress which is intermediate between full and
weak (represented here by ): bkkk-out, whereas the
phrase Mick cow has two full stresses. There is a different
type of transition (often called juncture, from the way in
which sounds are joined together) between the two syllables; black cow has two /k/sounds in rapid succession,
whereas there is only one /k/ in black-out. Speakers of
Spanish, however, do not have these differences in stress
and juncture in their normal speech, and also are not accustomed to hearing a /t/ at the end of a word; so the,ic
interpret English black-out as if it were the same kis black
cow, and in Puerto Rico one frequently sees a Coca-Cola
float advertised as a "black-out". Less amusing, perhaps,
was the instance in which an intending missionary in China,

who was just beginning his study of Chinese, failed to
bear the difference in pitch between two words, that for
i`chicken" and that for "wife", which were otherwise the
same; when he tried to tell the cook to kill a chicken and
cook it for dinner, what he actually said meant "kill your
wife and cook heel
Otaminatical systems differ very widely, even among the
languages of western Europe, to say nothing of those of

other parts of themorid. We are accustomed to thinking

of our familiar parts of speechnoun, adjective, verb,

12
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pronoun, etc.as being universal, so that we are surprised
td find that they are not found in many, perhaps even most,

of the world's languages. It is confusing enough for a
or of English to find that in Russian, for example, the
"past" of verbs has to change its form In accordance, not
with the person of the subject, but with its number and
gender (as do adjectives in West European languages), as
in a 61,ta Ai bill "I (man speaking) was ", ox 6wa /6n bfl/
"he was", but a 61,taa /ji bili/ "I (woman speaking] was",
nits 6wta /Orli WA/ "she was". It is considerably more
difficult for us to grasp the system of a language like Japanese, where adjectives are simply a subclass of verbs, or
in the Iroquoian languages, where a verb-form includos an
indication, not only of the person, gender, and number
of the subject and object, but also of the various
of
action, and may incorporate noun objects, which often are
derived in their turn from similarly complex verbs. The
resultant forms often seem to us as long and complicated
as whole sentences, as in /wanhatelchwahlakslatokAhti9tslatas6:/ "He went around to the other side of the altar".4
In English we are familiar with certain changes in the
form of a word which indicate differences in the number
referred to (book versus books; was versus were), in the
person s
g (I am versus he Ls), and in the time of the
action ref
to (we buy versus we bought). Variations
of this kind in the form of words often serve to tie one part

of a sentence together with another, as when, say, the
subject must agree with its verb (I am, but we are; he Is,
but they are); when they do, they are known as inflectional
variations, and the changes in form which they involve are
the Inflection of a language.5

In inflection, there are many kinds of meanings which
can be conveyed by variation in the forms of words. Even in
The symbol

indicates a glottal stop or "catch in the throat";

A is a vowel like that of English but; and $ indicates that the vowel
symbolized by the pre
letter is long.
`Do not confuse this sense of the term Infection --the only sense
in which it is used by linguistic analysta--with the wide-spread use
of the same term in the meaning "rise and fall In the pitch of the
voice". Por this latter meaning, linguists normally prefer intone:ion,
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our familiar categories of number, person, and time of the
action, there can be more distinctions made than we are
accustomed to. Thus, in addition to singular and plural;

some laktuages have dual forms to refer to "two' (no
More and no less) and trial for "three ", as in the Melanesian language of Annatom Island: /aien/ "he", /arau/
"the two of them", /ahtaij/ "the three of them", and /are/
"they" (four or more). In verbs, likewise, there may be
distinctions,- not only in the time of the action (tense), but
alto in the kind of action involved (aspect), or the speaker's readiness to vouch for what is being said. Thus, in
Latin, every normal verb has t*o stems, of which one, the
imperfective, indicates that the action referred to is not (was

not, will not be) ended, whereas the other, the perfective)
tells the hearer or reader that the action is (was, will be)
over and done with: for instance, %Olt means "he is living",

whereas slx/i is "his living is a thing of the past (= he is
dead ". In German, it is convenient for newspaper-reporters to use a special verb-form, the so-called present sub'twelve or quotative, to deny responsibility for the accuracy of what they are reporting, as in China 1st ant Kriege

schuld "China is to blame for the war", versus Er sagt,
China sel am Kriege schuld "He says (that, according to
him,) China is to blame for the war".

The combinations in which words may occur, their
syntax, can also present formidable obstacles. As speakers
of English, we are accustomed to having the subject come
before the verb, and both of these before the indirect and

the direct object, in normal statement-sentences: I love
Lucy; I love her; The boys gave their mother a birthday.,
present. But in other languages, the order may be quite
different. In some instances, the order of subject, verb,
and object is equally NW, but in accordance with other
in Spanish, for instance, "He gives It to nit"
has to be Me lo da, literally "To-me it he-givessi, and no
other order Is possible. Sometimes the rules for this type
of order get quite complicated, as in the combinations
object-pronouns and verb in French. In other instances,
the order may be freer, but a variation in order will indicate a difference in emphasis: thus, Latin Canis hominem
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mordit is "The dog bites the man", since in Latin the posi14

of greatest emphasis is at the end of the sentence. If
We, change the order and put hominem "the man" at the
t10

cad, we get Cants mordit hominem "The dog bites the
riWn", putting cants at the end, the result is Homtnem
mordit cants "The dog bites the man".
of as a sentence is not necessarily
Even what We
the same in all languages. The old grammar-book definition

of a sentence as "the expression of a complete thought,
g a subject and a predicate", is not valid, even
con
for English: the shout of "Intel" certainly contains a coinplate enough thought for its hearers to act on it immeditively, but it has no subject or predicate in
ately and
the grammatical sense of these terms. English structure
conditions us to expect a subject and a predicate in every
"full" sentence, but in Latin and the conservative Romance
languages such as Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian, a sen-

tence can consist of a verb (with or without modifiers)
alone, without any noun or pronoun subject: e.g. Latin
vent:, Italian or Spanish viene, Portuguese vein, all "he
comes". Nor can we say that such sentences simply have
an "understood subject" (which the structure of English
), because, with some verbs in these
tempts us to
languages, there can never be a subject, as in Latin ningult,
Italian nivIca, Spanishnieva, Portuguese neva "it snows".
In Chinese, sentences frequently occur with no subject or
verb at all: for instance, to ask some-one how he or she is,
one can inquire simply Hau, pu hau? (literally "Weil, not
well?").
Quite aside from features of grammatical structure, the

meanings of foreign languages can give us trouble, both
because they segment the world of experience differently,
and because they reflect differences in behavior-patterns and
cUltural outlook. We might
that such an objectively

measurable phenomenon as the range of colors in the
spectrum would call forth the same set of names in all
languages; but this is by no means the case. In English,
we have the seven principal divisions of violet, Indigo, blue,
green, yellow, orange, and red. Shona, a language of Rho-

desia, has a division into three main colors:

clp.rwitka
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"orange-red-purple", citema "blue-black", and ckena
"green-yellow-white"; and the speakers of Bassa, a Liberian

language, divide the spectrum into only two chief categories, zlza "red-orange-yellow" and hut "purple-green.
blue". Lath had an adjective caeruleus, applied first to the
bluishor .greenish -blue of sea-water, and hence
never translatable exactly by either "green" or "blue", but
meaning something in between. No two languages ever
have vocabularies which divide up the world in exactly the

same way, es
y in metaphorical use of words: for
;example, English joint refers both to the articulations of
= arms and legs, and to a somewhat low gathering=place, ea=
PeCially for recreation ("beer-joint'-'), bUt Lerman Gelenk
"joint" would never be used in this latter sense.

Similarly, no two groups of people ever have quite the
same culture, and therefore the terms with which they express their ways of living will inevitably be different. In

Italy, one of the most 'important things in the ordinary
perton's life it the concept and Opinion which others have

of him, or which he t
they have. The Utah WO
for this is Apra" "figure", and the two phrases una bend
figura "a fine figure" and una brutta figura "an ugly figure

mean far more to an Italian thin they do to members of
other cultures. Naturally, such special terms_ and concepti

ar6 often untranslatable, and require a great deal of explanation and exemplification before they are understandable to persons of other cultures. They are the extreme case
Of "idiomatic expressions", most of which involve simply
combinations of words Whose over-all meaning is not evia
g of the eleMents of which'they
dent ftvtn the total m
ate composed, e.g. German Aelfiaus nehmen, literally '`to
take tear-out 1,-ra to scram, take it on the lam] ", or French
Erri en train de lake quelqUe cha40,- lititally "to be lit
train of [i.e. to be in the act of doing something3"4
We have left to the last any mention of the difficulties
posed by writing-systems, because these latter are 'conditioned, in one way or another, by features of the structures

_

of the languages which they represent. As long as the
writing-system to be learned is alphabetical, it follows the
same basic principle as ours, and the trouble involved in

"16
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grasping It is relatively minor. The orthographies of many

modeit Etiropean languages (e.g. Italian, Spanish, German, Hungarian, Finnish) are more consistent than that of
English; this very consistency, curiously enough, acts as a
stitaliting-block for many who have been trained to expect
spelling to be irregular. English is one of the few languages

for whose representation the Roman alphabet is used
without any diacritical Marks (I.e. marks over, underneath,

or next to letters). For the Romance languages, the four
most common diacritical marks are the acute accent ' the
grave accent , the circumflex
and the cedilla ; the
first three of these are normally used over vowel-letters,
and the cedilla under the letter c: c. It Is a good idea for
all language-learners to know these four diacritics and
their names, since they are continually recurring in other
Orthographies and in phonetic and phonemic transcriptions. Other diacritical marks are also found in the conven-

tional spelling of numerous languages, e.g. the diaeresis
("umlaut-mark"), used in spelling German, as in Minis

"king" or Mite "hats", and also in the orthography of
Swedish, Hungarian, Turkish, and other languages; and
the ha6ek

, used mostly over such consonant-letters as
c, r, and s to indicate palatalization (pronut ration with
the tongue raised against the palate), as in such Czech

words as Bert "devil", tditiY "coal-miner", or nal "our".
Matters become more complicated, but only slightly more
so, when there are new letter-shapes to be learned. In the

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), there ate a number of such letters, each with a very carefully defined sound
to which it refers, such as e (for the vowel-sound of English

bet), a (for that of the when it is not stressed), and 13 (for
the single consonant-sound which is usually written ng in
English, as in sing). The Greek alphabet and the Russian
contain many symbols which are similar to ours, but many
others whiCh are different and simply have to be learned
as such, e.g. Greek
ph or 0 th, or Russian w = sh

04 tit = shch, as in mom shkola "school" or Xpymta

Khrushchev. Still reflecting the sounds of speech, but representing entire syllables rather than individual phonemes,
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is syllabic writing, as found in many scripts of ancient and
modern Oriental languages.

A radically different way of representing language is in
the morphemic writiarf, of Chinese characters; here, each
character symbolizes, not any features of sound, but a unit
of form or morpheme of the language. There is a widespread misconception to the effect that Chinese writing
stands directly for the meanings of words or for "ideas",
and so Chinese characters are often termed ideographs; but
this notion is inaccurate. The only instances of morphemic
writing we have in English are abbreviations such as lb.
for "pound" or the ampersand & for "and". Since each
language has only a relatively small number of phonemes
(cf. below, Chapter 5) but many thousands of morphemes,

there are of course far more characters in the Chinese
writing-system than there are letters in any alphabet. Hence
the job of learning to read and write in Chinese characters
Is far greater, for both native speakers and foreign learners,

than is the corresponding task of achieving literacy in a
language written alphabetically or syllabically.
Having surveyed briefly the types of difficulties that can
face the learner of a new language, let us now look at the

ways in which he can set about the task of learning, and
then at the major characteristics of language as a human
behavior-system, on which our evaluation of the various
approaches to language-learning must be based.
REFERENCES
Bibliography for general linguistics: Rice and Ouss.
Linguistic structure in general: Bloom.ftld; Carroll; Oleasoh;
Hall, 1964a; }locket Sapir; Sturtevant. 1947. Each of these works
has chapters treating the various divisions and levels of linguistic
structure.

Chapter 4. Ways of Learning a Language
The most natural way for any-one who wishes to learn
a new language is for him to get into contact with a person
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%Ad knows that language (preferably, one who has known

and_ spoken it since childhood), to put in as mach tie
possible ed Working' both with the person who is serving
Model and on one's own, and 0:-. learn the language by

imitation and reproduction of the sounds, forms, and
g
teininits that the model uses. Especially at the be
Of this Work, the
of difficulties which we have just
disc
in Chapter 3 are stirs to arise; but, if the learner
hai a high enough motivation and puts in enough time and
energy on the work, he or she eventually over -comes at
teat the major difficulties. Row far the learner goes in
eliminating minor inaccuracies seems to depend on individual characteristics, particularly on ability to perceive

small discrepancies and on willingness to
t correction.
13y- and large, children are more adaptable than adults In
this respect, and (at least in our culture) females have less
inhibitions with regard to linguistic adaptability than males.

The ideal, in learning a new language, is "total immersion" in the situation in which it is used, so that the learner
hears nothing but the target-language and speaks no other
language (coming eventually to speak it to himself as well
as to eve
y else) all day long. This ideal is reached in

"primitive" cultures when a perion of one tribe goes to
live permanently in another tribe, e.g. having married into
a family of different language. In our modern society, permanent residence results primarily front emigration (for
economic, political, or marital reasons); most of us have
to content ourselves with, at best, a relatively short time
a few months or a year--spent in the country whose language we are learning. Palling this possibility, the next best
&frig is the use of one's imaginatiOnt aided by reading,
movies, records, and the like' (cf...Chapteis 11, 18), t6 supplement organized academic work in the class-room.
Learning a foreign language by "total immersion" has

'certain features in common with a child's procedure in
acquiring his native tonpie, especially hearing and imitating
"by ear" without any formal instruction, and the inevitable
trial and error process that results. In literate and sephisd-

cultures like ours, it-works best with children up to
the age of eight or ten; as Is well known, before that age,
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children have much less difficulty than do adults in master-

ing pronunciation and structure, with little or no overt
analysis. (Recent experiments would seem to show that
this relative ease has a physiological basis, in the structure
of the brain of the growing child, as well as in the absence
of socially conditioned inhibitions.) However, by the time
a person is, say, twelve years old, he or she is, linguistically

speaking, an adult, andagain, especially in literate culturescan no longer learn a new language "just as a child
does". Approaches which, like the "direct method" (cf.
below), attempt to reproduce for adult learners the process
by which a child learns his language, leave out of consideration this all-important fact.
Together with literacy, there goes a growing awareness
of the use of writing to represent language; in our culture,

this awareness has gone so far as to over-lay almost all
recognition of the essentially oral and auditory nature of
language (cf. below, Chapter 5). We are conditioned to
do all our thinking and talking about language in terms of
the way it is written. This emphasis on writing joins hands

with the medieval schools' approach to the learning of
Latin, in what has come to be, over the last thousand or
fifteen hundred years, our "traditional" method of language-learning par excellence. In medieval schools, Latin
was indeed spoken, to an extent which has survived nowadays only in certain Roman Catholic seminaries; but it was
taught to beginners by brute memorization of paradigmatid
sets of forms, thus:
amO "I love"
amas "thou lovest"
amat "he loves"

anulmus "we love"
ameltls "ye love"
amant "they love"

and by memorizing and spouting rules, such as "Verbs
compounded with the prepositions ad, ante, con-, in, Inter,

ob, post, prae, sub, and super govern the dative". Since
Latin was thought to be the only language that had a grammarunlike the speech of the common people, which even

such a great medieval thinker on language as Dante said
was learned "at one's mother's breast, ,ithout any rules"
the term grammar came to be identified with Latin and
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triai.triethOei deVeloped ht the Middle

f4r,lat

"giatin by rote, 1$ still widely applied in

,ctet4§4big of ,"detid" languages,.
When _MOdern foreign languages, came to be regularly
studied, from

the sixteenth century onwards, it was natural
to a ply to them the same type of "grammar" that had been
schools for many centuries. Since Latin- enjoyed an
ost.eicictsive, prestige, the defenders of the ,modetti
languates, found that, in order to get a hearing at nil, they

had AO cast.their descriptions and rules In the mold ,of
Latin. On occasion, this procedure gave unfortunate results,
as in the often cited declension of English nouns in the
totally unsuited form of Latin paradigms:
Case
Form
nominative
the table
genitive (possessive)
of the table, the table's
dative
to the table
accusative
the table
ablative
from the table
. vinitiVe
0 tablet
SUch a declension might be helpful to the School-boy who
was going to learn Latin, but tells nothing concerning the
structure of the English noun.
COW& any-one learn a language by the "grammar-method"? Yes, and many hundreds of thousands did, but
With tremendous waste of time and effort. Some people.

myself includedfind that memorizing rules and ,parsdigms "does not keep- them from acquiring fluency in the
target-larignage. Many others (probably a majority) find

that rote memorization of statements about a language
helps theni not at 'all, and in fact, often acts as a block
when it comes to actually listening, talking, or developing
any real speed in reading.
Protests against the "grammar" approach were,freqnent
all during the nineteenth century,: but were, not very ep
fective WO the conking of the "direct method", This-wag
developed in the, 1$60's- by a Frenchman, a certain,. NI,
Gouln.' _After trying unsuccessfully to learn Getman ,by,

learning granimar-rules and memorizing the dictionary.

_
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(*Ad observed how children learn their native language without formal study, through continual repetition
and direct association of words and grammatical forms
with
m
g and activity. M. Oouln concluded
that an adult should learn a foreign language "as a child
learns his native tongue", and developed a series of techWOO for this purpose which, taken together, are known
arr the diteCt method. They include exclusive use of the
-language, continual repetition of 'complete utterances

in a -real-life situation (In the class-room or out), and
abandonment of all formal grammar-instruction. For the
lait hundred years, most discussions of language-methods
have unfortunately tended to be polarized around the opposition of theie two extremes, "grammar" and "direct methCommergial language-schools have, in general, based
their procedures on the direct method, with occasional
concessions to a rather old-fashioned type of grammar.

One 'Of the major developments of the late nineteenth
century_ was the investigation of the sounds of speech, in
the science of phOnetics. The mein ,directions of phonetic
research involve study of the parts of the body with which
WO_ traduce speech- sounds (physiological phonetics) and
Abe 'physical- characteristics of the sounds- themselves
phonetics): By the end of -the century, -physio-slogicat,phonetiti-JJtad ISOCOritb a well - developed science,
With

frame- work (including an extensive terminology)
forcdescribing the sounds of any language and prescribing
hots_ tOMake them. The alphabet of the International Pho-

title Association (IPA; cf. pp. 169.475)- is; in ,theory,
capable of representing any sound that the human vocal
apparatus_ can produce. Around 1900, phonetics seemed,to

afford a sounder Scientific basis than_any preceding method
for teaChing a foreign language. The "phonetic method"
emphasized intensive practice in the sounds of the targetlanguage, use of a phonetic transcription, and a new aproach to gramme based on speech rathor than writing.
This methOd enjoyed a certain vogue at the beginning of

the twentieth century, and, especially in the field of French,

a certain obeisance is still made in the direction of phonetics by providing IPA transcriptions (usually only for
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individual words) In text-books, and by giving courses lit'
phonetics to prospective teachers. But the method seemed:U.") many people too rigorous, with too great an einphails
on sound as opposed to meaning, and it demanded more
accuracy in pronunciation than many teachers wer. willing
to demand of either their pupils or themselves,
After the First World War, the isolationist mood into
which the United States fell was a strong deterrent to the
study of anything foreign. Unsympathe,tic educationists
and school-administrators were only too glad to use this
excuse to cut the amount of time given to foreign-languagework in schools, If any time at all was allowed, it was frequently cut to two years in high-school or college. Under
these conditions, it was impossible for the ordinary student

to achieve anything more than an elementary ability to
make some kind of sense out of a not-too-difficult text. The
goals of comprehension and speaking-ability were largely
abandoned, although the first proponents of the "readingmethod" had advised attainment of an elementary speaking-

ability as an essential foundation. Even the older "grammar" approach was kept only insofar as an elementary
understanding of grammatical structure was necessary
before reading could be started at all This "readingmethod" spread to most of our schools and colleges in the
1920's and '30's, and instill dominant in many parts of the
country. Its insufficiencies are at the root of the inability
of many of our teachers and language-learners to deal effectively with their target-language, in listening, speaking,
writing, or even reading.
Since the Second World War, several factors have caused

Americans to be more aware of the need for effective
language-leoning (cf. pp. 4-4). Even before the United
States became involved in the war, the American Council
of Learned Societies (A.C.L.S.) had begun a program to
apply the findings of linguistics to language-teaening-proh-

!ems, in the Intensive Language Program (LLP.). The
methods developed in the I.LP. were applied, with greater
or less fidelity, in the various war-time programs of the
United States' armed forces, involving an oral approach,
a larger number of contact-hours than had been custom-
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Ofy,'arid the use of linguistic analysis in presenting the diffre'reticeS between the learner's language and the targetlanguage In sueh a way as to make them understandable
.

and snrinOuntable. Journalists and other superficial ob.
servers mistakenly called this approach the "Army methOd" as if some group of colonels and generals sitting in the
Pentagon had dreamed it up and forced it on the war;tline
langnage-programs.
-During the war, the outstanding results achieved in some
of these programs (in general, those where linguistic amt.

lists were in charge) aroused much public interest, since=
they proved definitely that ordinary Americans could, after
alif learn foreign languages quickly and effeetively. The
war-time programs also caused considerable insecurity
among professional language-teachers, who reacted either
by denying any merit to the "Army method" or by claiming, in Ignorance of. the contribution of linguistics, that they.
`CoUld' have done Just as well, given an equal number_ of

cOntact-hours and the chance of using what they often_
niistortned the "direct method": There were some 46111._
to apply the approach of the
iq post-war. languagelwork; but, by and large, its impact was dulled by the linguage-teaching-profession's inertia and vested interests.: in
the'slattAi quo ante bellurn.

In the 1950's and '60's, renewed impetus' was given to
the 041 approach by the -deielopment of audio"devices,
particularly the tape-recorder. The availability of soundrecording and -reproducing' devices in large quantity, at
not too great a cost, has made it possible forany institution
to install a language-laboratory in which the learner- can
practise the target-language by hearing and imitating_ the
Voices of native speakers. Despite some misuse of the Ian,
guage-laboratory (cf. Chapter 18) and resultant criticism;
it is evident that no successful language-teaehing can be
done in the future without such aidswhich, in their turn,
make an audio-lingual approach essential, since the teacher
can no longer rely on the old grammar- or reading-methods

to present the target-language without a word of it being
spoken.

Most of the methods mentioned in our brief survey are

4
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Ptak use, competing for teachers' and learners' allegiance.
The old-fashiOned grattrnar-Mithod with its paradigms and
fides;_ requiring no ability -to speak the language on the
part of
teacher and imparting none to the learner, is
still favored by many teachers but by very few students.
The reading-method dominates most high-school languageteaching and that in many colleges. At the other extreme
are the direct-method commercial schools (somewhat updated With modern audio devices), despised by the academic teachers but frequently successful in developing an
ability to comprehend and speak, especially in a short time
and with busy executives and others in a hurry. None of
these approaches is, in itself, satisfactory. The grammar-and reading-methods neglect the primary importance of
hearing and speaking in normal linguistic activity, and the

direct method and its later developments do not distinguish sufficiently between a child's language-learning and
that of an adult.
The only wholly satisfactory approach to the learning
of a foreign language is one based on the nature of language

itself and its function in the life of the individual and of
society. In practical terms, this implies an extensive modernization of the "phonetic" method of the early part of
this century, keeping all Its good points (such as the objective analysis of language and hence its emphasis on hearing and speaking as a point of departure) and giving up, its
less desirable aspects (eg. excessively detailed attention to

narrow phonetic transcription). In general, however, the
training which our society gives us in language-matters does
not equip us to understand the reasons for such an approach,
unless we are supplied with an understanding of what language is and how it functions. Our next few chapters, there-

fore, will be devoted to this topic, after which we shall
pass to the problems involved in building new languagehabits and minimizing the effect of old ones in learning the
new
REFERENCES
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Chapter S. So

The Nature of Language I

and Writing

Human language is often defined primarily in terms of
its semantic functions, e.g. as "a set of articulated sounds
or letters for conveying ideas". Such traditional definitions
neglect the more basic characteristics of our linguistic
behavior: its fundamentally oral and auditory, habitual,
and Systematic nature. To give a more complete definition,
we shObid have to say something like "Every htiman lin-guage is, a system of oral and auditory habits, located in the
brain and nervous system of human individuals, and used
by the members of groups to convey more of less in
ful messages to each other." Our next five chapters will be
devoted to expounding the chief reasons for the different
Parts of thii definition, which must be 'thoroughly understood before we can proceed to outlining the steps necesfor acquiring new language-habits.
modern
g culture has many misconCeptions- once
language, but the greatest of all inValves the relation between speech and writing. It is very.
widely thought that there are two kin& of language, spoken
and written; and that "written language" is not only more
important, but somehow more fundamental than "spoken
language". Actually, the exact opposite is true. Without
denying the great importance of writing (especially for our
highly developed technology), we can nevertheless safely

affirm that it is unjustified to speak of "written" and
"spoken" language, since human language is essentially

spoken and only secondarily written. What is written down

is, in all normal human activities, a reflection of what is
spoken, either out loud or silently, by the person who writes
25
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or readS.° Ottr Writing is based on our speech, not vice+Mu; hence it is inaccurate to refer, as so many people do,
to "pronouncing the letter h in th, as in thick", or to consider that every-day speech is in some way a "corruption"
of the "purer" language manifested in written form.
g is
We are brought to the basic conclusion that s
secondprimary in human linguistic activity and writing
ary, by several considerations: the history of writing, the
t and function of literacy in the world, and the devel°pleat of language in each individual human being, It is
. well known that the use of writing is very recent in history,
from no earlier than ca. 4000 11.C.t in ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics, Even if one were to consider, arbitrarily,
that our earliest attestations of hieroglyphics might be later

than their actual development, and therefore arbitrarily
push back the date of the origin of writing, it would be by
no more than a thousand years or so at the most. Humans

have not been using writing for more than about six or
seven thousand years. But, by the reckoning normally accepted at present, the human race has been in existence at
least between half-a-million and a million years; And one
of the major characteristics distinguishing humans from
other living creatures is the use of language. Human society

could not have come into existence without the use of
language, since humans have no in-born communicationsystem such as bees and other creatures have. It has well
been said that, instead of Homo sapiens "man capable of
wisdom", a better descriptive term for man-kind would be
Homo loquens "man capable of speech". Humans have, by
definition, been speaking for as long as they have been
human; on the other hand, they have been using writing
for only somewhere between a tenth and a twentieth of
the time they have been speaking. The activity of speech
is, obviously, correspondingly more fundamental than that
of writing. It has been suggested that if, by some magic,
the entire human race were to lose over-night the art of
'Apparently, in certain vety advanced tYies of mathematics,
what is written down goes beyond what is spoken' but advanced.
mathematics can hardly be said to come under the
g of nor.
mal human activity.
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reading and writing, we Would be set back six or seven
thotitand years; but, if We were suddenly rendered unable
to speak, we would simply cease to be human and would
',have to start the entire evolution of the race over again.
Even though writing has been known for six thousand
years or so, until very recently it has been a jealously
guarded skill limited to a very small minority,_ usually
consisting of priests, lawyers, or aristocrats. Literacy -did
tiot begin to be wide-spread, even in western Europe, until
--the nineteenth century and the spread of universal educe.,
tion. Reliable statistics are hard to come by a rough esti- mate would be that in Charlemagne's time (ca. A.D. 800)
perhaps 1 percent of the total population could read and
write ; -by the time of the French Revolution (1789), perhaps 25 or 30 percent in the more advanced European, tuitions, and much less elsewhere; and even how,- with
Virtually complete literacy in countries like betunark 'and
Switzerland, not more than half of the world's Population
has any familiarity at all with reading and Writing. Yet
every man or woman, even though a member of an illiterate

t society or a "primitive" tribe, is none the less
umith if he or she cannot read or write; what 'makes
human is our ability to speak and to wet to speech. Not
should we believe the
spread folk-lore about tribes
that supposedly have vocabularies of only three hundred
words Or whose languages are so deficient that they have
to-eke out their lives with gestures, No tribe has yet been

,

cliieoVered that did not have a language with a fully formed

grammatical structure, and a vocabulary as adequate for
their culture as ours is for our culture;
In this as in other matters, "ontogeny recapitulates
phylogeny"the development of each individual retraces
the steps thtough which the whole race has passed. In Ian.

guage, the baby hears its parents and others speaking"
around it and to it even before its eyes can focus on anything at all; and its babble begins to become structured,
in imitation of what it has been hearing, by the end of the

first year or soon thereafter. 13y the age of three, the average

child is speaking fluently; by five or six, it has already
internalized the "blood and bone" of its linguistic structure,

--
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only. a feW loose ends (Inostly analogical formations
,

optes or wroon) to be tied up in the next couple of
No- reading 45t. wilting at all enters into the process
.g one's native language; even the most precocious
child'does not leatti to read until after he lia:s a good com-

mand Of speaking, andespecially with our schools' In**co on, delaying reading until the first grade-L-mcist
-petias do not begin to become literate until their language.
halts are almost wholly formed.
Writing-systems always represent one aspect or another

of speech (cf. pp. 1S-17)i alphabetical writing, which is
the kind with which we are most likely to be concerned in
Our learning of foreign languages, represents the sounds of
speech, In a more or less accurate fashion. No writing -sys-

tem represents all the significant phenomena of spoken
commUnicatIon, since Intonation, stress, and juncture (cf.
Chapter 14), are always given only a sketchy representation

in punctuation. It is therefore no more metaphor when
WO speak of "reducing a language to writing"; we must
remember that, by this very fact, the way a language is
written is an incomplete representation of the total linguistic reality.

It is commonly thought that we can mad and write in
complete silence, without any speech taking place. True,
many people learn to suppress the movements of their
organs of speech when they read, so that no sound comes
forth; but nevertheless, Inside the brain, the Impulses for
speech are still being sent forth through the nerves, and
only the actualization of these Impulses is being inhibited
on the muscular level, as has been shown by numerous experiments. No act of reading takes place without a certain
amount of subvocalhation, as this kind of "silent speech"
is called, and we normally subvocalize when we write, also.

Many slow readers retain the habit of reading out loud,
or at least partially moving their lips_ as they read; fast
readers learn to skip from one key point to another, and to
guess at what must lie in between. The good rapid reader
blows_ the subject-matter well enough to guess intelligently;
the poor reader does not know how to choose the high spots

or guess what lies between them. As the rate of reading
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increases, the actual muscular movements of pronunciation
are reduced; but, just as soon as the going gets difficult,
the rate of reading slows down and the muscular movements of pronunciation increase again, even with skilled
rapid readers.
From these considerations, it is evident that the activities
of speaking and reading cannot be separated, especially in
learning a fortign language, The activity of reading is not
independent from speech, but is based on it we must there-

fore begin by learning to speak, and then build up our
ability to read on our knowledge of the language as it is
spoken. In no other way can we build up in ourselves a
"feel" for the aesthetic value of the language which is in
any way comparable to that which its native speakers
have This is especially important if we wish to study
literature, since the effect of literary works (especially of
poetry) is largely dependent on those aspects of speech
(intonation, stress, juncture) which are incompletely represented in writing. Curiously enough, literary scholars
are especially under the delusion that it is possible to
study "written language" in isolation, without regard to the
language as it is spoken; this is because they do not realize
the extent to which, as we have just pointed out, all reading
and writing necessarily involve an act of speech on the
part of both writer and reader.
REFERENCES

Relation of writing to speech: Hall, 1964a, Chapters 44, 45;

Hockett, Chapter 62.
"Silent" reading: Edfeldt.
Child language: Hall, 1964a, Chapter 46; Hockett, Chapter 41;
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Chapter 6.

Speech-Habits

When we speak or write, we usually think of ourselves
as saying what we want to, and as not being constrained
by anything except the extent of our knowledge and the
rules of polite behavior. If we want to, we can talk about

i4441(04pt
g !Fon Oti C,hildreu4S Progress In school to inter.
AO' polities or the philosophy- of knowledge.' In the
saitio wag, if we feel We It, we can walk or drive down-,
-..-,tcitvis or can take a .,train, bus, or aeroplane across the
continent, withOut being limited
anything eicept our

_finangial aboty and social co itments (including, of
ooze, otir jobs and other responsibilities);
Yet An doing any of these things, we are much less free
thatiwe usually think of ourselves as being. Taking even
a single step to say nothing of walking a block or a
*WO us to cofirdluate many muscles In torso, legs, and
feet. Each one of us has learned in early childhood, by
trial and error (and often with pain and howls, when we
down), tow to effect this coordination. By the time a
is five or six, it has learned not only to walk, but alsO
_no, jump, and often perform other types of locomotion
.

as swimming. Walking then comes to be almost wholly

a matter of habit, something we do without thinking. It Is,
of course, fortunate that habit takes over, at an early stage,
In walking and most of our other activities; think how inconvenient it would be if we had to stop, analyze, and plan
our action before every muscular movement required for
-- taking a step. (It would not only be inconvenient, it would
render us completely immobile!) Habit is not, as is often
thought, something negative, objectionable, or deserving of
condemnation as the source of laziness. On the contrary,
it Is only habit which enables us to perform many essential
but repetitious acts without paying attention to them, and
=-* hence frees our attention for less predictable and hence
more significant actions.
Similarly with language: the role of habit is far greater
than-we usually suspect. One functionally necessary but
misleading effect of habit is that we tend to discount its
contribution to our lives. This is true largely because we
acquire such habits as those of walking and talking at so
early an age that we have, in later years, virtually no memory of the process. Consequently, we are normally unable

to describe the actual processes involved in our habits

{how Many of us Can name the specific mu.scles involved
iu milinary w
?) and are at a loss even for a frame.
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work within which to discuss them. In language, matters
gingide ivotte by the feet that we do not normally start to
talk abetit it Until we reach school and become literate,'
long after we have learned to talk and have forgotten thelaltning-ptmess. The only basis our schooling affords for
sting
tic matters is the totally inadequate one
otOtir conventional spelling, with the twenty-six lottett .of
the konlaii alphabet, and the Latinizing type of granimat
dIsetisied
19-20.
gable extends throughout the entire range of Mir

gastic'aetivities. When we speak, the respiratOry tract,"
fronithe diaphragm up through this lungs, the trachea,- the
arYnit, the
, and the mouth and nose, Is involved;
-and the pronunciation of each single sound is achieved by

ceombinatien of three, four,- or more ?flank: of Speech
WOrldng, together Ili minutely harmonious coordittatiot
Thiti; When we pronounce the first sound
fat4004116
_

upper lee* are held against the lower lip, the breath is
forced out between teeth and lip over the 'entire area'61

contact, and the vocal cords in the larynx are not vibrating.
Foe the very next sound, we pass to a CoMpletelfdifferentsot ,Of pOsitieriS for _the vocal organ's, with the ,teP of the'
totigne_low_iit the 'Ouch; the teeth and lips apart, aid the
r.vecal,cordt Obrating. The next (usually spelled thy is like
the first,- 'except that the breath it forced out over the tip

'-

Of the tongue as it is protruded out between the -upper
front teeth, and the vocal cords are still Vibrating. AA

to sounds like those represented by m-, it, and -4;
the stream of breath is kept out of the nose by the 4%"111e

(the flap- of flesh which hangi down at the back of the
mouth) being raised against 'the back wait of the ph
Our vocal organs assume all these positions, and many.

others involved in the production of other sound', 'and
they move from one position to another, without our being
a*are of the details of the processes. The naive: speaker IS

aware of the sounds of, language Only *hen- something
goes wrong, either in gross over -all malfunctioning' such
as we find in cases of hare-lip or cleft palate, or in Minute
faulty adjustments like those which *dike the effects of
a foreign accent--e.g. some -one who does not have In

_
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-natiVe language the habit of forcing the breath out betweed the, tip_ of the tongue and the upper front teeth as
do in the English sound spelled th, and who replaces it

by 46 Of those *lied t, t, ors.
,Habit is just as operative on other levels of linguistic
structure *s on that of sound-production. Every time we
Plit a past-tenSe suffix on a verb (as in worked, organized,
or tried), or put the in front of a noun, or use the order
tuo.rEcT + VERB + OBJECT in a sentence (He saw me),
we do so as a result of deeply ingrained habits which are
trained into us in early childhood. The same is true of the
in
p of words, either those which are almost wholly
objective (chair, table, house) or those with emotional
connotations (love, religion, capitalism). With meaningful

words and their combinations, our reactions are much
closer to the surface of awareness than they are with
sounds. Even here, however, our normal use of linguini,:
forms and their meanings is made the object of conscious
analysis only when we meet with something that is unfamiliar (say, a new word like a blip on a radar-screen, or a
scuba-diver) or that we dislike (thus,- for instance, I have

a strongly hostile reaction to presently in the sense of
"currently, at present").
It is necessary for us to realize the great role that habit
plays in our language-behavior, and the relatively small
share that conscious analysis or reason has in it, so that
we may-understand the type of work that has to be done
in learning a new language. There are, roughly speaking,
three kinds of subject-matter that one learns, either in
school or out: content, attitudes, and habits. In study devoted to content, we learn either facts and deduction's
based on facts, or procedures for finding out facts, such as

the dates of history (1492, 1776, 1914-1918, etc.), the
conclutions to be drawn from what we learn in history,
and how to proceed in investigating history. Work in the
humanities in general (literature, music, the fine arts),
Insofar as it is not devoted to creating new works of art,
is primarily aimed at transmitting the attitudes which our
culture has: which writers, composers, painters, etc., are
'considered great and what there is about their work that
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ea It '4Utstancling. In the humatiltlei,- attention it paid

to:fattual content only insofar as it makes a contribution
to the understanding of the work of art itself. Both of theie
Of study involve intellectual analysis of one kind or
-anotherf brit in' the formation of habits, attention must be
paid.- to the building up of action-patterns through
pea ed practice, such as we accept a,nOrmal 101
to play tennis, swim, or typewrite. Intellectual analysis is
.-,televant to habit-forming studies only: Insofar as it coli!tributes to our understanding of the patterns we are learn
ing and ,of the difficulties that may arise because Of
,

previous habits oriented in a different direction.
Blementary language-learning belongs definitely-in the
titled of theie categories, that of the habit-forming 'studies:
t is not primarily. an intellectual ability, although, at the
intermediate and adyineed stages; as we learn enough of
the new language to receive and ,transmit inforination
We can use Was a vehicle-for intellectual_actiVity of various
kind, In fearning -a new 'language,' the- formation of ne04,-'-habits 'come* before all other tonskderations; and,- since
the habits, of the target-language are 'nosier Ai*, of

10004: InnPage,- 0004 -attentions must _be piddle,
helping the:learner .te

_his nadvo habits and j:

acquire theffiew.ones: -(tt is in MOting these probletii* rhit '
linguistic analysis: maketi
spechlo contribution to -the
language-learning-Problem.) In --an `elementary latiguage-_

course; any intellectual content not' ainied at the goal OUestogishing, new habitS' is out of plaCO'i- no matter
how 1#'
to
`g oi'valuable it maybe in itself (e.g.- the literature,
art, or politics of the country involved) Or how useful it,
may be at -a later stage

the learning-process.

We * often shocked at hearing language-learning disOnSsed in these terms,' and especially at the notion that
habit-formation should play such a large role, far' greater:
than is customarily assigned it. Such a reaction is natural
When we have been brought up on the traditional a
. ,h
by
of deductive, nonnative grammar and
go'almost exclusive emphasis is placed on "ratidlie
analysts and its application. Those who learn langUaget
successfully by traditional methods fail to r,
that,
_

,

_
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itliCiOt being' aware 'of what they are doing, they have
tiVetitheinfelveLenough practice in the target4aniuese to
buildi4,Its habits unconsciously Not all people learn this
ay; ,hoWeVett- kir most

,

much. More hi the way, ..Ot

oitert effort is required

up the fie!,

habit's; with as little as 'visible to distract US from that esIOW process. Our linguistic -activity is like the traditional
time tenths.. of which are submerged beneath the
sutfado of the Water; and the one tenth which is, above the
4.4140 gives very little clue as to the nature and extent of
-, the rest.
REFERENCES
HabitUal nature of language: Hall, 1964a, Chapter 3; Hocken,
Chapters 1, 64; 'Madden..

Chapter '7.- System and Structure

One of the most important aspects of any language is
that it constitutes a system. Many facets of human life at*:

sYstematic, ln- that they, follow patterns 'which can be
analyzed, described, and, predicted; but our linguistic behavior is -perhaps the most highly patterned of all. This is
what enables us to make .detailed analytical statements
abOut language; if,this were not the case, total OaPreAlciability would result, as in the classic example of the croquet!
-game at the end of Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland,
Where the mallets are flamingos which every so often fly
away, the balls are hedge-hogs-which uncurl and walk of
when they feel like it, and the wickets are soldiers who
get up and march off to sentry-duty. A certain amount of
systernaticity in language has been recognized fora long
time, and some of its aspeCts are codified in our traditional
grammars; but modern linguistics has gone beyond. this
point, both In reco
g the extent to which every language has a system of its own .and in developing tech.
piques for describing the structure of individual linguistic

Alen*

_
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When we listen or speaks the sounds of language do not
occur at tandorti,,bUt show a close correlation with feature*
of the world around us: red, green, yellow refer to certain

Oiott ranging between fairly' well defined wave-lefigt4
,bOok; to certain classes of objects and ear,

drink'rittap'to certain types of actioos; justice, velocity, friteV4ettoni0 certain characteristics of the behasi1Of of
04146 Or things. The correlation which any word, gtotip
of 'titOrds, or other linguistic form showi With the'- Work'
around us is Its mooting, The way In which sounds add
.thearangt are cortelated is not simple; but very confilint;
since several levels of organization are inY4.31%leat Figure
1 Showi- the various levels into which- linguistic analySts
divide- the structure of _language, as usually
y represented
.
*ordeal
(non-linguistlo

world)

t

lexical habits

,syntactical habits,:

-

meaningful.

mOrpholOgical habits

phonological habits

*

ion-Mesita'

physical sounds of
speech
--.Figure 1. The Levels of flOgolstio structure

kiwi* of speech are usually, placed on the lowest
ley6;' they constitute the raw material, out of which all
the rest of language is built. Speaking and hearing are of

the essence Of normal people's language-behavior but *ay
do not by any means constitute its single or most important.
aspect. The Sounds themselves are normally dealt "with
the study of phonetics, physiological and acoustic (cf.'- p.
21); the WAY in which the speech-sounds are organi*
Into patterns' of significant units is the subject-matter of
= Phonemics, This latter depends on phonetics for its raw
material, 'Aft goes beyond phonetics in that it disregard*

to*, $0.ig'

oil 1,44.1401JA911-'

triknal iariationt In sound. The' Claitio example
Of (p)-Sotrind7 that we haie in English; EspeCialiy

s OW, 49u,ttd ocuutA *ith no Off of _breath Ot,
-after 14,a-s in (OW spirt; bUt, partioniatly.bifOte

et

and not ,after (s), there is W:04 of breath
tts'in (p'm) Pin, (the' apostrophe in the phonetic
lion matks the puff of breath). TheSe two varieties
quite distinct,- so for, 0S -theirs 0001
Wttod
e
,

sourid ioConeerned; but the difference between theM never

tliaktS = a ',difference in meaning between two words hi
taglisht On the other hand, the difference between the
VOtotel7SOutid' of English sat (which We transcribe Ohonetkilly as (set)) and that in set (sett is what makes these
two'Words-different, Since the (p) of (spin) end the (pi) of
1psin) never have-a function of keeping meanings apart; we
cla$1 tbem together and consider them as members of one
forictional unit or phoneme, which in this case we Ustiscribe (between slant lines) as /p/. With (te] and (e), how.
ever, since (in English) they do serve to differentiate, not
Only sat and set, but a number of other -similar pairs likebat and bet, we consider them as belonging to two separate
functional units (phonemes), which we transcribe
/03/
And" /c /8 respectively, The level of "phonological habits"which we have shown in Figure 1 includes both phonetics
and phonemics; but it is primarily the latter which is relo.
want for linguistic structure.
A linguistic form is any sequence of phonemes which
has meaning: thus, a single exclamation like Ohl, a prefix
like pri-, or a suffix like -Ing, and an entire sentence like

lie said he was going home tonight., are all linguistic forms.

A Minimum form is one which cannot be broken down
'Square brackets indicate that the letters enclosed in them are
part of a phonetic transcription, i.e. represent speech-sounds.

conVhat letters may be used to represent these phonemes
ventional spelling (a and e, for instance in this case)- Is, at this
Irrelevani to out purposes in l luistic analysis.
_

muit be emphasized at this point that speech-sounds which are
nearly the same may not have the same phonemic function at all
in different languages: Is) and fz), for instance, belong to separate
phonemes hi English (serving to distinguish!, Say. seat from zeal,
they
dee from rise, etc.), but to one phoneme In (taller,
;never serve to distinguish one word from another). (in_ which

-
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any lather without robbing it of its meaning; thus, with

the Sequence of phonemes /Min/ feeling, we can peel off
the element /ti)/ .frig and still have the element /111/ feel
ft Without changing the essential meaning of this latter.
11t if ;we take off anything further, even the single con,
-SOntint /1/, what we have left is /11/ fee, which means
something quite different and hence is not the same form
any longer. The same is trite of the suffixed element/IV
=d0, which cannot be broken down any More; we therefore
-say that. /01/ feel and /In/ Ing are both minimum fornis,
A minimum functional unit of form is known as a mor'.
_pheme; just as similar unit of sound is called a phoneme'.
A further, very important _distinction on the level of linguistic forms- is their division into free and bound forms,
l.6. those which can occur alone (e.g. fee, feel in the exam.
pie, above), and those which cannot (such as -Mg) in
given language. Many, but not all, scholars use the term

-

word its'irh Wally synonymous, with ,,"free form" (e.g.
feeling, feelingly).: hOlanalysis and classification of in-6;4-,

Apnea constitutes the leVel of morph6/60.
Even free forms do not always occur- alone,' of cnAttse;
combinations of free forms are dealt:with-tinder the head.
ing Of 'syntax,
the, dill.ereaces betvi-teen
feel, feels, felt;
feeling,: and feelingly are_ morphological' in their nature,,:,
tyltereitS1,feel fine,' He felt rotten,: and He spoke teelitig0,:,
ors thegitotiic_are longer Combinations of free forms and
henCe.bilong on the syntactic_ level. Not only "cOmplete-,
ientencei, b4t so-called "`fragmentary "- utterances, as Well':
_as etelOmationt and the like, are syntactical phenomena,
-for- instance Drat ill, How come?, Too tired to go
to the
-_

triavies tonight? Syntax covers the structure of phrases

-_(combinations of forms which take the 'place of a single
tree form, as the big fat men takes the place of simply men -_In a larger combination) and clauses or minimal units of
f.iterance. A meaningful combination of form's, on the syri!
tactical level, is known as a construction, for instance the
combination of DEFINITE ARTICLE + NOUN (the boy) or
that of AUXILIARY VERB + PAST PARTICIPLE (the "perfect

phrase", e.g. has gone) in English. Constructions have
meanings of their own, independent of the dictionary
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Meanings of the words that make them up: thus, the
English perfect phrase just mentioned refets to action in
1 116 past lasting Up to or including the present time.
Incihrichtil words usurly have what is called "dictionary-

g", i.e. they are correlated directly with features of
the non-linguistic world. which can be given as their mean -

ing hi, say, a dictionaryfor- instance, book "a number
Of sheets of paper bOund together", or run "move the

legs quickly so as to go faster than in walking ". The ele,

meats of a Ian ageusually its "words"which have
g make up its lexicon. Lexical elements
can be grouped together, at least roughly, according to
dictionaiy-m

features of m

g which they have in common, So as to

form "fields of m

g" (walk, run, Jump, crawl, all

referring to locomotion); but groups formed in this way,
on the lexical level, do not have so highly structured a relation among their elements as do phonemes, morphemes, or
syntactical combinations ,to each other. This is why, on
the left -hand side of Figure 1, we have indicated the syntactical, morphological, and phonological levels as "strut=
lured ",

but the lexical level as (at least relatively)

"non- structured ". On the right of the figure we have in&
Cate(' that our habits on the lowest level of linguistic structure, the phonological, do not in themselves have meaning,

but those on 6
ee higher levels do. and it is through
meaning, as
ted out earlier (p. 35), that linguistic
phenomena are related to the non-linguistic world.
In the various new terms we have been introducing in
this chapter, the suffix -eme occurs several times, in such
words as the following:
Term
phoneme "functional unit of
sound"
morpheme "functional unit
of form"
And similarly:
Term

grapheme "functional unit
of writing"

Root
phon- "sound"

morph-"form"
Root
graph-"writing"

--
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toneme "functional unit of
pitch"

taxeme "functional unit of
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ton- "pitch"
tax- "arrangement"

syntactic arrangement"

tt-We compare the list of terms with the roots given in the

right-hand column, we can see that, by peeling out the

Stiffix -eme from the complete terms, its meaning is "fundVeinal unist of . -.". this list by no means exhaustS the
total number of formations in - erne, but includes those
Whieh any-one concerned with language-learning should be
familiar with. It is also useful to know the prefix alto-,
which means "non-functional variant of . .". In the exam-

ple of English [p] and [p'l given on p. 36, for instance,
these two sounds are non- functional variants of the Oa
nerve /p/, and will therefore be termed allophones of that
phoneme. We can thus set up a list of formations, on the
same roots as thoie given above, all beginning with the
prefix

allophone "non-functional variant of sound"
allomorph "non-functional variant of form"---aliograph "non-functional variant of writing"
ailo04 "non-functional variant of pitch"
01/Qtax "non-fu-netional variant of syntactic atiangetnent
'We shall have occasion to use all of these terms in discusS4
_lag the problems that arise in dealing With foreign linguistic
'Structures.
When we are studying a foreign language, wo inevitably.
treat both it and our native language as if they were con-.

scant, unchanging throtighout time. We have to do so
because of the necessity of having a clear description of
both; but, in fact, alt language is forever and inevitably
---,changing, slowly but surely. Old sounds, forms, construefions, words are going out of use, and new ones are caule
ing in, whether conservative speakers like the way things
_

are going or not. In any society, at any given time, some
linguistic phenomena are obsolete or obsolescent, and
others are recent innovations; the foreigner needs to know
at least approximately what connotations of this type at-

`.
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tach to the forms he is learning. To this extent, therefore,
it is well to take historical considerations into account
When .learning a foreign language. However, extended
'disqnisitions on the ultimate origin of a form or construetion---telling, for example, how French eau /o/ "water"

goes back to _Latin aqua, or how German ;Iran "to
kratchft is related to English writeare beside the point
at the elementary stages of language-learning, since they
convey nothing that is of any real assistance to the learner,
and only distract attention from the real task in hand, the
process of acquiring the new language.
REFERENCES
Nature of linguistic structure: Hall, 1964a, Chapter 6: Hockett,
Chapter 16.
Linguistic change: Bloomfield, Chapters 18-27; Hall, 1964a,
Chapters 46-66; Hockett, Chapters 42-60; Lehmann; Pedersen.

Chapter 8. Meaning

If language did not serve to convey meaning, it would
not be fulfilling its basic function, which is to weld human
communities together and enable people to cooperate with

each other. It would simply be an empty sequence of
noises, with no more function than are those which parrots
and similar birds make when they imitate human speech.

However, we generally take meaning more or less for
granted. Linguistic forms can be easily isolated, analyzed,
and written down; but their meaning seems to be some4
thing considerably more elusive, as can be seen whenever
we discuss that of even some common every-day term like
window, chair, or table (what is the border-line between a
window and an air-vent, e.g. hi a prison?). Hence we often
tend to think of meaning as something vague, abstract,
hovering (as it were) over and outside of the speakers or
existing in an abstract world of thought, and coming down

to embody itself in the physical entities or words which we
utter in speech. This view of meaning is seemingly supported by the experience, which we have all had, of "know-
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ing what we mean but not being able to put it into words"
-;-from which we conclude that meaning must be somethhig over, above, and beyond words.

It is; hoWever, possible to define meaning, if not as
'sharply as the levels of linguistic form discussed In The
preceding chapter, at least with enough clarity and ot,,
jettivity to relate it to both the facts of language and those
of the non - linguistic
Essentially, the meaning of
any linguistic form or construction is the real-lite situation
in respect to which it is used. We must say "in respect to
which",- rather than "in which", because we often use
linguistic forms to convey meanings even when the phenomena 'referred to are not present to either the speaker or
the hearer. I can speak of "my cat", "a piece of steak", or
anything else. I want to, and my hearers can understand
what I am talking about, whether the object referred to is
present or not, Speech used in this way, outside of the
physicil context of what is referred to, is called diiplaced
speech: It Is thedispiaceability of human speech that makes
it such a tremendously effective instrument in commutlica-

tiOn, 'since we can send messages froni one speaker to
another (with or without the use of writing) and we can
_Order:add receive_ objects. (say, books or laboratory-equi

meat) or make arrangements for future activities (e.g.travel, visits) even half-way around the earth.
Our analysis of language must start with linguistic form,
since form is much more nearly constant, more easily identifiable, and more predictable than meaning. if we 406.1.1.0
the meaning of a linguistic phenomenon as involving all
the situations in respect to which it is used, these situations
necessarily include, not only everything relevant _in the
outside world, but also all the intellectual and emotional
reactions of the speaker and hearer, each time the farm is
used Obviously, it is virtually impossible (at least in the
present state of human knowledge) to discover all these
aspects of meaning. In our practical dealings with meaning, we normally separate those features of the situation
that can be described objectively (their "dictionary-meaning" or denotation) and consider them as fundamental.
'The other, more personal, individual over-tones of mean-
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are called connotations, and, in general, are left out of
etionattei Olt linguistic descriptions. They are, neverthe=
less, Very real fadors in total meaning, and especially in the
telations between people of different cultures. For instance,
Onch-att apparently simple word as compromise "settling an
arguritent by each side giving up some of what it wants"
-hag itiVotabletOnnotationt in British English, but unfavor
abte in American English. Failure to recognize this differ-

aide in emotional orientation and hence in connotation
may lead to bad misunderstanding and break-down of cornMunication.'
Every time we attach a meaning to a word or construction, it reflects our experience of the universe in which we

live. if a person has had no experience of something, we
say that he or she does not "know what it means" (e.g. to
have a loved one die, to fail an examination, or to make a
successful proposal of marriage). This applies, not only to
the objective happening (which is often relatively easy to
understand, intellectually), but also to our emotional reaclions and our social adjustment. But, since languages and
cUltures differ from each other, we inevitably find differences in meaning on passing from one language to another.
Each language divides experience differently from those
who speak it, even (and especially) for what we might
expect to be simple and hence universal, self-evident words
and meanings. Most West European languages have verbs
corresponding roughly to English have In the meaning of
"possess ": I have a book, French l'ai un iivre, German kit
babe ein Buck But we need go no farther than Hungarian
and Russian to find that not all languages have a verb with
this meaningt in Hungarian, for I have a book, one must
say Van kOnyvem,- literally "There-is [a] book-of-mine",

and in Russian, one must say Y mewl ecm ktillra /u
11111)4 jest lagga/ "To me there-is fa) book". By the time

we come to a really "exotic" language like Japanese or
Chinese, the segmentation of m
g is entirely different
from 'what we are accustomed to in our West European
languages.

Nevertheless, despite these difficulties, it has been pos.
sible to make considerable progress in the study of mean-
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and to isolate, at least approximately,
units of m
g (sernemes) which are correlated With
lingUlstiC 404 One of the central facts of semantics is
that forms Often have more than one meaning,
are
IRS (semantics),

Used in More than one situation, English duck, as a noun,
means "a certain kin_
kind of bird of the family Anatidae", and
also "fellow chap"
cf queer old duck) and, in sotre,
instances,- "likable person" (You're a duck!). Our Word
ear means -"the organ of hearing", but also "attention"

(Give earl) and "an ear of grain". It is customary to dis
tinguish betWeen the central meaning of a form, that which
its users consider fundamental (basic, constant), and one: or More marginal meanings (less fundamental or baiie, or

."transf,trred" from the central meaning). In the case of
duck,-eVery speaker of English would agree that "a-kind

of bird" is the central meaning, and the otheri given above
aro marginal. With ear, "attention" is obviously marginal
to "organ of hearing", but in the sense "an ear of grain",
we may perhaps wonder Whether we are dealing with the,;
sante Word, or With two different words that haVe the same
Sound-and different Meanings (honionjws): Hero?-, again,
what seems normal to speakers of one- language
n~eeessatily seem so to thoSe of inothet:
instanO, it is quite natural for us to speak, in'a transferred'
wise,' of the leg _of a -table,-_ but- no speaker: of Russian
ever use flora
"leg' lof the,b0
with tO"

*eiite to a table;
T40-usets of a language, at any given time, are Often
inclined to think that there must be a- "real", _right' ,

permanently valid meaning attaching tocach word or eon, struttion, and that any departure from this meaning must'
of necessity be wrong. However, Meanings change- over
time, and no-one can say at what point-of time-the "right''or "best" meaning is fixed, after which no change might be
allowed. -Thus, our Eng,lish word nice earlier meant

cate", but in Middle English (around Chaucer's time, in
the fourteenth century) it meant "foolish", being a bor.,
rowing from Old French nice (of the same meaning),
which in its turn went back to Latin nesclus "ignorant".
Furthermore, we find that meanings vary in different parts
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iii4446'11tetiltOry; in Spain, the word roble
ttet,belotiging- to the genus Ctriettusr but in
Oka It la' applied to various mho deo belonging
.tailiffOnt genera. No-ode can say that eidier Use Of
Is definitely-tight or witne, the Spanish use is right
'Spain; and the Arierican use is tight for Latin America;
toevet ,We meet VIA clifferericet'of this type, we must
11Tepated to repo
that there is no absolute-right di
such mattets.
'Ong
)1EittR4NCES
Nate' of meaning: Bloomfield, Chapter 9; Hall, 1964a, Chapter
39; Hocked; Chapter 16.

Chapter 9. Language and Society
Language has both an individual and a social character.
It exists only in the habits of each individual speaker, both
in his actual speech and in whatever there is in his brain
`:(nothing is known in detail, as yet, of the actual processes

*NO to on In the brain In connection with languagebehavior),that determine his speaking and his understand,:
his pf _what 'he hears. By the age of about five or six, the

Individual has built up the essential features of his linguistic system, and by twelve or thirteen, he has a fully
developed and functioning set of speech-habits which,
fr.* then on, do not change very much; he is a linguistic
adult. EAch- person's total set of language-habits is Wsidloteco it is never exactly the same as any other person's
idiolect, and is as peculiar to each individual as his finger-

44104. Not that the individual "creates" his idiolect out
Of his own inner consciousness; far from it. On the con.;
tram each of us builds his own idiolect, primarily during
childhood, through imitation of other- idiolects which he
hears spoken around him. Usually, we imitate those with
whom we come in closest contact (parents, plar.matett
relatives) or whom we admire', and we Imitate less closely

those with whom we have less contact. Even what' little
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we May haVe that is original in our !dialects is normally not

our own "creation", but Is put together out of already
Material, as when some-one coins wibble out of a
COMbination of Wiggle and wobble.

Qii the other hand, in any given speech-community, the
individuals that 'comprise it have idiolects that are very
Similar to each other. This, of course, is how human beings
can_ communicate with one another, since the idiolects of
the members of a speech- community are (althoUgh not

_identical) so closely similar in structure and in meaning
that they convey the "same". messages. There are always
strong enough_ forces, in any community,_ making for coheSion
set any tendencies that might exist towards
'strait differentiation from which total incomprehensibility
might result. lf,1 choose to Invent a new word and mean-

iq (say, goo* "Objectionable European- refugee"), 1sand little or-no chance of using It successfully jig On
MY own initiative;if it is to become part of the cominunity'S
it Must be -accepted and _taken up by other member,

604, Language IS therefore not only an
ut
a social, phenomenOn, insofar as it serves
Molly to reeinent groups of humans together and permit
-OM, to co8peratc and achieve far more than would bo
ssible othe
..11Owever;
langbage-PhenotnenOn -40-Objective- existence _Outside of the usage of some
individual; all "dialects" and "languages". are
ply abstractions constructed by comparing two or more
_

idle sect§..

$onie' idiolects are more alike than others. This means

that, in any Speech-community of a certain size, thereprobably exist two or more subgroups set off by the sin*.
larity of their speech. Linguistic analysts normally refer
to such a difference as one of dialectic, Dialectal divisions
in a community as large as the English, French., oritier.
man-speaking world are quite complicated, and reflect-the
e term dialect has a number of different meanings, incloing
f speech which the user of the term does not like", and
"foreign accent". Linguistic analysts prefer to restrict their use of
this-tit:» to the objective meaning "any variety of a language",
Without any unfavorable connotation.

"Any

.
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extensive sinter-play of social contacts and of prestige.
gNups. the best -known tine of dialectal division in language. is that between .ttandard and noti,standardL the: standard variety is that used by socially acceptable people,

ivheteas non-standard Includes all other kinds of usage
(especially urban lower-class and rustic). Intersecting with
this line is the difference in functional level, between formal
-(tho kind of larigilage used only In very "correct" and ele-

gant situations) and informal (used in ordinary every-day
living). Combining these two types of division, we get a
four-way contrast between:

I. For A standard: e.g. It Is 1; I have none; He de;
parted.
2. Informal standard: e.g. It's me; I haven't any; He
went away; between you and me.
3.

Informal non-standard: e.g. 1 ain't got none; Ile
beat it, He took it on the lam; You and me better
go home.

4.

Formal non-standard: a variety which arises
when those whose normal speech is informal non-

standard try to speak formally, and create forms
or combinations which no standard speaker would
ever use on any level: e.g. between you and I.
Virtually all large modem speech-communities have extensive beliefs concerning what is "correct" and "incorrect"; and we must take their notions into account when
studying the language of any group of speakers. However,
these beliefs, although often very wide-spread, are usually
quite at variance with the actual facts in any given case;
this is particularly true with the languages of West European prestige- cultures (English, French, German, Italian,
Spanish). This is why we need a frame-work like that just
given, so as to have an objective basis on which to judge
doctrines of "correctness". For instance, one normal

answer to Merci "Thank you" in French is (in its full,

formal standard form) II n'y a pas de quol /iInjapadakwa/
"There is nothing for which [to thank me)", roughly equiv.
alent in social function and status to our Don't mention it.

In ordinary every-day speech, however, all people, of
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voiatever social class, customarily say /japatkwa/, which
is UstiallY (and somewhat misleadingly) written as "'Y

equai",-This latter way of responding is, In actuality,
ott the level of informal standard usage; however,- basing
thithselves on the way it is written, some purists will call it
'incorrect" and will condemn any text-book which is bold
enough to giVe it as the true normal way of speaking.

*hat makes 'forins "correct" or "Incorrect" is hot, in

Short, a matter of legal or 'quasi-legal authority, or of come
prehetisibility; it is wholly a matter of social acceptability,:
in the usage of certain classes of our society which are dom.
inant and which set the tone for others. In some countries

(such' as France and Spain) there are acadeinies Which

Were set up with the aim of "regulating" the langUage; and
many peoplo in thOse- countries are brought up to believe:
that such; an aim is justified and practicable, In fact, how eve ?, 'even in Prance and Spain, the effect of aeademic_
pronouncements, or of the dicta Of supposed ."atithorttles"
(apecially giltinmar-booki and dictioniries), oil * e usage
people is quite slight, Nor dOes the 'C4Otailee
bt:r.,tejection of a" linguistic form depend On- its Inherent

_

Merit: it 41 and Oslo_ ate of equal merit in theinielvei,-:
lhigulitie forks,' and so are Ne IRO and lie, e410,
cePtabilitY'AePtil0= entirely on Whether the heaiets 0:i.form like it', and react favorably, or dislike --it and .reiet'
unfaVOrably towards a person using it. tareet, as applied's,
to language, On Mean only "socially aceePtible", as.far as
native users are concerned.
:_. -We Cannot stop here, howeVer, because; when wearelearning a' foreign language, we often -find that its sPeakerS
have different ideals for the usage of non-native speakers,

_

front what they expect of each other, Most non - puristic
Americans_ have, for both themselves and foreignefs, alit
ideal (which-often stays below the-level of awareness) of
relaxed, free-and-easy speech and writing, in all except the
most formal circumstances. In some other societies, how-ever, upper-class speakers prefer_ not to hear their own
every-day usage coming from the mouths of foreigners;
they would rather hear a more prestigious, even if _archaic,
type of language; and even if with a marked foreign accent:'

t4Attittii ovitmcNtmota
esiitetensi true-hi Latin Anterica *here there Is
Ault on Or MilliOt alid-Nortit Aitietictin .1n4is rathirA!toneydisesteenied.,)- When* foreigner
(Prole)); Spahisht
0:11itit'"yOu "speak- better
ttd.) than he. does", it is not necessarily' an n-enipty

anti noir, yet always a back-handed way Of saying
(whatever the language may be) LS so poor
4. 0. aintoit incomprehensible", He- may be choosing
'W4Y- of telling you that you are living Up:to WO :ideal
hoW-At foreigner should speak. Your judgment of 'this,-

tta' of other Social aspects of language, has to depend on
the. cOlturec- involved in any particular situation; but no
such "situation should serve as an exeuse fof failing to attempt the closest possible approximation to native -like
cOnunand of the foreign language in the long run.
REFERENCES

ha et 38.

.

dlakct, language: Hall, 1964a, Chapter 4; ilockett,

speech - community: Bloomfield, Chapter 3,
Social levels and "correctness": Hall, 1960, Chapters 1-4.

Chapter 10.

Imitating and Memorizing"

k

Since a language is, in its fundamental nature, a set of
habits existing in an individual, the only way for any
person*, learn a new language is to build up in him- or

.

herself a set of habits which will correspond, as closely as

possible, to those of the native speakers of the target language: For maximum effectiveness, this cannot be done

haphazardly or confusedly, and the ordinary langhagelearner In our modern ci
tion has neither the time nor
-.the energy to spare for the long process of trial and error.
involved in either day-to-day living and picking up the Ian=
guage in the country Where it Is spoken, or for ultra-direct.'
Method efforti (cf. pp. 20:-21) to reproduce the procedure
whereby a child learns his native language. In any given '1=-language, some of its features are more fundamental 'thatt--'
others; some are easier than others for speakers of a par.--,
&War point -of- departure language; and some are more
Useful. and necessary' than' others in every-day life. Tlid';
choice Of material to be learned, and the order in which it
s learned, has to depend, on a balance to be established,;
.4001111 these vasiotts,aspects.Of the target-languaie:..EXPtri",.3
eneed writers of foreign- language text-books know -,that

_

they must (all other things being equal) progress, in the
material they present, from what is more essential to what
is less essential; from the easier to the more difficult; and
from the immediately useful to the elegant or prestigious.
They also know that, it is wise to break down the targetlanguage, as a whole, into a number of successive stagei,
each to be presented in a single group of lessons or -unit,
containing _various types of materials and exercises 'designed to make the learner proficient before he proceeds 'to
the next stage.
49

1.4061)A0i1:1A8111'

4$19:.

,

Ode his icireleet the four

II

each=

Olve4 14"he'PrOceit of learning any given :
VtkoWOO

tetialti amount of

.$16 `0kftOinenonAltSf of alli

pei§sible,-.,
intetriallIed as .effeetNelY
tit ti
tt)lig.hiniltation'afid'tneinoiliatieh. There is no substitute
olr this laid l stage, since _all of, the sub$equent stages of ..,*9* dePend on the learner having a thorough Ichowl-

'Of Whiitis InVolveil, 'as ti basis on which to build
aithef,' The itfiat stage, 'fOr the adult (and we musire-.
ttieMbet that, is_ painted out on P.- 10, linguistic adulthoodbegins, at around the ago of ten (>4. twelve), is the -analysis
Of .06 'Patterns of the target - language. After analytical
awateness_has bon_ achieved, intensive practice is necessary; and after the pew patterns have been practised to the
pint where they come readily; the learner must be trained
111,using them_ in the basic form of linguistic activity,

PrOisatIon. This: and the following three chapters Will
treat in detail these four types of activity, and the way that
text- material (new or already existing) can be organized
,

to meet these needs.,

--,The 'Material to he learned should be presented in.the
form of basic sentences:We shall give a few examples of
typical groups of sentences, and then discuss the reasons
Why they are cast in this particular form.

German (from Rehder and Twaddell, Unit 8):
Un der Wohnung bei Frau Reiff.
Die )(lintel Motet. Frau Reiff geht

[In Mrs. Reiff's apartment.
The

doorbell rings.

Mrs.

an die 1-1austilr and sieht na=11.1

Reiff goes to the' door and

Frau Reiff:
1. Gluten Morgen, Frau Limberg-

Good morning, Mrs. 1.1m-

er.

2. Es ist abet nett, da$ Sie kom.
men.

Oran JJmberger:
3, la, ich Icahn abet nut efnen Au
senblitk bkiben.

Xch Mal gleich in die Stadt an
der! Oahnliof.
Vf:

open Ste jernand abholen?

looks after it.I
Mrs. Reiff:
be riot.
It's very

--

nice of you to

COME.

Mrs. Limberger:

Yes, but I can only sialt
moment.
I have to go downtown right,_
away, to the station.
Mrs. Reifft
Are you going to meet Sion*:

one?'
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Mrs. Urnberger:
Prat: Umberto:
6. Das nicht; is h tnuB wined Not that; I have to take my
Mann an die Balsa bringen.
husband to the train.
7. Er rtsuB heute noch glitch Basel He has to get to Basel today.
fahren.
Pfau Reiff:
Mrs. Reiff:
0, Waft CAA denn der Zug ab?
When does the train leave?
Mrs. timberget
Umbergeti
At ten thirty.
9. Um aehn Uhr ctrelBig.

Spanish (from Agard, Unit 14):
Charles:
Pero Alfonso, 106 Dula cara
te ha
Mest

pasado?

Alfonso:
y, iqu6 die ha sido islet

Es% Molina se me cayeron mis
-

Itafas y se Me rOmpleron.

Esta tarde se Me perth6 la carters.

Why Alfonso, what a long
face you've got,
What's happened to you?

Ob what a day this has been!
This morning I dropped my
glasses and brOke them.

Thls afternoon I lost MY 2,
wallets

r;e%ta Plata

Se to acab6 la plata, natural-

-. *mote,
liAlfousot

the (t:: your) money

And that Iva, theend of your
money, naturally,

,

Claw. Y esta-noche se me Olvidd
una cita que'tenia con ml novia.

Of course. And tonight I for-i.

got a date I had with ray

girl.

Charles:

So she Went out with somebody else?

1,ASI Cs que sali6 con otro?

Alfonso:

;AS, not Eso bunco se hut aqul en

Oh not That's never done
here in Spain. =

/3sPaila,

Italian (from Hall, 1959, Uni t 24):
g an Intermission at the Rome Opera, where Ruth, Bill, Pete'
andd 1. ea ti are occupying a box.j

Ruth:

the harpsichord .
to create (Intellectually)
the form
the sonata

it clayicimbalo
ideate
la fbrtna
la sonata

26. In quell'epOca d
.

o

grandi maestri 1 claViointhato, come per tom-

& Dmc° Seaton!,
cite WO
sonata.

Orma della

In that period there were the

great -austere of the barP81chord, such as DomenicoScotian!, who created !heap-,
nate form.

-
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Aktd Pa

?

11

Ell 11$4" Mk MO the it

terlin° '

Armstrong del vio

Oh, he was Only the Louis Atb1
strong of the violin.

.

iranto rtilitlio per

So- much the bitter for him.

3¢ direi, tanto Oslo.

Ed say, so much the vfor*

iota:

snifter,
U
Jr. Staggitia4, ragazzi, con
questi battibecchil
mantenere

bled
est

to maintain

tittelkttuale
3t Mantenlarno Is discusslone

Su+ di tin liven° puttmeow intellettuale.

to stop
the squabble
Stop it, kids, with these squab.,

rtrecllectual

Let's keep the discussion on a
purely intellectual level.

In the case of languages whose pronunciation is mark,
edly different from what is indicated by the conventional
spelling, a third column may be used, to give the actual

pronunciation of the break-downs and bask seutenceS
in a phonemic transcription, as in the following example
for French (from Denoeu and Hall, Unit 11)
ENOUSII

totrivamrs
a moth
to lead

terrible
Moths lead terrible
lives, don't they?

PUNCH
SPELLING

tine mite
mener
terrible

Les mites mnent
tine vie terrible,
n'est-ce pas?

TRANSOUPTION

YE-Mit

mane
tt ribl

n-c-s-po?

First of all, it must be noticed that, in all four of these selections, the material to be learned is presented in tho fox*
of sentences, and (usually, though not always) in conver
sallonal situations. This is because humans normally tails
`oompktit, sautes:toes, not in isolated words, and our bask

Use of language is to converse with each other. Formal
expository prose is not our customary way of oommuntr
'catittg, but some of the basic sentences tan, especially at a
in the form of
1.091`02 advanced stage, be
c topic and serving to 144
setting total, souses
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troduce the learner to prose style. Nor is poetry expressly
to be avoided, by any Meant Folk-songs and simple poems
can be used from the very beginning, and more advanced

literary creations can be introduced at the intermediate
level; for instance, the final learning unit of Hall, 1959,
contains a sonnet by Dante and a carnival-song by Lorenzo
de' Medici.
The situations represented are those of ordinary, everyday life, such as friends meeting and talking, persons entering stores and purchasing things, others going to, beaches
or sight-seeing or attending performances of various kinds,
all the way up to gatherings in salons for literary disetts-

dons. A well constructed series of units will show some
kind of semantic progression, from those situations of
immediate concern to the individual (beginning, with a
kind of "linguistic first aid" in the shape of iminediately-_,_
useful Words and phrases), to ever widening concerns:
taking care of personal needs (lodgings, meals, sightSeeing, etc.), practiCal contact with the environment.
-(amusements; banks, hospitals, and the like), m(1'11101'6
general cultural matters (university life, history, Art, 'music,'
literature). Many superficial observers, openhig text-bobks
of this kind towards the be
g and sizing conversations.
that deal with "merely practical affairs", have come to the"

erroneous conclusion that the oral approach' permits of
nothing but "barber-shop talk",Such a notion is, _of courseiL

quite unjustified,: sinceeven if the conversations them-eelvei are in free - and -easy tone, as normal people's talkUsually

subject- matter does not have to be re-

stricied to non-intellectual matters in any way. -Yet even
the- Most prestigiouS intellectual discussion, even- the
most elegant social conversation, has its linguistic roots
sqUarely in ordinary every-day speech; the latter is, there. tore, he ildnd of language which the learner should ac-fist, so as to have a better basis on which eventually,
to bulks up the Emmet
.

The scene Of the dialogues is usually placed in the court.-

try whose language is being learned. This procedure is, of

course, not peculiar to oral-approach texts; most others
do like-wise. However, a conversation; whether it is Mug-

,

"

a

41,04o 1400..AistottotaAtitTs'
ibijiv0441,:nittives of the edttntrY).betwith a
the Italian example)
fOrelgners, can reflect -the cultural batk4

'4:01:iii`Plitiori or eVen.(tia

effectively; In the more elementary

h-patterns can be included, and such ap-r,
ant but actually very meaningful de*Is
1c
ett.plotic particles (e.g. the perrnart
,i0rier-..:-c*ordi that bind the discourse together, like abet
,(1001 "thee). At a slightly- More advanced
leye4 dialogue can show the reactions of members of
one cidtiire to-the behavior patterns_ of another) as in the
conyersetion between Alfonso and _Charles- (p. 51 ) I the
latter expects that the formers girl-friend might have gone
ety=day 6
dY

out with tonid-one else '(as might well be the case In North_

Medea); btrt that kind of -thing would not happen lit,
of conversation Is .iilso the best Melia
of -presenting the difference in m
g between "false'
S'

friends'!--words which are similar In form (pronunciatiOn_

or both) but whiCh mean quite different and
often' corifutingthings, e.g. Italian drogherla "rieticatessew.'-,
sh drug- store, or Russian ctiamintia /fainflIja/
"fa y-name ", not "family". The characters presented in
the dialogues may be of any age, social level, or intellectual
achievement; the wider the range of characters, the better

over -all picture the learner can get of the people Whoselanguage hels learning.
In each of these samples, the foreign language Is accompanied by the English equivalent. For convenience' sake,
We have given the first three with the foreign language_On',
the left and the English on the right; this is the way they
are given in the originals of the Spanish and the Italian,lint In Rehder and Twaddell, the English is given on the
dcki-nurnblted_ pages and the German on the following
Page in each case. _There Is a specific reason for giving 'the_
040/dents in the learner's language, as well as the mate-

_

rial itself which is to be learned in the target- language;
lie learner shoild be told the meaning of what heis meni.g) not forced to decipher It as a kind Of PtiAle. Thia
f the language-learningprocess is not an intellectnrit
but,, simply a -matter of getting the sonteticci-
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together with their meaning, firmly fixed in his memory
as soon as possible. Translation is an excellent exercise,
but not at the beginning stages; it should be kept for later,
more advanced work (cf. Chapter 17), when the learner
knows enough of the target-language to appreciate the fine
points that have to be covered in careful, accurate transiatiOn-work,

Notice, also, that the English equivalent does not necessarily correspond, word for word, with the material In the
foreign language, (This is why we have been referring to

the English "equivalents", rather than to the English
"translations ".) Thus, in the German example on p. 51,
sentence 6 has kh mull meinen Mann an die Rahn
&Oven, literally "I have to bring my man to the [rail-I
road". However, no-one would normally say that in,"

English, in this situation: meinen Mann means here "my
htisband"; we speak of taking some-one, not "to the (rail-)
road", but "to the train"; and we don't "bring" the person

.

away front where we are, we "take" him. The English

equivalents should give what one would usually say, in the
particialai situation involved. No-one can ever expect two

languages to have exactly the same way of putting any
response to a given set of conditions.
How, then, can the learner be made aware of the literal

meaning of what he has been given In the target -languages -=

:Many texts give, as is done in our Spanish and Italian

examples, a separate line for each new item (together with
its meaning) or for each combination of items which mean
something different from their constituent elements.1hesi
"break-downs" (some call them "build-ups") are the best
,Way to handle so-called "idiomatic expressions", as in the
=Spanish use:of plata (literally "silver") in the sense -of
"money", and of the definite article in connection with a
reflexive where English would use the possessive: la pidia
"the 1= your) money", If this procedure is carried through
consistently, it avoids the need for giving large, indigestible masses of vocabulary at the beginning of each lesson,
as is customary in traditional grammar-oriented texts; It is
convenient and helpful to the learner if the new vocabulary
introduced in each unit is collected, for reference-purposes

Jit 41-6'

ttilt

at 140 end: 00 the unliviint even thiS it not

11)tal$.00441,1:.
,tnadel for the terget-langtiaii-46.,,' the beg ..-o'
ttottis5,haltitti' in his at her tune of the linguage-;IS a
*lye, speaker, some -one who has katteci it as his or her

(tit tbngtni.

dies not mean that this native

er ig always the best ,authoritY of :the 'struCtiire 6t_
oiling of the language; cf.- below, Chapter i
The
advantage of the native speaker it his or her'
ty With the -antral situation in which the langtiage is
add with the normal linguistic-responses to those titttatiotia.
Iftititn the best non-native speaker is likely to' be confronted

With problems of usage On which he does not have the
total experience, and hence the ability to solve them, Which

every native speaker has. One must guard,-

of Co ,_Urs14

against the frequent tendency- that naive native speakers';
the
have; when Swirls as m6deli for imitation, to get
subject and waste the learner's time on irrelevancies. Thc
beauties of French literature or the depths of the Russian
soul 'gee -doubtlessVery worthy topiCS' in theniSChiei; _bit(

have nothing to do, at the elementary live:, with 'the job
Iii band, Which is that of acquiring the habits of speech
(and, later, those of writing) of the French or Russian tan,guage*

fn ordinary situations, we of course prefer to haVe, as a _
Model, a native speaker of the socially acceptable, standard
variety of the target-language. Without being snobbish oir

_

tic, we can still recognize that non-standard native
speakers ate likely to introduce, into their speech, features
that may prove unacceptable to standard speakers. For instance, speakers of lower-class Neapolitan, have /6/ (like
English sh) instead of /s/ before a following .consonant;

and pronounce, say, *oleo hiked" as /Stanka/ instead of
/stAntio/,ii a pronunciation which grates harshly on. the
ears of other Italians. SpeakerS of non- standard varieties
,so likely to have an incomplete. knowledge of the
are
standard language, and hence to be insecure and to pro=
out Ph011edo and ptkopeOlIC tranScriptIOUS, we i000,1 in

smith. Woe of the boo-national Phonetic Alihebet or closet
,0!#* ct, the -table of symbols in 00044 B.

litrit,,01140 NSW LAt400Akie-HABill

_

ati:fPrifis as result of false atialotiep' with
ir ha ve.dialeet:Ihus,' a certain speaker of South ItalipO
fiaiVei: In .TO: text -book, the pronunciation /sigar4ttli/
(With' AO open (e) 'like-that of t ngtish*bei) for ,"plgarette

lOsteid of the standard /sigtritta/ (with a-tiose (el like
at of Ettillshhat0)4 ,
work lettrping the basic sentenced, eonsisil
t40
listehitig fo, the native speaker ($0046400
edlNuformatit",1!-- more _often T',"drill,:tnaiterl)
co tern', raid -then doitt_his best to
the 4600
0- yall vespeets-(including 'stress, juncture,- And(n.:.,
-tonatiO)*tit:_thedrill-master is satisfied with the.fitItta'4_,
the` best otsituatioOt; where there1s, only one
qtr- and
- master ;' of 040 the learner ber1014
_atteittipiii,Usually,- hy.the=fprdloaiy:PlasS4=-:.

Atkokshiii,'*O:hitiSt resort

%riot* deyiees;i0;

Of 'results fOr--ekh lif4iitc11141;

the, PtIt4et _of each,
.thnn,e.
throUgh the baSle,,seifteoces:4
t;,pOe6;:.(tOore 'Anti; once; if time available) -wl
48

.Worlq it 111*(0

repeat n. =The diiikMattet sag_ the. Item (bre
Or complete sentence); end the entire group -te
or hi»s OP' her in chorus; the process, telYeet4
- master moves on to the next item, and 's° (4060
1-th:414S1000-teliOst Choral tiePetition, partipttlark
.'ettch= unit, helps to 'remove
of_ s.trahlPit42
'particularly the embarrassifieut,
many maple: eel when ,called on to dO _something '_11104,repeating linguistic Material with which -..they-_ar01,11
taMiliarif4.40 the ehOral_tePetitioo, the drill- master` c
on'ea4h,Incilyjdual to rveat'an item; in the case of tinsatlki
factory Imitation, two :44 three more repetitions
prder (opt more, 1,0,40$6' it point of diminishing -retiirtis-Is

t

0401 kaphed, embarrassment sets ini and .baci psycho;
blockage Vfin result.

.

atOrriX04tiverifoir pettlavi means only "source of informatIon" which
is what
aker normally functions as; however, boa sO
Alloy Peelle4confuse informant with informer "one
to the t4diee , it is advisable use sonic other term, such 3 #114-

'tt 44044 itt: 0400

an '6
ly
O

ot yo-dti now' b4
to" nOt as !IrknlaatW_ba In -MOO
ties ltheie at* 'fintIve Spe4kenlaiat#
on 'hand-4t those 'Who are' available

06t
alcOi at ion -Sattlit$
tit&
Infothlanti,t' Efeii
1.:415-)osieti-:04ilook-Alc-ob
6:Vit*1*
tttlechi
in \Vat 4hentif thoUhtiliine
non did, Improve their performance to

at $Whet

tt,wita an acceptable _antlitituta for 'the- Of

et
tthtf(140vever, anything that native
Cat also be 4corded, and the_ olastronni alio
1)4'14440*am every futtiwk
nt" In 0110 the Wohet ;Materia,1 ia %faced out
which the listenert
4 itre4,0b0 -9t sueboe
'00 With' very
A io?blitAhey have just heard:
ateoui t of ocordett material- available' on toe and- r
ikeYe4 toga number of well -written 'tots pit vhinally_
lah

that is In any demand, there Is ino

1014* refuge behind the excuse 0We can't get
native speaker!: Nor-is_there any basis f01.tlii aCcusatioh
that the oral: approach -reduces- the 'American teacher to
tot of the recording - device. A,Phono.
being a mere ,
graph or a tapalecorder can only reproduce what has been
.,recorded;, it_ cannot. evaluate the learners.' -perfOrmancei-:' _
The American teacher -stilt has the-hliblY IMPIOrtatit -role
Of guiding and criticizing the quality of his students' imltai

don; if he does not have enough knowledge of the
t$uago,to do this, he is unfit to be in charge of the class

at

"And what if I haven't got a decent text -book, such tt$
YoUive been describing? Suppose , the person -10
alt
of :language-work is old-fashioned and'

this new-fangled oral-approach stuff is a lOt of tniinny-liotr
Even ,so, you Can transform even the stodgiest olokstY10:Odd- Into Something at least usable,-"live language -text
h- s-.:antno

Sops which can be Scot at 4SO Sentencch, In 0019.Mni w ith .010'

txt.,

01,41.0t44 141.4 LANQUAGEMABIT.4

,

06'0410040 adding the _netessa0 break -downs
are being-fotced to treat the foreign rah.
ge as a Nixie- to be solved, the next, step is for you to
prepare', yOlir own basic sentences With th-C help, of the
'ttanslations you -have: made. (The very process of pre;
them will hOl?, YOU, lettrh them,'
will
necessity
g .94t,ifitactlY what they 'peen and how: they; fit

O.) 1 o,not :however, .try to invent new
ea 'of your 6wri; a pecir y at the beginning, there ,are
in* traps In the, %01,,, of exceptions - and unusual
eittireS_ that may trip you up. ,
sentences constitute the first step In theleatuIP

00_, And are an, indispensable basis for ail that
ovst
_they must be -learned 'coMplettly and
or9ughlY-40. ,COMPletelY that 04 are -"Over-14010411'-

410i `,considetable,elkif, and is for itiarty, people', it
not
taik;
-4swillitig- end_

*ere rote theinoyixation",' or sneeteitit,
For the :most ptCfitithle
'it Ole -tatietAanittage at a lafek'stage, the underlying
onAntellOctual
the shape
motor: metro"
itss he 6444)104 and COmOetelyInterhalize4 Aso th`a
6: learner*, attention is eventually, ow- for more rapid
Involving

id .;iet1:4 IntellectUni activity without disturbance 4000,
141tY: 10-PW.44,01 the basic elements' of floiangnage; "'
,

tkitc-

itEl*BpOsiCES.
techniques
, general: ,..Brs:oksi:ItirgUitOk_et

); Moll ton, 196t

Material for linguistically based teaching: Olimann.
Basic sentences and drill-ma-start Sebeok,

'a

Chapter
_

Discovering the Patterns

big the basic sentences is, for a linguistic adult,

hat enough, and must be supplemented by accurate kocwledge of the structural patterns contained in them,, as well

by extensive practice oh these patterns, before'. the

intprOvliatiOn:-IlefOre the atif
ahead Ott.6r #
fd build to the habits of the new language
0:(tt .ntitjoi fittOtetehe-e-.. tioitt those, of the 06inf-Of.i
langttagaitioci, the child, analytical sib* and
Nel-the" child le &mei-

40 no

0110,02.11 developed to enable: WM .1to',14:,e.oto =
of the grammatical patterns of

_atittiagef.-:After this age, howevei,'46 are
,ways "' With regard to 6ur: native latipag64
'1010,8iritl' inevitably, carry. theth over' into any new
tinguagelvei kaki.: To overcome, this difficulty,- we 'mtist:

6 analitleally aware of .the cause` of our troubles,
the points iof our first-language structure that -are
Ong with 'our catching onto the different 'pattertia`
the
as native s');_aieersti latiguage-t4 :the ease of Atneritans, normally English
are by no o-tneans necessarily knoWledgeable'oinKern-

attimatical Mauch, and hence need'*- rely
findings of professional linguistic, analYsts;`,416-haYe'

Mtge rote fo play in finding the paints of difference and
making them known to us.- Since no two target-langtts-geS-lhaVe the kin* points of difference' from tnglish,- thli job
has to be done separately for each language, and "embodied
in separate discussiobsr thete is no such thing at-"gegeraigrAllthiat" which can solve these probletni at once and Of
.11111in

aget-'

can-arise, as pointed out in Chapter. 3, _OA
-.eil'ley0e of linguisOo sftuctOre_They should betaken up,
in an ideal language7tMit, Immediately after the basic selltomes in each unit, with a section devoted to pronunciation
and spelling, and another devoted to grammatical matteri
(both ranrPhb1083, and syntax). if not after each group
of basic sentences, ben the grammaticai discussion- should
come aftCr Over-, other group or-so. .(It Is not deSirith16 to
Intlee-tt separate section at the end of the book to which all

treatment of pronunciation is relegated; this procedure
Mork too much encouragement to those- who
'te
COO_ pronunciation and consider- it : "unimportant " - in

*1°00 language.) Here are jogiolks of di.

t

spektne propimolstipii-featores:

,

.

.

avitotild maw LA'Nouttot-HAsits
carman (frOlti itehclet and TWaddotl)

,

2.L Two itei*geaUsh 00104
The two dermah words for e=the accusative' with and the
dative ilikend is sounds which do 'not- normally occtrr at -66,
"OW of English words.
, The-sound at the end of with has to

be glade 'gate distinct from both ck and sh, since all three sounds'
of the- German pronunciation system, and all thre4
1' different from each other in Oormatt.; Practice 'nk
not. and
/ and mtch trier (accusative). _Thel re6tite`the
WO ante CO WI, Me _nicht itriut Stock
anion sie ink*
t 1: Oraoke ankh ofrO, tog and hoc /ash, up._
is ch.sotind 61'0eritan occurs in English 00 Y hefere the Yett.'
sound in words like human.- One way_ to learn to hear it. is' to PrnOunce h104/1 with a strong 'kb Then -shorten hums 2 to hue,
keeping the la" strong. Then put a short 1' in front of I*:
Theo stop after the Strong 'It': yotrshould be pretty close to Gentian.-ice'
trick is to -take a 'deep breath and sing a abbrf
Oddenly'aiyitaing to a .whisper, while you, hold e9errything"Ase
.

steadyeti-MOst students 46,,not
it;IIiiittlit;p41?!Y gStrne
itratye

tO practice
vocal
-sOttncby"cref,., iisOnitg. an
ii

an (frog lAti I 54

11

dolt ) I

0,-. pitm4f4t4dikroti is)klp Rg1,43/0
, ii- Dibnioi 601.riNuinif.The, consonants r, if,' n and 't two ttli
-sonted by* (similar to Eng.:0 and fig) ate kitOva as deittat cotes
iota since in Italian they-are pronounced with the_tin'of the tome,
against:the inside of the -1 Pei, front teeth, In thIcrest y-cOntraSt with the tortes
egg` Engliih sounds,- inthat° t
,Jaiter ate usually pronounced .wittilhe tip of he tong).* ralsed;:66,
. against the inside of the Oyer front-teeth, but farther
bae19- age,
t
'-ridge.- PraCtiie the -difference betiiten the -Italian and
wide` igt iha following girt of,Word;: --2.-

;-

!..-

'-'

-'-'-

,
_

Practice I

.

I tallan
Xfiki.(finojr name,) .
Pe .Teal (feltilly name)
netto.linee! (41).):
,

pago "crazy"
-'''' 1440"ltai;/.0ka"

English
teeny
: Daytona

_net:
,

Pat,
adie

,,,- It can be seen front these Otero* that: the train ,0017,
phasic
is laid on a -practial understanding 'Of -the' i#44
_,...,

nt
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.

DattaM110.1

Ltillitit'

HEAth1Y0iii)

viale

0
01-

thrrnoUtstieit
.

awns

permiso
muchacho
Maleta
bail!

au
ease

esta
lin
ios

E,stados

1a
la
la
el

JO

cuatro
buenos
muchas

Pequeno
Unidos

senorita

Gotaalex

sala
oficina
autobtis

de espera

cajat

mitt/it

de admit

para Madrid
de caramelos

dias ,
gracias

We may expect to find phrases with both a determiner and a

limiter, for example los dos paquetes tlie two packages.

2. NOUNS. AU Spanish nouns have a basic shigular form, and
many also have a plural form. (They have no possessive form like
English nouns; compare man, men, as well as man's, men's.) plural
formation is by the addition of or -es to the base as follows:
SINGULAR

PLURAL

lard.

caramelo

tardes
noshes
dias
muchachas
muchachos
carameios

senor

senores

autobits

autobuses

ti

Base ends in
unaccented vowelAdd -a

Base ends In
consonant
Add -es

noche
die
muchacha
muchacho

bail

haute'

Italian (from Hall, 1954, Volt 11) :
'4. Verbs: The Perfect Phrase.
Pattern 169
capito "I have understood"
abbiamo capito "we have understood"

.

tilito,Tq

.

14 Ow_

--,/t)attito

00,

*h

'tOrnie!!,

I

P110,4!*k.(.01) 0'.4 kie#`

,

totilni

600.41151* ch oia it' s 'ett-40' itiot,ight eras AO in
'fq.Paolir-o41;Tj°:Ctti411',4alilfit4eey'

lb*

w

tQ

114f,11);',-X!IA4'0,'

bet'

tot, Jo

rfq
"it Ati
e.g..
rfeiA 1441
:
yoi 44'6 rho haiti ea eh, t eft
14,roroseat(itibt ),t,thiS7'

clt

ea

_

s

fC

;A Ori Alf Or oil; 10 xsaitilk -64
perfect 161)fatiti,-ot r
Sited kt "AtiAliati Id'
ltil3attettyjm
0 y(440;1,109 AO4
Ea hs 1444 1 of -hi) ty
inigt
izsily

AAA', Ali
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t.

-4*o,

9

a
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.
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I

iiii413

-0

'0,

and ,,"411

4E:41400(

!I,Ceiti'gtik itild_OkYftsal4 'Otr,
k_iiel#:p),x,taiit.Otiiiepclttli3he

Ag$

.0,10,-

cbtira to Unit

4,14:4"

Octit41 04ttitos,,_'04

II01040 i4t40t7.4041.14-'s

0#114:014

f#:?:440.!thts,
I

"ft

"Foi't

c

d

,;
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primarily (090
01*-104kopt a

k

of

-at

0014004)- pedagogical p

ys:

,igot:erth'6,'6104

Atter: yliettier'
tout.

'.04

)0060
)111. poititlYrOfyi (4.7iehlpOicf

Of

Ceikt:pic*.(044lEig if the- Otfig:Vity *mid

WON *I'

r

of isf,414

Oinunt440406

*tidal ittiY*1644001,6 t46Aihtlo' affor4
er eiippies of som,etlitag *htch' exegipMed:iiiiyie:atitgyin the haste: sentences,' as Le:ihts'hisiaire0410tiifronOlail 19$0 Unit 24)

EVILtift40 NEW LAN-GUAOPAIABITS
2. pin Oartielp lel Pro-Complemen0.

.46

Pattern 30
Veririctisi
.

=

verified themselves having taken place"
end shnliar iy;

siPhtele "ha4lni known it"'
artivad01 °haying arrived theft!"
'
Pfeettatetetal "Otesented to
Vette
tte
taal
41a
Great Hale'

Magna

menitestatieb

* eh ivai held in

a trots -mite- verbal form, !lice the Present participle aid
Be
sive (Unit IVC-2), the past participle takes all prethe
eemplenients Suffixed to it.

To the traditional grammarian and the Structural
guistie analyst alike, grammar $s a fascinating topic in itself;
but for the average languaggearner, it has only a strictly

,

functional purpose, That of helping him to unclemtand
'how the target-langrAge ticks. All grammatical explana
dons Should therefore be limited to fUlfilling this aim;
Whether they are presented in print for the learner to read
and *orb, or if they come up in class-rooM discussion.
tvfernorizing of Met in and for themselves, in the way
described on pp. 19-20, is of very questionable value for
the ordinary learner. sAt most, he-nuiy be expected to know

the principles involved (whether he can Spent a rule
verbatim in the exact form it is given in the text-book or .
not) so_ as to apply them in his, pattern-drills and his free
conversation (cf. Chapters 12 and 13). Th6 important

question Is whether he can make the necessary Weemeans, say, between determiners, head, and modifiers, or
whether he can use the appropriate auxiliary in a perfect
phrase. Grammar, to have any place at all in the learningprocess, must be thoroughly functional.
On the other hand, it should be clear that grammar, in
the sense we have given it here (an analysis of the WOtutal patterns inherent in the habits of the target-language),
is by no means "banished" from the learning-procesi of
even "de-emphasized", as some superficial critics have
'40d. On the contrary, it has been given a more meaningful function and hence a larger share of attention than has
--hithetio been customary. The only kind 61 grammar that
. has been banished is the kind which we have (ai pointed

ractke as ''''-e_i#4161.4$1,- based
.

..,...
AO

f

O,$..0,481Y:COY::0

what '0

types 0 pracUce

P

Oiti$ .-, tern fo

,100

'-4.' fib'

440. t.tie('''
of one 1(064,-='1.-

.,

e item which has
0141; resptIvC Yi it$*
MOO-

Plc two poss
chang..
ing only ottO #411:0tet,tic:frame; and progressive
elp if lit* Of, part ancisthety,tutOther.
l'ihitOlersithstitUtionlitill Of the,

nch construction ko08, -p the proasitioil de. "0E".
Indicating posseiskini :set *tot': the drill-master
give the 06mploto eltpreeitoit' that Is' used
int, and then to caLL on various students to liuhstitute'Otte::',

,----04unnt-another after
- as r;
Lalume de ma !ante.

iean..

:Nikstet:

Marie.
U-011 dhCO,

.
e
La plume de ma table "my aunt's

111.4

SWOOP

La plume de- Jeani orOiiiiti pen"

144 Pkitie de AiiirieNitYt pee.,
La plane-de mail a*le.!'my tin.

del tieu",

_..

..

_

Monsieur WOW,

La . j)itim, e _" de-. 10:n3:kw Dti,tatid

Madame Oeir- ault.

La plume de

"Mr.burancrs pen" ; ''

2-

madame Perratd$

!'Notts, Pertault's pen"
La *Me de MOn ftl.! `-"my soul,- ,-..:

Ld OluMe'de ina Ole "i0 dpi,litOt's pee', ,_
La plume de Ma laltie "my a '
.

Oa tante;

loUce that, In this drill
'Obstituted,-_ the
for
can
pliange
the frame. tnihi-t particular
the test- 04, th
therefote we .ou14 iv* using :04p a substitution-Item as
,

UILDINO NEW LANGUAtiE4tAIMTS

;

69

fit; prpleseur "the teacher"-, beciuse to plutite de + le
'prpkiieur *child have to involve a ch6nge In the fraine,,.,'.
tepitioepieht Of 4 +; sg. le "the`' by du, in la ohmic
..A74-0-13,010.out.Pth:e teacher's pen". If this Is necessary, ,we
no longer haite, a-simple
but progressive

othe-f, example,. this time fOt.the -Latin construction
vii.*r-Ancittit in 'the nominative=: singular) +(Mit t
l- Master:

,

properat.

.Leamer(i):,

Paella properat "The girl liasteps"%-

.403.0044,S

properat. "The farthet h.4-1=
"
'0(4en4 proger0 'Cialba,hastens",.
;Naidel properat Otifesaitor'hastetii".
1.-Atbia pkverat
htstehs".,

Paet41.

'Paella properat "The

Regina properat` "The queen hasteM",-,
I haiteitakfi=

the pattern-drill shoUid be kotii4441te
:-.,;pontaihing notporesthan Six or; ith( itpnis; 'Many 41010;
tfAni-_.is' in the : eicanipleSiihowk- the' 4i
'should 'return iit-the end to the'eicat,'Sedte)efS'-'6irli

if -itirted::Ihere Is a 'cioilble-`04iitahiting the simple
our firSi'typei

40,--CAOSitifd:ilt)if. It affords, prietice,
Items `iii `'one particular position the liairie being' pro.,"
,

Ortott:,ft4;_:met

#10011*:buiaild,

Preach drill` jils! clid; MOH* itgilcolo, 0alba, etc., In
Lathii:one;'arick by:constant repetition,' it re-Info
learner's knovviedge,of
part of the frame that
should alWays,:given- the- P..0
MeAn1414 of: What he haS just said in aceoraane6 with
required substitution; If the meaning is,_n6t kept In In
01tho time (and-checked on by being given out 10110);`th0
tePeritif*May becotnemete'parroting without undeistan4.
-

Ins Of what is being Onici;
a progressive substirutiOn-drill, the basic frame is kept

the same, but the parts of the frame are changed; one after
the other, as in the following French and Latin drills, each,
Pi them an expansion of the one given above:
-,

-BIALDINO NEW LANGUA06-14ABItS

French
Drill - Master:

Learner(s):

La plume de ma tante

La plume de ma tante "my

lean.

aunt's pen".
La plume de lean "John's pen".

Craate.

La cravate de lean "John's

Mon oncle.

La cravate de mon oncle "my

Pourchette.

La fourchette de mon oracle

Ma tante.

"my uncle's fork".
La fourchette de ma tante "my

Plume.

La plume de ma

neck -tie ",

uncle's neck- tie ".

aunt's fork".
tante "my

aunt's pen".
Latin

Drill-Master:
Paella properat.

Learner(s)
Paella properat "The girl has-

Agricola.

Agricola properat "The farmer

tens".

Amat.
Galba,
Laborat.
Lesbia.
Vocal.

Paella.
Properat.

hastens".
Agricola amat "The farmer
loves".
Galbd amat "Galba loves".
Galba laborat "Galba toils".
Lesbia labarat "Lesbia toils".
Lesbia vocal "Lesbia calls".
Paella vocal "The girl calls".

Paella properat "The girl hastens".

This type of drill is very helpful, immediately after a
number of simple substition-drills, to give the learner a
chance to introduce all the material he has learned that fits
into the same frames he has just been practising. Naturally,
it is pp to the drill-master either to prepare appropriate
drills on his own, thinking out carefully in advance what
words will fit into what frames, or to use appropriate drills
prepared by some-one else. A pattern-drill, of even the
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D'iii1=Mastarfteanier(s):
,' 14 ritilds ykotit- poi. tin Liu Mine y yo vottms por in nip
tisiMen104014iente,
, ntiio soIgnienie "the girls and I
,,
,
,_ 5l
, coming f:?:. just a minute"
Om*, :OtiatfV4:_ lisnehol Aibteid y yo obiervinnoi mu d4
ivitat qt

fiend,

cosiss en to -AO "Albert
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a"$ I
observe many things
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11l '(foe. replacement of nominative_ by' deed's-give:
when LiOtin becomes direct object of verb)!

brill-Master:
Puelktm videt.
Galba,
Agricola.
Nauta.
Lesbla.
Regina.

.

-

Learner(s):
Puelfam Wet "He sees the girl".
Galbam videt "He sees'Oalba".
Agricolam vide: "He sees the farmer".
Nautam Wet "He sees the sallor"Labiam videt "He see,; Lesbia".
Riginam videt "He sees the queen".
Puellam videt "He sees the girl".

These three examples are all from fairly elementary
levels of structure; but simple correlation-drills can be
used at all leveli, and are particularly useful for emphasizing the changes which come about when clauses are
made subordinate (are incorporated or "embedded" in
others), as in the following for the use of the subjunctive
instead of the indicative after a verb phrase like it Taut que
"it is necessary that ..." in French:

Learner(s):

Drill-Master:
It taut.

11 law "It is necessary".

11 le fait.

lite fait "He does it".

11 law quail le fasse.

11 jaw quail le Passe "It is necessary
that he do it".
11 taut quail le vole "It is necessary
that he see it".
11 Taut quail le mange "It is necessary that he eat it".

11 le volt.

11 le mange,

ille knit.

11 faut quail le finisse "It is necessary that he finish it".

11 le vend.

11 taut quail le vende "It is necessary

11 le Arend.

that he sell it".
11 fatit quail le prenne "It is necessary that he take it".
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Oki die StadiN?v* the -citte "
#bet,-(1a.i Nabs "oven the house ".
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rndie ecki"061165100orner-e:
1144",MI1401 1 e
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_or -more parts,
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ioniieroin trt.: for- quadripartite arrangement.
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Sobiewhat
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(noun Or. pronotinio'

Otili-Master:
Giovanni Metti4 cOrri-L, -0/ovatoil e-M'ark: 03ifriprOo
casa
and' Mary btfk,
COO; "the house":
Giovanni e
coat -nano

"John and Mary biiy

Giovanni-- la comps "JObtf
buys it",

"--

Giovamil la vede ."41ift sees
it"

DitiO'Sti91 141431.1A9P,HAbit
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izartier(s);
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Jo la vedo "1 see it'',

,vedo .it terieno

see the

lot";'

Not vediaino it_ fervid "We
see the 161"i,
Nol lo vedienno "We See

OtOrtire.

-=

to cornprlarno "We buy

La casa.

Not cornprianto la cap "We

tom.

Loro arnprano la cam "they

Giovanni e Maria.

btiy the house",
Giovanni e Maria cOrraprang la

buy the house".

casa "John and Mary; buy
the house.Munhet; of such drills that can be constructed, even

on a simple group of patterns at the elementary level, is
surprisingly large. The "born language-learner" practises
this kind of variation more or less instinctively and, often,
more or less outside bf, awareness, for fun, while he or she
Is going abOnt.eVety-day business; but,' for- many people,
this kind of drill needs to be made explicit and frequent,

so that it beCoMes a large part of the work done in any
given unit. The exercises given in _most conservative langnage-texts are insufficient In both quality and quantity,
and should be suppleMented by large numbers, of patterndrills covering every point that has arisen in what IS being
.worked
Needless to say, the pattern-drills should ern"phasize those respects in which the targetlanguage differs
from-the learner's language. If, for instance, both-French
and -English have in common the structure. aunaol`.+
PRODlokin forthe declarative sentence, as in le travaille
work", there is no need for a pattern-drill to get this pointacross t0 the English learner of Prench or to the Prrec.1
h.
learner of
`Here, as in the other aspects of the learning-process we
have been discussing, if the learner is "on his own"' he can
nevertheless construct pattern-drills as necessary, 040 he
has lsOlatedlhe points that cause difficulty, and peicelved
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distorted unless we moo

'the fundamentally

tory nature of eve -day linguistic activity (including out
to ourselves, as well as is overt
4'tliinking", i.e.
conversation). -

The first step in training ourselves to deal with unexmaterial in the target-language is to practise the
passive understanding of unfamiliar material, throigh our
ears and our eyes alike. This is most effectively done
through review-work on passages which contain new- arrangements of words and constructions we have already
learned in basic sentences and pattern-analysis and -practice. Of course the intelligent learner will always be reviewing previous work anyhow, making sure that he has not

forgotten what he learned earlier, in his concentration on
more recent acquisitions. The type of work which we are
Suggesting here is a major subdivision of the over-all category of review; unlike ordinary reviewing, howeyer, this
kind will enable the reader to develop further skills as he
goes over already familiar ground.
Most traditional-style language-texts have passages for
review reading, designed in general along the lines we have
suggested. These are very good, and afford much-needed

practice in reading at sight. However, they need to be
supplemented, for auditory purposes, by material designed

prarily to be heard Wand responded to orally: the so-.
called review-dialogue. The essential aim of such a dialogue is to give the learner some idea of how what he has
already gone over might be used, in different coinbinations,
by native Speakers of the language; the impression pro-
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,*lai quo acompa-

Se

&bid a

muchachas cuando
*10 Odn 'muchaetiol.

Peter:
iPeto tO crees en esot
Michitelt- Todo ei niundo lo dice.
_Pete_

PI* no is cierto.

,11

Michaeti

Peter:
Mic
es

,

4Y4 bo ie encttentran duenas,
.

Tat vet ealsltan ati el siglo XIX,

Pete it6 en XX,
/Salistel6 con aigunit espatiola?
Sall 'cen
Pero especialtiOsita Coda-

iga )

.tem

This 'review- dialogue follows, in Agaid's Unit )4, hard
on the basic sentences (of 'which part were given on, p:-51)
and a section of lubstitution=drills. The vocabularyls enthely based on that of preceding units, with' the exception
of few' additional wordi, Which are listed, together with
their_

g, in the margin. No English equivalent is
given;" part. of the purpose of the review-dialogue is to,
,itrhe meaning of this dialogue ts! P.. Hello, Michael! M.

Peter! You beret How long a time withotit seeing you' P.--I` ye
been: broad. t
the summer in Spain, M.You don't '84)4

Ho ,teresting Then tell

P.What do you want to ttnotv?
ett, the fact Is I brie a real curiosity to know something

sp'ecific about duennas.

P.Duennas/ What's that? M.-,T ose

old ladles who went along with girls when they went out with

orpreiorno
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(the; With books. 0004 The drill-Master
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through, without st011ing then be 404'4 egg)), saying
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to

t it

in chorus. Still no translation, but at this point the drill-,
master allows any learner Who has not fully understood the
dialogue to Bile for an explanation of the Part that was not
gh, the drill-master modelClear.-Then another time
1.14 each sentence and Callint on first one individual and
then another to repeat the sentence, that has just been read.
time through, again With the individual repetition
Af
g' for the senand each learner giving:the English in
Then
the
group passes
tence he Or she has just repeated.
to 'another. section 61 the review- dialogue and treats it the
same way: In this Manner, translation is not, entirely banbut is postponed, for each part of the dialogue, to a
stage whin the learner has had a chance to become thorar with the sentences and to grasp their
oughly
g, Preferably through direct association in his
m
Imagination with the real -life situation to which they refer:
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The role of the drill-master in this situation is prfnuirily
that of observer and critic,. and resource- person fo_r any
linguistic problems that may arise. In many language=
classek conversation gets restricted to_question-and-answer
sessions betWeen teacher and students; is-a device, this is
satisfactory in itself, but it should not be the only or even
the main 'part 'Of the proatedings. The learners- need to
ever-cane any hillibitiona they may have about conversbig, not only:" with the drilimaster, but with each other;

in this ..typo of situation, the more extrovert and even
show-off the learner is; the better. The drill-maiter hail
to use judgMent iri deciding whether to break iri on a Con-

versation or --nOt in order to correct some grammatical
error. By and large, the temptation to 'do so is great, and
s errors are
should be restrained except in cases where
constantly being made and are being re- owed by going
uncorrected. In general, however, it is better to let 'small
errors go until the end of the conversation, and then simply
correct their briefly, with repetition of the accurate expression by the entire group. In our. cultUrC, Ike average

lean* hat, from the start, too many inhibitions,
and 'feels_ under, 'too much pressure to either ptitiduce a

,
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At lh 'ott00,-:-!these- cohvers0100 should be kept
'061.4'604 confined strictly to

it

tiTSISi 110 Orcettilirti :(in fact, "prOteritilk,--.4:

) on originality, Por the *first 414-0 !ItIiiiitkeaCh

conveisatlpt 'shattli be, held by single pair (ttlO,,ttOattet)c,.
.10"OtietsiFictOd1itiii,in front of the rest o t
and attlittg It otit;-When'eiety:One In the group-, has thOk,--:!::=-'s

oUgJdyaterehtethIIque, ; all tlia

-ntembere: ciftr

off and:giyen a-topic te converse-Onl'While theyite

it going at 'Ogee In a' buzz-session" (iii relative! Y $loW
'-tOilei; So as not to wake up the class next debi)Ohe
goes around from one pair to another and
--:

"listens
for a minute or so at a tithe.. This technique
:gives evetybody, even In
large group, a clian0e.
to be tonVet.iing all the time Then, when the Intermediate
stage' has been reached, more formal types Of kesentation
:can* undertaken; such as brief oral _eompoigo*:(based;%.-- 7
on -encyclopaedia-articles ,Written In the foreign lafigulfige;`
or the like), or debates, as In the following suggestions for
sion-i of muaio -(Italian, 'froin-tiall,' 1959, Un.1124):.:Look Up in the E;ii4Clapeaila italiona: or elsewhere ttod held cOn-'
Versations or give repOits (with examples On phondgrapkte0r4V.
played, or stins)-owtha-foRowittg or similar toles;
One or more Verdi operas.
2. -One or more operas by Rossini, Donizetti, BetHel, Puccini
etc.

3. Eighteenth-century Italian violin-music.
4. tighteentls-century Italian violins.
S. Italian church-music.
6. Italian opera In eighteenth-century
git

son s Spectator letters on the opera).
7. As many arguments on music as you Can get going.

Addi-

It should be clear from this type of work that the oral.,
auditory approach to language-learning is in no wise

cal to =dim* or high-level intellectual' activity; it Only

tiff AtN4

co

lAt4oi.,44.40.-itAtotts

01coticohl at the point here' t belongs ,
uia 0 add
'basic hni been **ea ht
,aVefri-day life in the target-100i* and the

htte_of which It IS a vehicle.

We must 'kW eMphasize the major role played by grOup
an all-inclusive langage-learnhIg process.
activity
Hunan linguistic he.haOsior is, as pointed out iti Chapter 9,
both as individual and a social pheitOnienOn: each
Adria' has' to build up his own idiolect; in learning a, foras well as his own native tongue; but he has
eign inn
to build it -rip in company with and through interaction

With other individuals, in a group. The optimum site for
a language-learning group varies from four or Oa (for
the more exotic and difficult languages, e.g. Japanese,

Chinese, or Burmese) to ten or eleven (for the more

familiar languages). Two or three is, in general, too few;
more than fifteen comes to be excessive. In most of our
hools and colleges, this is of course a counsel of
hi
perfection, since administrative parsimony often loads
teachers down with classes of twenty-five, thirty, and even
more With the help of audio-visual aids (cf. Chapter 18),
or even without them, using the techniques of choral repe..-

tion, rapid-fire repetition or question-answering by individuals, and "buzz-sessions" that we have discussed in the
last four chapters, the alert and vigorous teacher can accomplish a great deal even with a class of twenty-five or
thirty. (One of the most lively and eager groups I ever had
was a lower-intermediate French class of twenty-seven.)
But anything over thirty is unmanageable, by any method
whatsoever, and should be the object of violent protest
and insistence that it be split up; no teacher or drill-master
can ever hope to do a satisfactory job with such a large

groul

At the opposite end of the spectrum of possibilities, a
person may be learning a language alone, or a group may
be working without an official teacher. The person working on his or her own will simply have to use imagination

in creating as many of the situations as possible, medially by acting as his or her own drill- master and cotiver-

Sational partner. In an independent group, it is best to
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Sounds

tO the age of abOttt ten or so, it child can pick up ,a
linguistlo habits with little or n interference
troiti'thOse of his native language: Fora `child, therefore,
it does make sense to expect him to '"plek up the foreign
age In the lathe way he learned his mother tongue ",
tieW,..Set

and to arrange one's procedures accordingly. With linguistic adults, however, as pointed out on p. 18 any such
aim is illusory, because they already have firmly '''xed, not

Only in their brains, but in the motor habits of thir nervous systems and muscles, the patterns of their native language, which are bound to intrrfere 'With any new patterns

they may try to build up. Our main concern in this .Part
will be, therefore, with the main respects in which such
interference can arise, and the lines that the prOspective
learner can follow to over-come such interference. We can

hardly enumerate all the characteristics of all the languages that a Modern American might conceivably be
called upon to learn, since there are at least three thousand
different languages on earth, and, in present-day conditions,
virtually none of these can be said to be beyond the range

of possible interest or need. (In Appendix A, we shall
give a brief indication of the major difficulties that arise
with the eight currently most widely studied languages.)
We can, however, indicate briefly the main sources of in-

terference that arise out of the structure of American
English, so that the prospective learner can apply these
hints to the problems he finds with the language of his
choice. We- shall begin with the phonological system of

English and then take up problems that arise out of
English morphology, syntax, and lexical structure.
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Example

h,0
hot
but
sofa (vowel of second syllable):

addition to, thiiikthere,'Is a rare vowel-S*4,, trio-,

scribed '(i) and-often called, front this, way,6f iianieribing;
"breed eye", which.occurs in a few people's, prontlhcla--.

done of the adverb just (sometimes NiittenMIttiVwlhat'S list too bad"). It would hardly,he,, worth' tnention='
.fig. except that some formulations of the.English
syStent (e.g. Trager and Smith) lay great stress upon lti
most: people's pronunciation, the four tense:vowels
If e o u) are pronounced with a more or less marked off -glide, In which the top of the tongue Moves, upwards-during

and after the pronunciation of the Vowel-sound Itself...
"fa this and all our other discuisloni of vowels and 0.11$01400/
We are talking, not of letters, but of sounds; the only function of

the letters between square brackets is to signal certain SoUnda,

accordance with their use in the IPA (international Phonetic

,Alphabet). Note particulaily that we make no division Of voWele
into "long" and !'short": these tools are applicable Only to certain
functions of vowel- letters, and bear no relation to the realities of
speech.
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Instance, A

sfficl vowels, (I -it 6-a p-o

trot vowel.-iouti
has only sevCn
Spanish has only GYer::1-1,-,=,

i'fa 0 ut Likewise, many languages, do not have the coatrast t English has between tense and lax in the vowelm; in all the Romance languages, for example, all the
vowel-sounds are tense. Speakers of English are likely, in
learning such languages, to introduce unauthentic vowelsounds, particularly the lax vowels [t] and M. The Span-

ish words myita ['multaj "cash penalty, fine" and Mar
rfigka] "farm", must be pronounced with the tense vowels
[0] 'and [IL- respectively, not with English-style lax vowels

as ['multi] and [Ifigkol."
.

In unstressed syllables, a great many English vowels,are

reduced to the sound [A, which is proliounced'wftb the
top of the tongue raised towards, the middle of the center
of the mouth; this sound, and the' upside-down letter
used to represent it, are often called "schwa", front the
name. of a sign in Hebrew. Thus, the unstressed vowels
_

."Detinins pure vowel objectively as one during whose pronunciation there is no perceptible glide or movement of the top of
the tongue, the term pure of course implies no value-judgment in
this connection, since, in and Of themselves, no sounds ate better
or worse than any others.
transcription, the suPerior vertical tick (1 indicates that
ring syllable receives full stress; the inferior vertical tick
indicates 'a' stress intermediate between full and weak. In 030nemic
on, full Sliest is usually represented by the acute
Accent-mark
And, intermediate Stress by the grave aCt4e14-

taaricri

r!tog OLD 1.1Atitt$
such V?Ordsltii 'otat:ael, 011100, phi)00-.
PhY.'004100atd editterit 'ate all Pfonounbed with a se:hWa.'
(4144,irekt),"rriria,tet),
---1(14edtatal.,
tngliih, this is a perfectly norma a d ,nat:.
'OW "phenomenon, tuld'there is nothing Wrong With it "(it
os not constitute a "debasement" or "corruption" of the
language, .as. soMe:excestiVely eye-minded,' purists have
thought). But s xetilkenient _unstressedrvOwei-Sottlids
,:sehWa Mu St riot be carried over froM english intq Ian
Ages- d4t,do not have: any such sound, _e.g. Italian _Of
parish .' Itt 'other instanceii: a language-may have Selma
Ot Sottle
similar sound in, its system, but With
it_tiety different function, as in ,Porttigueie,
(0) issitnply a -, potltional 'Variant of the -phoneme /4/,
Zkartittra/ "morn" l`k5rriii). In both kinds-of *0000,
the,speaket of English must learn to keep the top of his
tongue In the proper position for a clearly distinct, ;0141W
-,

vowel - sound, even when it is in an unstressed syllable.

Ih English, the actual length of time taken in pronouno,.
lag ti -vowel does not make' any difference in the Meaning
of :words; on the other hand,, before` certain consonants
(especially the voiced stops (b), (di, (g),- [V), and the ih
breathe, transcribed phonetically OD, a vowel-sound
:
aUtornatically longer- than elsewhere, In certain Other Iangtrages, vowel- length makes a,_difference in the meaning
of words, and hence the learner must pay especial Aden,:

don to the time for which the sound is held, as in Run-

garianbOr (burl "wine" versus mdd (mo:di "manner". Thii
Was the case in Latin and Ancient Greek, in both of which
languages every vowel could occur short or long, in terms

of the actual number of milliseconds for which its pronunciation lasted: e.g. n. sg. nom, Latin malum "evil
(adjective)" as opposed to malum "apple", or Ancient
Greek fovvi phone "murder" versus tovii phdne "voice"i
The contrast between long and short can be relevant on
the grammatical level, too; thus, in Latin, the only difference between the nominative singular and the ablative
singular of the first declension is in the length of the final
vowel; puella "the girl" versus puelld "from the girl".
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bib ['bib]
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get rge tj
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vet [ vet]
thick VOA]
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this (181s)
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Example
sat ('suet]

(4 zeal rzil]
(It V)" shop NV) or [' UP]

[3],11 azure Caesar], ['glad
inom [imam]
(ml
(ni
nun Nan]
DA

sing (`stn]

(11

lull MAU

[r)
(h)

rear (irk]
hod Mad)

In addition to these, there is the "catch in the throat" or
glottal stop, made by shutting off the breath brusquely in
the larynx; it does not serve to keep any words apart, but
aPpears. ketween vowels, especially in interjections like
our uh-uh meaning "no": symbol P].
The first three consonants listed above are, in English,
pronounced with a strong puff of breltth after them (are
aspirated) when they come immediately before a stressed
vowel, as in the three examples given. Elsewhere, they are
not so likely to be aspirated, and particularly not after s,
as in spin, stop, skin. In other languages, this aspiration
may not be present at all, as in the Romance family; in
still others, it may make a difference in the meaning of

words, as in
with a contrast like that between
/kha:/ "Eat!" and m. /ka:/ "of, concerning". In either
case, the speaker of English must learn to control the
"Since Ancient Greek and Latin versification also depended on
the difference between abort and long vowels and syllables, no
understanding or aesthetic appreciation of Greek or Latin verse
CSA be gained unless it is read with careful attention to length.

."Some scholars prefer to use the symbol in for the first sound
of English shop, others prefer RI; similarly, some pmfer Is] and
some [11 for the consonant represented by g in azure. In each of
these pairs, neither symbol Is better or worse than the other; their
use Is wholly a matter of typographical convenience.
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tongue:- from_ihis fact, they are Called latera10, For 0.4*,_
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era of American Etigllsh;` the lateral. Li) is- made' pith

_

Mngue raised up agalist the inside ',fret*?
e tip: of
teeth; in denta_PosiOon, only at the beginning of naylla.-.
hle, as In look Nola or light ('la.;t). At the end of a 110:
lable, our 1 is made,
Made with the top tsf the tongue, raised up
in 'the back of t mouth, against the back of the palate or _
the volutii; fron-this fact, it is called a velar ldter41, and
bIng WO'
used in ci
in IPA it has a sPecial symbol
and
full
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#],
bill
as lull
of English (Mcluding my native variety) have only the :
Velar [11 in all positions, as in lily r#1111 or look rick].

'
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The velar lateral is absent from many languages, e.g. the
Romance languages and German, and speakers of English
must learn to avoid it, or else confusion may arise, as when
I once carried on a two hours' conversation with some
Germans, pronouncing German Fi Ime "films" as tfilmal,
which they intooreted as equivalent to their Firma "[busin ess] firm" ['fiama], with resultant total misunderstanding.
In various Slavic languages, there Is a contrast between the
dental lateral [I] and the velar lateral [I], as in Polish lata
"summer" and lata "patch"; here again, the native speaker
of English must learn to keep the two apart.
A similar situation prevails with respect to our r-sound,
which most of us make with a peculiar articulation, bunching the top of the tongue up in the back of the mouth and
forcing the air out over it. Very few other languages have
this kind of r-sotmd, and hence its use is one of the most
easily noticeable characteristics of a thick American aocent. In the majority,of European languages, the sound
represented by the letter r is dental, made with a single
flap of the tip of the tongue against the upper front teeth,
as in Italian or Spanish caro "dear". This sound Is so close
to the American pronounciation of [t] and (di between
vowels that, say, this Italian or Spanish word sounds to us
like "coddo"; conversely, if we use our American-style
tongue-tip-flap to correspond to the dental stops [t] and [d]

in other languages, their speakers will think we have
pronounced [r] (e.g. in the name Cato), Another widespread pronunciation of r is a trill (a series of flaps) made,
as in gargling, with the uvula (the tip of the velum) hanging
loose and being caused to vibrate by the passing air-stream,

"flapping in the breeze" as it were: symbol [a), as in
Gertnan rein ['Rain] "pure". Some languages have a contrast between a single flap frj and a lengthened, trilled (r:],
as in Italian and Spanish, with such pairs of words as caro
Ckm.n] "dear" as opposed to carro ['kat:0 "cart".
Spanish has a distinction of length, in its consonant-sys

tem, only between Er] and [rd, as just mentioned; but
in other languages, notably Italian, there is a much more
extensive contrast in consonant-length. Thus, Italian fato
Cfa:tol "fate" is distinguished from fano Vfat:ol "done"
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only by the length of the consonant (and by the difference
in length of the stressed vowel-sound, which is an automatic consequence of the difference in the length of the
following consonant. In Telugu (a language of southern

India), /ka:lu/ is lone] leg ", and /ka:llu/ is "legs". In
English, on the other hand, we have no differences in consonant-length on the level of the individual word, all our

consonants being short; the only position in which we
have double or long consonants is across the boundaries of
words in compounds, as in comb-maker ['komimekar] or
night-time rnalt,taimj. We must therefore be especially on
our guard against arrying over our English habit of pronouncing all consonants as short into languages like Italian
or Telugu, which have a difference between long and short
consonants, and in which many words are kept apart by this
difference.

The glottal stop, such as we have in our negative interjection usually written "uh-uh" (transcribed phonemically
['AAA], with the mark P1 standing for the glottal stop), is
not significant in English, but is in some other languages.
We often insert a non-significant glottal stop between two
adjacent vowel-sounds, as in react (,rl'okt) or coercion
(,ko',Arfan). Such an insertion of a glottal stop Is another
characteristic of a thick American accent in a Romance
language, and the speaker of English should learn to avoid

it in such a French word as

reagir [rea3ir] "to react",

Italian reagire [rea'd3i:re], or Spanish meala (meialta]
"crumb".

In addition to the individual vowel- and consonantsounds, there are certain aspects of pronunciation which
affect longer stretches of speech: syllables, whole words,
and complete utterances. In the utterance of syllables, our

English habits are quite different from those of many
(perhaps most) other speakers throughout the world.
Every language has syllables; but the way of dividing them
is different from one language to the next, especially with
regard to the position of a single consonant-sound between
two vowels. The boundary between two syllables falls (as

has been demonstrated by experimental measurement)
right in the middle of a consonant-sound that is between
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the two, in English. U we use the symbol [] to stand for
the syllable-division, and wish to indicate such a division
in the phonetic transcription of a word like native ['netts],

we cannot transcribe it as either rne-tivj or ['net -iv];
neither of these transcriptions is accurate, because actually

the division falls in the middle of the time during which
we are articulating the sound (t], and we would have to
resort. to some artificial device like transcribing ['netiv).
This situation is at the root of the difficulty we have in
making syllable-divisions hi English spelling: do we divide

this word as na-tive or at nat-ive? "Authorities" such as
dictionaries differ, and inevitably so, since the language
itself gives us no assistance in solving the problem, and
any decision we reach in this matter will inevitably be arbi-

trary. In many other languages, however, the division of
syllables is much sharper, and especially a single consonant

between two vowels belongs, in both pronunciation and
spelling, with the following vowel, as in French etc "summer" (pronounced [ele] and divided a -te).

In English we have a fairly complicated pattern of
stresses, with some syllables very heavily stressed, others
unstressed, and still others receiving an intermediate degree of stress: the three types of stress are exemplified in a

word like

elevator ['ela,vetar] (first syllable strongly
stressed, third syllable with intermediate stress, and second
and fourth with weak stress). Many other languages have
less complicated stress-systems, ranging all the way down

to French, where stress plays a very slight role in the
economy of the language: each syllable is stressed quite
lightly, except that the last syllable of a breath-group has
a somewhat stronger stress than the others. Here again,
excessive use of stress is part of an American accent, and
to be avoided if possible. Furthermore, in the Romance
languages and many others, the syllables follow each other
in a steady, even flow, the unstressed ones receiving just

as much time as the stressed ones, in what is known as
syllable-timed rhythm. This situation contrasts strongly

with that prevailing in English and the other Germanic
languages, whose rhythm involves an equal amount of time
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elapsing between one stressed syllable and the next, no
Matter how many or how few unstressed syllables may
come in between. Thus, if we say "The teacher came"
and "The teacher is the one who dune" in English, the
one unstressed syllable er in the first sentence receives just as
much time as the five unstressed syllables er is the one who

in the second. The effect of this kind of rhythm (known as
stress-timed) is that of an extremely irregular hippety-hop,
in contrast to the rapid machine-gun-like effect of a syl-

lable-timed language like French, Spanish, or Italian.
Speakers of English must beware of carrying over their
stress-timed rhythm into a syllable-timed language. .
The rise and fall of the pitch-level, in the pronunciation
of a sentence, known as Intonation, varies greatly, not only
from one language to the next, but even from one dialect
to the next (e.g, as between American English and British

English). American English intonation is characterized
especially by a relatively narrow range of variation in pitch
(hence the notion that Britishers have of Americans, that

the latter "talk in a monotone") and by an all-pervasive
habit of sliding in pitch, not only between two successive
syllables, but even during the pronunciation of, each syl
lable. (In this respect, rock-and-roll songs and the less
inhibited gospel-hymns are closer to normal American intonation- patterns than any other manifestations of our

musical life.) Our habits of intonation are the ones we
learn earliest when we are children (before we acquire

any distinctive consonant or vowel phonemes or any individual words), and hence are the ones we are least aware
of on an analytical level; yet other people judge us by our
Intonation more than by almost any other single feature

of our linguistic behavior. It behooves us, therefore, to
bring our native habits of intonation up to the level of
awareness as soon as possible, and to prepare to give them
up when talking the target-language even before we make
adjustments in any other respect. It may seem to us "sissi-

fied" to make the range of our intonation wider, or "pedantic" to keep the pitch level during the pronunciation
of each syllable; but we must remember that, if we do not
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adapt ourselves in such respects as these, our hearers are
likely to form equally or even more uncomplimentary judgments of us ("unimaginative", "monotonous", "boring",
"rude", "Impudent", "aggressive ", etc.) on the basis of
our uncorrected intonation-patterns.
Of even wider range than intonation is the over-all way

in which we hold our organs of speech during the time
we are actively talking and also while we are silent; this
is known as the basis of articulation. Speakers of American
English normally keep their facial muscles quite lax while

speaking, but their throat-muscles are quite tense (the
farther west one goes in the United States, the tenser they
are). When passing from one syllable to the next, we usually make a very lax transition (a fact which is at the root
of the indeterminacy in syllabification discussed on p. 92).
While not speaking, we tend to keep the tops of our
tongues somewhat raised in the center of the mouth; hence,
when we simply open our mouths and make an indeterminate sound (as when expressing hesitation) we produce the vowel-sound [A), saying "oh . . . uh . uh". In
other languages, other articulation- habits may prevail.
Speakers of most continental European languages, for instance, keep their facial muscles quite tense, even when
not speaking, but their throat-muscles are relaxed. They

make the transition from one syllable to the next very
sharply; and they keep the top of the tongue, even in repose, rather in the front of the mouth, so that their hesitation-vowel is [e) "eh . . eh . . eh". In many languages
of India, which have whole series of retroflexed consonants

(cf. p. 89), the tongue is normally kept rather retracted
from the front of the mouth and curled up at the tip; this
basis of articulation produces, to our ears, an effect of
over-ail backing of every sound.
So far we have said nothing concerning orthography, because the conventional spelling of any language, no matter
how useful and important it may be in practical matters, is

not part of the essential structure of the language. The
main difficulty which faces us speakers of English as a
result of our orthographical habits is that we are so ac-
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customed to a considerable degree of irregularity in spelling, i.e, to a looseness in "fit" (correspondence) between
sounds and letters, that we are thereby rendered unable to

grasp a situation in which the fit is tighter. In Spanish,
German, Italian, and many other orthographies, the fit
between pronunciation and spelling is so close that, in
general, the question "How do you spell it?" almost never
arises, If one known how to pronounce a word In (say)
German, one normally knows also how to spell it, and viceversa. In the orthographies of the languages mentioned,
the principles of spelling are, by and large, quite simple,
so that any normal speaker learns the complete spellingsystem by the end of the second grade (in fact, failure to

grasp the basis of the orthography by that stage is virtually prima fade evidence of subnormal mentality in Germany, Italy, etc.). For us, as native readers and writers of
English, such a situation is even more incomprehensible
because, in our elementary schooling, we are not normally
taught to listen carefully to the way words are spoken, in
order to predict spelling on the basis of pronunciation. We

must therefore make an especial effort to keep our ears
open and to perceive the basis on which sounds and spelling are correlated in the target-language, so that we can
learn to spell automatically. Note that this involves, not
the effort of visual memory to which we have been conditioned in the English-writing world, but a different kind of
effort, first to get our pronunciation-babits in the targetlanguage accurate, and then to discover what these habits
imply with regard to its conventional orthography. If we

do not do this, we are condemned to flounder endlessly
with respect to both speaking and writing in the targetlanguage.
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Chapter 15.

Forms

The inflectional structure of English is, in some respects,

quite simple, or at least not as complex as that of many
European and non-European languages. As a result, speak-

ers of English are often taken aback when they come up
against the multiplicity of forms of, say, Latin, German, or

Russian. Matters are complicated by the fact that our
grammar-books use terms and furnish analyses of English
structure which are far from accurate, and which, therefore, do not furnish us an adequate basis for comparing the

functioning of the target-language with that of English.
We must realize, also, that many English forms which
seem to be parallel to those of other languages in their
structure turn out to be quite different in their meaning.
The categories which appear in the inflection of English
are relatively few: number (singular and plural) in nouns,
pronouns, and verbs; tense in verbs; and case only in pronouns. Even the two numbers are not wholly what they

seem: in English, the singular refers, normally, to only
one of whatever is referred to, but the so-called "plural" is
simply not limited to one. It usually refers to more than
one, but on occasion is a convenient way of referring to
"either one or more than one" (as when a telephone-operator says, after ringing a long time, "They don't answer").

We have no separate way, in English, of referring to an
unspecified actor, except for the rather learned use of one
(as in Where can one get tickets for the opera?); hence
we use they as one of our various forms for an indefinite
actor-reference of this type (How do they say it in Chinese?). Our other forms for such indefinite actor-reference
are we (We don't eat spinach for breakfast) and you
(normally unstressed, [ja], as in What do you do In a case
like that?). Our pronouns have distinctions of case, e.g.
1 versus me, he versus him, she versus her, they versus
them;

but, although the grammar-books tells us that

English nouns have a case-system (possessive man's versus
non-possessive man), the possessive suffix written -'s is not
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really a case-ending." This is why we are not really prepared, by the structure of our own language, to deal with
extensive variation in the case-forms of nouns and adjectives, such as we find in Latin, Ancient Greek, Russian, or
German.
In verbs, likewise, variation in form is much less extensive in English than in many other languages, and we
must be prepared to find a great many separate inflectional
verb-forms to express what we normally refer to by combinations of PRONOUN + vErta or of VERBAL AUXILIARY
+ MAIN VERB. The existence of individually differentiated

verb-forms referring to different persons and numbers is
so usual in most European languages that English is rather
unusual in not having them.2° The closest we have in
English to a set of inflectional forms in a verb-tense is the
present of be:
Person

Singular
am

Plural

1st

2nd
3rd

art
is

are

Since thou art is by now archaic, and in present-day usage
you arts is both singular and plural in meaning, such sym-

metry as remains in this paradigm has been even further

reduced.
In this connection, we must make a sharper distinction

between single forms and phrases (i.e. combinations of
forms) than is usually done in discussing the structure of
English and other languages. Most grammar-books refer,
particularly when taking up the structure of the English
verb, to both single forms like ate and phrases like has
"In technical terms, the English possessive suffix is a bound

form, not on the inflectional, but on the phrasal level, as shown by
the wide-spread occurrence of such possessive phrases as the man
I woe telling you about yeaterday's daughter. Cf. Hall, 1964a,
Chapter 22.
Old English had much larger inflectional sets of noun-forms
with case-endings and verb-forms with person- and number-endings,

but these distinctions have almost all been lost in the thousand
years since King Alfred's time.
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as "tenses," although there is a fundamental differttice between them. Even if we wish to retain the term
"tenses" for both ate and has eaten, it is best to refer to
the former as a simple tense (the past) and the latter as a
compound tense, since it consists of two forms, a main
verb in one form or another (in this case the past participle) and an auxiliary like have. it is definitely preferable,
however, to avoid entirely the term tense as applied to a
eaten

construction like has eaten, since it is not a single form but

a phrase. Consideration of simple tense-forms like

ate

belongs in our treatment of inflectional structure; the verbphrases like have eaten and also is eating, will eat, might
eat, is eaten, gets eaten, might have eaten, might have
gotten eaten, might have been getting eaten, etc., all belong
under phrase-structure. This distinction will help the learner to avoid making false identifications between the structure of the target-language and English, and the confusions
and errors in the target-language that can arise as a result.

English verbs have only two simple tenses: the past
(ate, went, worked) and the non-past (eats, goes, works).

The usual term, present, for the non-past, is not very
good, because it misrepresents the time-reference of this
tense quite badly: a non-past tense-form can refer, not
only to the present (Now I eat spaghetti whenever 1 want
to) but also to the future (Tomorrow we leave for Chi-

and to the past (I get up at seven yesterday, see,
and I have my breakfast
. , in the so-called historical
cago)

The difference between these two tenses, in
English, is that the past refers exclusively to action that
has taken place before the present, whereas the non-past
is not thus restricted in its time-reference. Furthermore,
the "present-tense" reference of the non-past is usually,
not to something going on right at the very moment of
speaking (which is normally indicated by a present propresent).

gressive phrase such as I'm eating), but to something usual
or habitual: I eat (whenever I feel like it). In other lan-

guages, the simple tenses may be considerably more
numerous than in English, and may have quite different
time-reference: e.g. Latin, with its true past, present, and
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future tenses, such as pugnabam "I was fighting", pugnO

"I am fighting", and pugnabO "I shall be fighting".

The total variation of English verbs is restricted to five"
different forms: the simple or bask form (do), the third
person singular non-past (does), the past (did), the past
participle (done), and the form that has -ing suffixed to it
(doing). (For this form cf. foot-note 24, p. 103.) The
only English verb that has more forms than these is be
with a greater variety both in the non-past (am, is, are)
and in the past (was, were). Our modal auxiliaries have

less forms, since they have, in normal usage, only one form
In the non-past: e.g. can, may, might, will, shall, would.
The tense-relationships among the modal auxiliaries have
by now become quite obscured, and are obvious only when
these forms are used in dependent clauses; compare He
says 1 may go with He said 1 might go. In other contexts,

the tense-reference of the English modals is likely to be
much less clear than that of their equivalents In other languages, and we must be sure of what we mean in English
before we try to equate it with a form of the target-lan
guage. Thus, he would eat may mean "there is a possibility
that he might eat" (lie would eat a square meal if he had
enough money), in which case it would correspond to a
Romance conditional, such as French it mangeralt, or to a

German phrase consisting of the past subjunctive of
werden

INFINInVE: er wilrde essen. It may mean "he

used to eat" (He would eat a square meal every day),
which is the equivalent of a Romance imperfect, like
French it mangealt, or the German past, er afl. With emphatic stress on both subject and verb, it can mean "he is
just the kind of person who could be depended on to do
the action referred to ,[especially if it is undesirable] ". He
would eat all the cabbhge and leave none for any-one else.

Our English adjectives are not variable in form on the
inflectional level, and hence we have to pay especial attention to changes in the form of adjectives in many other
languages. In English, grammatical gender is manifested
**Seven, if one includes the archaic second person singular forms

In the non-past (dost) and past (didst).
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(according to traditional analysis) in pronouns,22 and only
covertly (that is, without morphological variation) in

nouns and not at all in adjectives, In other Indo-European

languages, we may find as many as three grammatical
genders (the traditional masculine, feminine, and neuter),

and in some non-Indo-European tongues (such as the
Bantu languages of central Africa) there are up to twenty
grammatical genders, requiring variation in the form, not
on'y of nouns and adjectives, but also of verbs. English
adjectives do vary in form, in the comparative and superlative (bright, brighter, brightest), but this variation is on
the level of word-formation rather than of inflection. This
type of formation is present in other Germanic languages,
e.g. German (as in hell "bright", heller "brighter", hellst-

"brightest") but has very largely been replaced in the
Romance languages by phrases formed with adverbs meaning "more", exemplified in French sage "wise", plus sage
"wiser", le plus sage "[the] wisest".
The word-formation-patterns of English are quite similar
to those of other European languages so far as derivation

by means of prefixes and suffixes is concerned, and the
learner is not likely to be greatly troubled by differences
in this section of structure. One of the major characteristics
of present-day English, however, is its extreme facility in
forming compounds of various types, especially NOUN +
NOUN, as in text-book, house-boat, type-writer. This propensity of speakers of English is masked to a considerable
extent by our typographical style, which in modern usage

is tending ever more away from the indication of such
compounding, especially through hyphenation.23 In consequence, we often fail to recognize the existence and nature

of such compounds, particularly when working trom a
written or printed text in English; there is a marked difference between, say,' a sound *tem "a system which is
sound" (=:.- French un systeme valide) and a sOund4Pstem

"a system of sounds"

French un systeme de sons).

These English compounds are marked by the fact that they
It is quite doubtful whether this traditional analysis, as applied

to English, is at all valid; cf. Hall, MI.

For a protest against this trend, cf. Hall, 1964b.
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have only one full stress, with the originally full stress of
one of the two elements reduced to intermediate stress, as
In iltt-bdok ['tekst,buk] (full followed by intermediate),
or in aver -come Lovar'kaml (intermediate followed by
full). Sometimes there are three or four elements in such
a compound, as in rights workers murder trial ['rafts,
wArkarz, ma rdar,traial).

English has very few forms, on either the inflectional
or the derivational level, which have variants depending
on the nature of the sounds or the forms which follow
them. About the only instance of this type in English morphology is the indefinite article, with its variation from a
(before consonant, as in a book) to an (before vowel,
as In an apple). This variation is shown In our writingsystem, so that it causes us no trouble; but it leaves us
unprepared to deal with situations In which there are
variations in form that are not shown in spelling (as is
extensively the case in French). Extra attention is necessary, therefore, to catch onto a "Now you hear it, now you
don't" type of variation like that between French [a] "a,

one" (before consonants, as in [etgars6) "a boy") and

(an] (before vowels, as in (%narbr) "a tree"), both

spelled un: un garcon, un arbre.
REFERENCES
English morphology: Francis; Fries, 1952; Trager and Smith.

Chapter 16,

Syntax

What English lacks In complicated structure of inflectional forms, it makes up for in syntax. The phrases and
clauses of English manifest a great variety and subtlety of
distinctions, so that the speaker of English must expect to
find other languages conveying these meanings in (often)
quite different ways.

Our entire syntactic structure, in both clauses and
phrases, depends very largely on fixed word-order. Our
basic declarative clause-structure involves the order SUB-

4
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....,jECT + VERB + OBJECT; when a speaker of English heart,

liOtisense-Words in this order, this Is tho way he inimedi.

`titely interprets them. Thus, in The koobS gloried the
*Os, it is the Word-order that tells us what performed
the action (the koobs, whatever they are), what the aci
tion was (giortning), and what was on the receiving end
of the action (the squaks, whatever a squat; may be).
Rare It is indeed when (as at the beginning of this sentence)
ati element of the sentence, other than an adverbial mods..

liar, is out of its n rural place. At the opposite extrethe is
the situation in, ay, Latin, where word-order is quite
free (cf. -Append A,1). The speaker' of English Must,

therefore, be especially alive to differences in what is
conveyed by word-order, and the material he uses should
emphasize such differences. For this reason, element4ty
Latin grammars which purposely adapt their fabricated
Latin to the structure of English (limiting, say, their sentences to the SUBJECT + VERB + OBJECT order, as in
Agricola pima ptiellam "The farmer loves the girl"), are,
in catering to the learners syntactic structure, not doing
their users any good. On the contrary, they are making it

harder for the learners to understand the real nature of
Latin syntax, by masking it with a false accommodation
,

to that of English.

In other instances, our fixed English word-order conOasts with a word-order in the target-language which, although equally fixed, is different. Here, too, the English
speaker will have to break loose from his established habits
in order to acquire other automatisms. In German, for instance, the inversion of subject and verb takes place automatically whenever a dependent element of a declarative

sentence On the first position: e.g. !Joie arbeiten wit
nicht "Today work we not", as opposed to -Wit arbeiten
hose nicht "We're not working today", Speakers of English
will -want to say, wrongly, something like slieufe noir ar-.
beiten nichto on the model of English "Today we're not

working", Also in German, the verb of a dependent
eisuse automatically goes to the end, as a concomitant
feature of the embedding-process: Er ist gekotionen "lie
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has come", but Ich welP nkht, ob er gekommen 1st "I
_dOn't know, whether he has come", here, too, speakers
of English must avoid inaccurate direct translationS like
'ch Weill nkht, ob er 1st Re/owners, Nor can the speaker
of English expect the negative and interrogative transfor-

mations of 'English, using the axillary do, to correspond
to those of other languages: ho cannot construct a Preach
sentence like +Fall-11 travailled on the model of Does he
-work?, where the normal Preach 'construction would be
rrayallle-1.11? "Works he?"
Probably the most complicated type of phrase In English
is the ,expansion of the single verb by means of auxiliaries
and modifying elements. Our verb- phrases consist of three
layers; expansions wish one or more atixillarier, With-one
oK two ,objects (noun or pronoun); and-with "adverbial"
MOclifiers of various types. The auxiliaries have to come in
a specifie order: first be or get with past participle, in pas.01V0 meaning (he is or gets) murdered); then be with the
4ng-form24 making a "progressive", phrase (he is murdet';',
MS1 hi is being murdered; he is getting murdered); then
have with the past participle,, making a "perfect" phrase
(he has murdered; he has -been murdering; he has been
murdered; he has been getting murdered); then a modal
auxiliary (he may, murder; he may be murdered; he may
be getting murdered; he may have been getting murdered),

In, other languages, to many of these types of verb-phrases

constructed with auxiliaries there may correspond, not
-similar phrases, but simple tenses. In the Romance
gtiages, the formation with would, indicating something
that might happen under given- conditions, finds its cotresppondence in the_ "conditional" tense, e.g. 8pattish
Wen fatebbi, French 11 teralt "he would do",- Note espe-

that our future "tense" is not really a tense at all .(in
the 'sense of being a single verb-form), but siMply a phrase
'!Titus is

bettefterm to refer to verb-forma like team working,
etc:, than any Of the traditional terms like preterit poacip9,
,444144, or gerisnetive; these latter terms emphasize one syntactic
function Or another, whereas actually the itig-form of any given
:Verb la ope single arm which can have a number of different
qt:i"
attic functions
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consisting Of all auxiliary (Will or shall, usually reduced

just to Wa); here, also, We find in many languages a simple
tense, as in Spanish hard, Italian lard, French 11 lera "he

dO". In Latin, the passive is also a single form, as in
aniatur "he is loved"; and to our perfect phrase with have

+ PAST PARTICIPLE, there corresponds in Latin a single
form, the perfective. The Latin perfective, however, has a

quite different meaning from our perfect phrase (cf. bealthough it is often translated with an English perfect, as in Ayr "I have spoken (= I'm through speaking,'
I've finished speaking, that's all I have to say)".
The meanings of our verb-phrases are by no means always the same as those to which they are, by our traditional grammars, equated In other languages. The so-called
"progressive" phrase (he is working) is our normal way
of indicating whatever is taking place at a particular point

of time; as such, It is equivalent to the simple present of
the Romance languages, e.g. Spanish trabajo, Italian lavoro, French je travaille "I'm working", and not to the
apparently identical phrases constructed in Spanish with
estar "to be" + PRESENT PARTICIPLE or in Italian with
Ossere

'to be" + PRESENT PARTICIPLE (as in Spanish estoy

trabajando, Italian sto lavorado "I'm engaged in working"). Similarly with our so-called "present perfect"
phrase, such as he has worked, which refers to action that
took place in the past but whose effects last up to or affect

the present (cf. pp. 97-98). This phrase is not equivalent
to, say, German lei; bin gekommen, which is much closer In
meaning to our simple past "I came".

As expansions of any of these types of English verbphrases just discussed, we find them combined with one or
two noun or pronoun objects: e.g. lie saw me; 1 like' her;
We gave the boy a dollar; We gave him a dollar; They
elected. him chairman. The order of the added elements is,
in English, normally quite firmly fixed, and, in case there
are two objects, it is their order which tells us their func-

tional meaning. With certain verbs like choose, elect,
*The old rules about the use of shall and will in English future),
phrases, which are still repeated in many grammar-books, are quite
devoid of foundation; cf. Fries, I92S.
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name, nominate, and also call, think, etc., it there are two

objects, the first is the direct object and the second tells the

status which results from the action, e.g. He called me a
fool or They named John moderator. With other verbs,
the first object is always indirect and the second direct.
It Is often hard for naive speakers of English to tell the
difference between indirect and direct objects, since there
Is no clue in the formal structure of the noun or pronoun.
The difference resides wholly in the meaning conveyed by
the order of the two objects. A practical test for a possible
Indirect object is to try expanding it by prefixing to . or
; if this Is possible, then the object which can be
jot .
expanded in this way is an 1..,.direct object, as in He gave
the boy' a dollar -+ He gave to the boy a dollar, or We fixed
the girl a nice Meal * We fi.red for the girl a nice meal. A
test of this sort will aid the speaker of English In deciding

whether to use a dative or an accusative in, say, Latin,
German, or one of the Romance languages, and will avoid
such errors as saying in Spanish *Lo did un peso instead of

Le did un peso "He gave (to] him a peso". Other languages- are likely to have different orders, also, for their
direct and indirect object elements: e.g. French Ii me l'a
donne "He gave it to me", but 11 le tut a donne "He gave It
to him". In French, me "to me" comes before the third
person. singular masculine direct object pronoun (= le)
"it", but this latter must precede the third person singular
indirect object pronoun-form tut. Furthermore, French
object - elements of this type come before a verb-form if it is

not a positive imperative, but after it if it is, as in Donnezle-moi "Give it to me",
Most of the ordinary adverbial modifiers of English do
not cause much trouble when compared with those found
in the ordinary West European languages, since, despite
differences in detail, the general structure of this type of
Modifier is much the same. The greatest problem comes
with the English construction VERB + to -I- VERB, e.g. 1
want to rest; He told me to leave; The baby started to cry;
I'm trying to concentrate. Our traditional grammars of

English do us a great disservice In this connection by labeltives", simply
ling all constructions of to + VERB as "
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because the infinitiVe forms of Latin, the Romance Ianpages, German, etc., are usually translated by to + the
simple form of the verb in English, e.g. Latin cadre "to
Ong", and Madre "to warn". In the first place, the Latin
(Romance, German) infinitive is a separate form, morphologically Speaking, whereas the so-called "Infinitive"
in English is a combination of a preposition (to) _with a
verbal form, and at best mi t be labelled "infinitive
ermore, the En sh infinitive phrase by no
phiasb",
Means always corresponds to a simple infinitive in other
languages. In many languages, there are several different
types of construction involving VERB + INPINITWE, depending on what verb is in the main-verb slot: in Spanish,
for instance,- certain verbs (like querer "to want") are followed directly by an infinitive, e.g. Quiero comer "I want
to eat"; others have to have the preposition a before a
dependent Infinitive, e.g. empezar "to begin", as in Emplezo a corner "I begin to eat"; and still others take de
before an infinitive in such constructions, as does tratar
"to try" in a sentence like Trato de comer "I'm trying to
eat". Here, as in all similar instances, it is hopeless to take
the structure of English as a model for what one is to say
in the target-language. Only the inner structure of the latter
is a guide, but we must be aware of the features of English
that may mislead us through false identifications, such as
that of Infinitives" with phrases consLsting of to + simple
verb-form in English,

The other great class of phrasal combinations in
English are those which have nouns as their chief elements
or heads, with various other types of elements (principally
adjectives) modifying them. We are accustomed in English
to having only the nouns change (showing differences in

number) in such phrages, e.g. sg. the nice girl verstis p1.
the nice girls. We must be prepared, though, to find in
other languages a much more wide-spread requirement of
agreement between m
ng elements and head in nounphrases. In the modern Romance languages, this agreement
must manifest itself in grammatical gender as well as number: e.g. Spanish et pdiaro Nit) (m. sg. In all three forms)
"the red bird", but la guagua rota (f, sg., agreeing with
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"bus") "the red bus", and the plurals of these two
expressions, los pdjaros rojos "the red birds" and las
guaguas rojos "the red buses". In such languages as have
variations for case in their nouns and adjectives, the agree.
Ment extends to case also: thus, in Latin, the phrase isle
furor taus "that madness of yours" (with m. furor "madness" as head) (Cicero, "First Oration Against Cati line")
would show the following variations, as compared with
those of ista avaritia tua "that greed of yours" (whose head
is f. avaritia "greed, avarice"):
guagua

nominative

isle juror tuus
1st? jurOris Jul

ista avaritla
tua
istae avaritiae

dative ("to ...")

istO furor? NO

tuae
istae avaritlae

accusative

'slum lurorem
luum
Isla furore tua

genitive ("of ..

.")

tuae

ablative ("from ...")

Islam aver,Slam tuam

istei avaritid
Cud

Prepositions, in English, occur with eler.;Ints following
them, known as their objects, as in on the table, without
any excuse, in them, of my hands, before leaving. English

prepositions are not differentiated according to the choice
of case to follow them, since a pronoun object of a preposition is always In the objective case (in them, without me,
instead of us). Where the target-language has a more corn.
plicated case-systerr however, the learner may find that
some prepositions must be followed by one case and other

prepositions by another, as an automatic requirement.
Thus, In German, such prepositions as bet "by, at", Stitt
"with", and von "of, from" must be followed by'the dative,
and others such as durch "through", jiir "for", and ohne
"Without" must have the accusative, e.g. Mit Mir "with me",

but ohne mich "without me". Still other German preposi
tions can take dative or accusative, and the choice of case
tells the hearer either that no motion is involved (with the
dative), or that motion is involved (with the accusative):
thus, in + DATIVE has the meaning "in", but in + Accost.-

10$
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mg Is "Into", as In the contrasting pair in dery Haus* "in
the house" arid in das Haus "into the house".
In the combination of PREPOSiTION
vaRavoRM, the
'choice of verbal form is automatically determined, in Engilsh, by the preposition: we use thic simple form of the verb
after to (6.g. to go, to write), but the ..ing-form after all
others (e.g. by going, white writing). In other languages,

different constructions occur: in Latin, a gerundive must
be used (eundo "by going, in going"), whcreas in German
the preposition must be followed by zu before the infinitive
(ohne zu arbeiten "without working"), and In the Romance
languages normally the infinitive is used after all preposi.
dons (e.g. Italian senza lavorare, French sans trayaltier,
Spanish sin trabajar "without working"),
Somethnes we find "prepositions" coming after their objects, as a special type of construction in
an (e.g.
miner Meinung each "according to my opinion", with
mach "after, according to") but as a regular thing in Hungarian, Hebrew, etc. In instances like these, we speak of
pastpositions, of which Hungarian has a score or more,
like alai( "underneath [position without motion] ", aid "to
underneath", and ata "out from underneath": e.g. A
Macska Ul az asztal akin "The cat is sitting under the table",
A macska megy az asztal aid "The cat goes under the table",

and A macska Mon az asztal affil "The cat conies out from
under the table".
REFERENCE
English verb-phrases: Jos.

PART V

language In Context

1

Chapter 17.

Real Life and. Imagination

So far, we have been discussing almost wholly the
structural aspect of languagesounds, forms, and combinations of formsand the way in which the structure of
the learner's language must be contrasted with that of the
target-language in order to minimize the interference of

the former with the latter. It is possible to discuss Unguistio structure almost "in a void" In this way, because
human language seems to constitute a largely separate
stratum of behavior, relatively uncorrelated with other
aspects of culture, However, as we pointed out earlier
(Chapter 8), language derives its meaning and hence its
function in our lives from the situations it is used in If we
are to get the most out of working with any foreign language, we must know what sort of situations it is used in
and how it mirrors its users' way of living and thinking.

It is, of course, preferable to both learn and use the
target-language in a real-life situation from the outset
in the environment In which its native speakers use It The
lucky few who have the time, and money at their disposal
can go and spend one or more years in a foreign land, and,
if they apply themselves earnestly and diligently, can in a
relatively short period of time acquire quite an extensive
command of its language. Once the learner has acquired a
certain minimum essential knowledge of the target-language, every speaker he meets contributes to his further experience -if In no other way, by acting as informant during the time in which the learner is in contact with him. At
the learner's disposal are opportunities, not only to practise the language itself, but to share in its speakers' lives, to
see them at work and at play, and to absorb their particular
outlook on life.
in9
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Most of us, however, cannot afford either time or money
for such an ideal langUage-learning-sittiation. Even in the
most affluent of societies, the greet majority of langua

learners are not ever going to be able to afford an
g
more than a quick excursion-trip, Under those *cumStances, we must use our imaginations as actively as pos..
sible, to substitute for the real-life experience which is,
either temporarily or permanently, beyond our reach, We
must learn to use and interpret every representation of the
life of the foreign country thPt we can obtain. Most modem
teXt-books supply this need with all kinds of pictures,_ usu-

ally of the country where the target-language is spoken,
showing cathedrals, churches, palaces, ,cities, restaurants,
cafes,
, peasants' houses, the peasants themselves iti
colorful costumes, and a host of other interest-catching
and -holding Items'. By and large, such illustrations are
very helpful, except when they over-emphasize what is
archaic or quaint at the expense of a complete view of
modern living, or when the publisher tries to substitute
slick photography for real merit in the text itself.
DISCUSSIOUS of OA) foreign culture, written in English,
are also helpful, particularly at the early stages of languagelearning, when the student has not yet acquired a sufficient
command of the language to read even elementary expository prose. Yet there is a grave danger inherent in any dis-

cussionwritten or oral -- carded on in the learner's
language about the target-language, whether it Involves
linguistic structure, culture, literature, art, music, or any
other topic. Any such use of the learner's language beyond
the minimum strictly necessary for immediate practical
purposes (e.g. grammatical analysis) simply distracts his

attention from the main object, the acquisition of the
ge itself. On the whole, It is better to avoid
anything more than the most rudimentary comments on
the
culture while acquiring the basic elements of
the an
Such comments should be introduced primarily to avoid
derstandings, e.g. when the word bar
Is introduced: so as to enlighten the learner (as well as to

avoid complaints from outraged Prohibitionists), it is a
good idea to explain in a foot-note that, in Italy, a bar is
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primarily a coffee-stand, whereas in Sweden it is a cafeteria.

As soon as the learner has gotten far enough along in
the foreign language to have a firm command of its phonology and at least some fundamental morphological and
syntactical features, he should start reading selected passages in the targetlanguage. His reading will be, under
the normal circumstances of language-learning, his chief
source of knowledge concerning the foreign culture, and
as such it is a highly important aspect of the entire learning-

process. It is often asserted by superficial critics of the
"linguistic approach" to language-learning that, because it
stresses an oral-auditory basis at the out-set, it is inherently
hostile to reading and opposed to all cultural aims. Leaving

aside for the moment any debates over the narrow and
broad meanings of "culture", we may safely say that any
such criticism is quite ill founded, The oral-auditory approach does not in any way disregard reading, nor does it_
_eliminate it from the total process of language-learning. It
does, however, emphasize the necessity of a sound basis

for reading-ability, built up in a prior cotnmand of the
phonology and grammar of the target-language, so that
when the learner comes to read, he can go ahead at an
accelerated pace, with at least something of the same basis

for his reading that a native speaker has. This necessity
was recognized by the original proponents of the "readingapproach";20 but their followers, with less understanding
,

of the nature of language, used the emphasis on "rapid
reading" simply as an excuse to disregard any prior train,
-ing in the fundamentals of hearing and speaking.
The point at Which reading should begin will inevitably
differ according to the nature of the orthographic system
normally used with the target-language. If its conventional
spelling is straight-forward 'and Wholly (or neatly wholly)
phonemically based, reading can start very soon indeed,
after the first twenty-five or thirty contact-hours; such an

early start may be made with languages like German,
Spanish, Italian, Hungarian, or Finnish. If, however, the
conventional spelling is more difficult (either because the
"Cf. Coleman.
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4t" between sounds and letters is quite imperfect, as in
French or English orthography, or because the characters
are different froth ours, as with Russian or Hindi), the start

of reading had better be postponed until (say) forty or
fifty contact-hours have been spent on mastering the language itself. If the orthography is very difficult and shows
little or no correlation with the language as spoken (e.g.
Chinese or Japanese), extensive reading will have to await
extensive familiarity with the language (even though sonic
start may be made on using the writing-system at a relatively early stage).
As in music, the selections chosen for reading should be

carefully graded, especially at the out-set. Nothing is
gained by plunging into a morass of difficulties at the very
start, a difficult play by Corneille or a long poem by Goethe
for example, simply because of the literary merit of these

authors, any more than a beginner on the violin is benefitted by starting on the Brahms concerto. For the more
familiar languages, graded readers have been developed
which can be used for introducing techniques of rapid reading. Such graded texts are very helpful, provided a certain
amount of care is exercised in their use. The learner should
not take too much 'time over any given assignment, because
otherwise his interest flags and boredom sets in very soon.
To preserve simplicity, some readers keep their intellectual

level lower than necessary. For a time in the 1930's, it
used to be thought that the vocabulary of elementary for.
eign-language readers ought to be strictly limited; extensive word-counts and frequency-lists were prepared, and
some authors of graded readers prided themselves on
restricting the number of words they used. By now, it has
been realized that, although too much vocabulary should
not be piled on, it is also harmful to go to the opposite extreme and keep the learner back in his acquisition of new
vocabulary. Cognates (e.g. English constitution = French
cop/tuition, Spanish constitucion, Italian co:MK/one)
can be used extensively to expand the elementary readingvocabulary, and the learner should be encouraged to guess
at the meaning of words from their contexts.

This matter of guessing has been the cause of great
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misapprehensions on the part of language-teachers. Taking their cue from other types of subject-matter, such as
history (the Declaration of Independence was signed in
1776, not 1775 or 1777) and chemistry (it makes a dif-

ference what elements make up a moleculea mistake
may even result in your getting blown upl), teachers of
foreign languages have considered absolute and immediate

accuracy of understanding and translation as an ideal to
be sought for from the beginning of one's work on a language. This attitude has resulted in the learner's being
held to exact and complete translations, thereby slowing
down his rate of learning and, often, killing his interest.
Heretical though it may seem to say so, word-for-word accuracy in translation is not only unessential, it is, especially

at the early stages of reading, harmful to progress and
maintenance of interest. What a learner needs is, not to get

dictionary-correct translations, but to find out, in any
given passage which he does not fully understand, how to

make an intelligent guess and then proceed as fast as

possible to the next passage. After all, we. conduct most of
our ordinary living on the basis of intelligent guesses (including the interpretation of unfamiliar words in our native language), and we need to learn to do like-wise in a
foreign language.

The way to learn how to guess intelligently as to the
meaning of a new word is to note the context in which it
occurs, get as much as possible about the word's in
g
out of that context, store the item in one's memory for
future attention, be on the look-out for further occurrences,
and narrow down the meaning through careful observance
of its context whenever it is met on later occasions, until
its meaning has finally been delimited. In a certain Hungarian novel (A Budapesti Kaland = "The Budapest Ad-

venture", by P. Kormendi), the word haldrttek occurs
three times, on the basis of which its meaning can be successively narrowed down and determined:
1. Towards the beginning of the story, the hero is returning from the Italian front in 1916, and is very weary;
his haldntek hurts. Obviously it is some part of the body;

one can eliminate from consideration those parts of the
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body whose names one already knows (e.g. lel "head",
kit "hand ", lab "leg, foot").
2. In the middle of the story, some-one is very surprised, and claps his band to his hal<intA. This restricts
the word to some part of the body which is easily reached
by the hand and which one usually strikes in expressing
turprise: probably part of the head (cheek? temple? forehead?), but possibly part of the chest or leg.
3. At the end, the hero commits suicide, by cocking a
loaded revolver and putting it to his right hakintek. The
meaning is now obvious and there is no need of looking it
up in a dictionary.
Advantages of this approach to learning the meaning of
new words are: (I) It follows the normal way in which
anybody finds out the significance of an unfamiliar phe-

nomenon (linguistic or other); (2) It fixes the word's
meaning very firmly in mind, far more so than if the
looked it up, said
to himself, "Oh, yes, that's what it means"and forgotten

learner had simply gone to a dictionary,

it as soon as his attention was occupied with another word,

Of course, one has to use one's brain in remembering a
constantly changing batch of semi - familiar items, and one
has to be alert to observe new occurrences and any light

they may cast on meaning. Making one's own dictionary
as one goes along is a helpful device: 3 x 5 cards (not slips
of paper, which flutter away easily and do not stand upright) in a box, arranged alphabetically, are useful to write
words and their meanings on; the work of writing them
down and arranging them alphabetically helps to fix them
in one's memory. On the other hand, scribbling English
translations between the lines in a foreign-language text is
worse than useless; such jottings prove undecipherable
when needed for later use (e.g. translating hi class) and
shod-circuit any effective learning-process. The learner
should read as widely as possible, and should go ahead as
fast as he can, even when this involves leaving a halfunderstood passage behind, to be returned to later, bringing
the insights of further experience in the language.

Songs, proverbs, short poems, and games are much
more widely used in some language-fields than in others.
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,hey have been More or less traditional In German, but
teachers' of the Romance languages have tended to took
down on them as unintellectual and fit only for use In
elementary schools, In fact, however, they arc Vito helpful
at all age-levels. The memorization involved is a further

aid in building up, inside the teaser's head, a stock of
age - patterns. Poetry, if pronounced accurately (and
nowadays there is no excuse for poor recitation of poetry
in'any language,
with the large number' of dictionrecorda
that ark available), helps.to gratp the prosodic system of
songs always bear some relation to Its
tholamtageo,
Intonational atterns. Games are perhaps more useful at
interm
to level, when the learners' alreadY have a
4ertalfi stock of thletural -patterns and vocabulary, and
: can use the gamei for extending 'these further,:-TLiterary, material, provided" Its structural patterns -and
vocabulary are simple enough, can be introduced from a
very early staget there Is- abSolutely no need of restricting
-

-one's reading to semantically thin or empty material. HoW-.

ever, at the elementary and intermediate levels, the mall
'function of literary readings is to introduce the learner- to

the **jai characteristics of the variety of" the langnage
used 14 Moto or less formal, belletristIo writing. In every,
OltUre,-non-literate as well as literate, there 1.9'4 special
style for literary productions, differing in one ,respect
another from every -day speech, though based on this latter.
Itende,-if we are to get the most out of a foreign literature',
we must pay particular attention 16 the type'rf language
In :which it is written; before we can take the artistie medlinn (in this case, the 114gOstic form) for granted and

0Oncenttate. wholly on the meanings conveyed :by the
itoOr. This can be done only at the lidvano4joiel;_oft
-(say) /t) or so contact-hours In-the case of the- 4100
West $UrOpecia 14600001 As W.
ha$ Put it:
number of Contact-bourn may at aid seem ItatiOtingi
teprelenta only aix semesters- of college-level language-wok,: at
bows per week fifteen weelg per sernesteij In geiletti, our
0-0ilegestudents are hardly competent to mad really fluently and to

concentrate on literary content much be
they have had Si*
semesters' work (or ha equivalent before coming to college).

,

_
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hinge Of oOO b1 hol 0 'that home !mutat can produce is

tondittotted b

.structAire of the htirielin vocal

fettle arid hearing Cr* tcWithin these Phtsiological

Joist,' the usage of k 4 tnmultity imposes further restrictiotoi ego
anguageo -each dialect has its phonemic structure, and Q01,y. what
Vithin that streettens is possible_ for the sneakers and usteriefs
Of the !stagnate o dialect, And within the limits of tartlet**, intby the community, the individual speaker makes his choice..
spealci
writes' live. his
at life- along the network
his eOnittiunitses ba4its and his own, c olpe among tkosOhabits.
tit.4.0403 his choice as free and ignores t liMitations. The begin.

hint learner of a language sees that the chokes are not free, and

that is worth seeing. The advanced learner of a _language comes to
ignore the limitations and move tibOut eiltOttg them comfortably,
sOihat the real choices becorrie the only choices he sees. And that
is a Skill of steal value.'"

The ultiMate values to be derived froth Studying the
literature of a foreign language are both belletristio and
cultural, Literary ,Values, _taken in and for themsehtes, are

relative and difficult to pin doWn. They Inevitably vary,
not only from one culture to another, btit,from one soda
class to another (what Is elegant literature for one group,
Sentimental novels about doctors- and nutseci,, may be
Considered cheap, and Vulgar by anothergroupYind from

one individual to another--in-faet, they can vary for the
saute individual according to his age and even his paishig
mood; Aesthetic values do exist,- however, aticrconatituto
ail Important part of literary study, even thoUgh they are.'
fir from being absolute or, in the last analysis; teachable
On an objective plane. Of fully as much importance as the

aesthetics of literary study, however, are its dulttull
Plicationst the insight

which the reader gains in a'clifferetit-

way of life from his own. He learns that, along with an-

other language and semantic orientation towards the
World, there always goes another psychology and another
set _of norms for behavior. The 'normal" behav10 for,

say, Rodrigue and thimene in Corneille's Le MI (1636),
-*hen the two ,are _set against each other by Rodrigo

hay-

ing to kill Chimene's- father in a duel of honor, is quite
different from these mediaeval Spanish lovers as le-lajerpreted by a seventeenth-century French poet from what
it Would be for two twentieth-eenttify Americans. Lite*
*1%-vaddell, 8o-81.
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lure is one of the best channels through which to convey
'WO principle of cultural relativitythe fact that, in human
societies throughout the world, behavior is not and must
not 1,0 expected to be the same, but is, in each community,
ated by its own internal principles,
o date we have not discussed translation, either from
the target-1080g° to the learner's language or viceversa.
ft Is customary to insist on translation-exercises from the
very out-set of most elementary language-courses, putting
simple (and often simple-minded) sentences from each
'language into the other. At that level, such work is useful
only as 'an exercise in penmanship and spelling. By and
It is better to postpone detailed work in translation
-_ Until the learner is at a stage where he can benefit by the
analytical work of equating a construction, a word, -an
Id6M in, one language With-, something different in an.Other; and he:cannot be' said to have reached this stage
untft he has; considerably more than a nodding acquaintance with the structure and vocabulary of the target -language: At-the intermediate, level, the learner 'can practise
translating from the target-language into his own, with
; ..paftiOular.- _attention to accurate tendering of structural
differences and shades of -meaning; such as-that between,
'say, -61-ttian, eye/Moll "perhaps, -possibly" and English
cvettNal y Phi the long run, ultimately". Translation in the
other 'dire010a can cone 'soon afterwards, but at first It
must be based on material of the targetlanguage _which
VW lean* has already covered (Le. without.introdUchig'
_

.

ConitruCtions or words),,Only at the__ advance

level can the learner proceed to taking a literary work in
his 'oviti !an

.

and translating it carefully into the target.
language (a very diffiCult, but very- rewarding task), and
'thekeventually and as the last stage in his approach to the
target- language, writing compositions- of his own, EVen
ALAN thefels little likelihood that the ordinary languagelearner will become another' Joseph Conrad; hilt Oa'
under, normal circumstances, no reason _why we should
expect him to do so..
It goes almost without saying that, at the advanced as
well as at the elementary and intermediate levels, this type
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Ot-Work should be carried on in the target-language as
much as possible. Even grammatical explanations, which
at the elementary level it is a waste of time to give In the
target-language (how can we expect any-one to understand an analysis of a language given in the very language
which he does not yet.know and is trying to get started
In?), can be transferred to the foreign language at the
Intermediate level. For literary work, our ultimate aim Is
for the learner to acquire as much as possible of the same
out-look and understanding that the modern native speaker
has--coupled with the further Archimedic perspective that

the non-native speaker may derive through approaching
the works from a different cultural and linguistic perspec
live. This cAn best be done by having, as teacher or guide
in this type of study, only some-one who has a really thorough native or quasi-native command of the target-language, and by discussing it in that language, with only as
much reference to the learner's language as is necessary to
clear up any difficulties.
REFERENCES

Language and literature: Hall, 1964a, Chapter 69; Hockett,

Chapter 63.

Chapter 18,

Audio- Visual Aids, Rea Da, and Activities

It is possible to acquire an excellent command of a foreign language, simply by practising as hard as possible on
all aspects of its manifestations, in the usage of a native
speaker and in written texts, and by using one's imagina-

tion to visualize what one is talking and reading about.
Naturally, however, the imagination can frequently go
wrong, simply through lack of sufficient information, as in
the case of the small-town American girl who, on reading

of the mobs throwing up street-barricades during the
French Revolution, asked "But why didn't they just run
around through the back yards?" It is best to supplement
the information gained through language-channels by as
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much further Material as possible, to increase the accuracy
Of one's auditory data and to utilize other senses, particu.
tail)) that of Sight, for acquiring back-ground knowledge.
Before the development of recording devices, if no native
speaker of the target-language was available, descriptions
(more or less accurate) of its pronunciation were all that

a learner had to go on, Even with earlier recording techniques (e.g. 78 r.p.m. records), considerable effort was
Made, especially by various commercial undertakings, to
proVide material for (Urea listening and imitation. Since
the Second World War, 33r.p.m. records and especially

tapes have made such material widely and cheaply accessible; most modern text-books have tapes, records, or both
availablefor use with them, Nowadays, there is no excuse
for the" physical absence of a native speaker being used to
Justify neglect or opposition to the oral-auditory approach.
Auditory materials on tapes or records are among the
best means for extending and enriching one's language._
experience. They can be used on the learner's personal ma.
e, at any time that he or she has free; in this way, the

eatierls not tied down to any kind of schedule. In the

school-Context, the use of such materials has also been:
Widely institutionalized in the language-laboratory. In the_

labolatory, a large number of learners can be accommo.
:dated at the same time; given a complicated enough Irk=,

sfallationok number of different languages and of different
levels within each language can be serviced; and the content of the work is directly subject to control by those in
charge of the courses. If properly planned, a laboratory is
iv very helpful adjunct to any language-program, on any
level from junior high-school through college. If misused,
however, it, can be nothing but a waste of money and, in
'fact, can do harm rather than good.
The main function of the language-laboratory is to take
over those aspects of the drill-work which are repetitive,
mechanical, and do not absolutely require the presence of

live Speaker, thus sparing the time and energy of this
litter for more essential work. Ordinarily, if a native or
quasi-native speaker is available, the learners' first contact
with each new batch of basic sentences or review-dialogues
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Sh,Q't;i1c1 b0Lthicough direct imitation of the drill-mmter in

pertoti.,--thtt is desirable because (1) not -even the best
tape- recording has yet'achleved completely faithful repro
duction of every finest detail of sound as heard 'first-hand
by the' hulnan ear; (2) even if this were the case, there are
other aspects of behavior that accompany speech which
must bo observed Clifectlyhow the drill-Master holds _the
muscles of his or her face, the movements he or she makes

with the hand and the rest of the body, the gestures' that
accompany speech, and so forth; and (3) most important
of all, a machine cannot react to the learners' behavior,
correct mistakes or show approval, or adapt itself to special circumstances (e.g. by perceiving what needs extra
emphasis and repeating as necessary). When the first contact with the material has been made, however, the extra
repetitions necessary to fix it firmly in the learners' memory

can be entrusted to the machine. A very useful adjunct to
any language-laboratory is a device permitting the supervisor to listen in on the work that any student is doing, so
as to check up on its quality and, if necessary, to interrupt
and correct the mistakes before they become ingrained in
the learner's habits.
Opinions differ about the usefulness of a self-recording
device which permits the learner to hear the voice on the

tape, then to speak his or her imitation of what has just
been said, while both the voice from the tape and the learn-

er's imitation are being recorded on another' track; the
learner then plays back this last-mentioned recording,
which, in theory, permits him or her to see how good (or
poor) the imitation has been. According to some, this
self-observation should produce an awareness of the
mistakes that the learner is making, and a desire to improve. According to others, this kind of awareness_ is difficult,- if not Impossible, to achieve at the initial stages, and

use of such a self-recording device Is wasteful (if not
actively harmful) until the intermediate level has been
reached. The truth is probably somewhere in between these

two extremes. The Usefulness of listening to oneself depends to's considerable extent on pre-training in which-the,
learner becomes aware, first of how his or her voice actu-
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ally sounds when recorded (many of us find it hard to
accept the authenticity of our own voices on disc or tape),
and then of what to listen for in the way of degrees of
. accuracy in imitation. If a certain amount of attention is
given to these problems at the outset, there is no reason
why self- recording should not be used quite early.
Needless to say, an intelligent choice must be made in
'the material to be put on tape and imitated. If tapes are
not available from the publishers of the text being Used,
they can of course be mad: ad hoc; but care must be exercised in the choice of speaker and of material. There is no
dcuse for a non-native teacher trying to "fake" it if he or
she has not had extensive training in the phonology of the
target-language; it is far better to get a native speaker to
Make the tapes, or else not make them at all. liorror-stories

circulate (one cannot tell how trust-worthy they ate) Of
conservatively oriented teachers having spoken sets of
verb-forms ("I am, you are, he is .
') onto tapes, or
having read long paragraphs of descriptive prose, for their
itudents, not to imitate, but just to listen to, before they
have had any, practice in speaking. The main p
6 of a
language-laboratory is to give the learnei extra practice in
active command Of the language; it it is not used for this
purpose, it becomes mere hard-ware and gadgetry, serving
no useful end.

Moving pictures with sound-tracks in the foreign tanguage, and film-strips to accompany spoken records or
tapes, are also very- helpful audio-visual aids. )Mint- strips

can consist of either photographs or drawings; the latter
are, in some series, quite imaginatively done, and add
considerable pleasure to the task of repeating and mem-

orizing.-The major advantage of a film-strip over a moving
picture is that the individual frames can be held in position
for a relatiVely long time, while the learners are repeating
the language-material and at the same time concentrating
their gaze on the screen, With moving pictures, one can In
general only look and listen passively; this type of work is

most profitable at the intermediate and advanced stages.
Some efforts have been made to prepare movies with specially simplified dialogue, understandable by beghners;

LANotiipitticarrext
ifetkali (1116 dialogues are 'rathet artificial, and fait to

lit into the real-fife, background shown In the picturea.
SOm leatners tend to feel distressed awl discouraged if
'they_ cannot understand every word of- the sound-track;
illeY should be encouraged to feel happy if they understand

a reasOntNe.proportion of it, sine., even with the beat
ualitY of reproduction, not all native speakers understand
the dialogue 1$1any given movie.
la some language-fields, considerable emphasis is laid

On "gala" 1.e. What anthropologists call the "material
foreign country, as brought to the student
culture" of
either through actual artifacts or by showing him pictures
of such Printed items like restaurant- menus, theater-programs, tickets for transportation (trains, street-cars,
buses), advertisements and posters (e.g. for bull-fights),
can all be used to supplement the official text-book; many
texts contain reproductions of such material as illustrations, or even have them in separate pockets at the end of
the volume. Maps and photographs (either separately or in
albums) are equally helpful, as are Objects_ of any. size, as

conversation-pieces. A device used by a group of missionaries for teaching Navaho language and culture simultaneously might well find wider imitation: dolls are dressed

14 the appropriate costume and are placed in models of
houses, court-yards, etc., and then the learners either talk
(in the target-language) about what the people are doing
or speak their lines for them,
Language-clubi, -tables, and -houses are valuable adjuncts to class-room work, but only if effectively organized

and used for their fundamental purpose, namely giving
extra practice in the language itself. Too often, especially
on the high-school level, a language-club is simply an excuse for Plerasant chit-chat in English. If the learner uses
only his own language, no matter how much cultural lore
he may pick up, the basic aim of the club (table, house) is
defeated, Normally, it takes an enthusiastic, able, and
dedicated person (usually, but not always, a woman) to
spark a language-activity of this type into life. In additiOn
to desultory conversation, there are all kinds of society -

games that can be used to get the participants to use the
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target language and to mix socially. Native speakers should

be invited and encouraged to use their special talents, as
lecturers, performers, etc.; with a little tactful guidance,
mesa native speakers of any given language can adapt
their usage to that of beginners or intermediate students.
Not does the topic of a lecture or discussion always have
to be some facet of the target- culture; one of my most
stimulating experiences in learning Italian was a visit to
the Oriental Museum at the University of Chicago udder
the guidance of an Assyrlologist who was a native speaker
of Italian.

One of the most frequent and helpful aspects of a language- group's activities is putting on plays. These may be
long or short, more or less ambitious, depending on the

_

resources available; but even getting up and reciting the
lines of a play on a bare stage is a valuable experience for
every learner. Simply reading the lines from the book is
permissible, but only if insufficient time Is available for
complete memorization, The act of memorizing the linos
of even a one-acter (a longer play is, of course, still be"ei),
is highly beneficial, since inevitably the actors keep the
speeches in mind, use them in their casual conversation
with each other, and, in essence, treat them as a large and

particularly meaningful group of basic sentences, to which
they,can apply all their knowledge of the language. if the
services of a director are required, it is best to have one
Who knows the target-language and can coach the actors
in the language of the play; falling this, It is good to have
a student director who will do part of the work and use
the target-language as much as possible. Marionettes mayalso be used, since they at least give practice in speaking
the lines of the play; but it Is better for the learner to do
the acting himself, since he thus has a chance to put his
entire body and personality into the performance (include
ing, of course, imitation of the gestures and bearing of any
native speakers he may have as models).
All the activities discussed in this chapter are valuable
adjuncts to the language-learning-process, but they are
only adjuncts, useful insofar as they contribute to the
learner's fundamental need, that of internalizing the habits

LANGUMP3 N cortraxf
hQ target -Ian uago. and incorporating them Into his

00*0906 -Neither the laboratory nor the study of
taalla nor thalinguagegroup should be allowed to become
atilaim in itself, and above all the learner must not concen-

trate on cultural Content to the point of neglecting the
target- language Welt
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Chapter 19.

The Linguistic Approach

It is often asked, "What is this new linguistic method?

How is it different from or superior to the grammar-method,

the translation-method, the direct method, and

the
other methods? Aren't all the methods pretty much equal?"
From our discussion in the preceding chapters, it should

be clear that this kind of question is wrongly oriented.

The knowledge that linguistics has brought us concerning
human language does not constitute, in its application to
the practical problems of language-teaching, a new method.
It constitutes a new approach, a new stand-point from

which to observe language and its workings in human
society, and which has fundamental implications for the
way in which we tackle the learning of a new language: It
is true that certain particular methods, especially the old

direct method (pp, 20-21), the phonetic method (pp.
21-22), and the audio-lingual method (pp. 22-23), are
more in line with the facts than are others. Nevertheless,
even the old grammar-, translation-, and reading-methods
can, in fact must be, revivified by coming into renewed
contact with the facts of human language if they are to be

at all successful.

As pointed out in Chapters 5-9, language is fundamentally oral and auditory, habitual, systematic, and derives
its meaning from the contexts it is used In The linguistic
approach emphasizes these facts as an underpinning for
any work to be done involving language. It has been the
experience of the last hundred and more years that those
who keep the facts of language in mind and base their
work on them are, in the long run, markedly more successful in teaching and learning foreign languages than are
those who deny or neglect them. Even those learners whose
125
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Work has been Organized for them along non-linguistic or
anti-lingnistic lines (e.g. emphasizing grammar or translation to the overt exclusion of all other aspects of language),
if they learn anything at all, do so by nevertheless heeding

the actual nature of language and by learning to speak,
overtly or covertly, in spite of the approach used.
The Ultimate result of language-learning along linguistic

lines is a command of all four facets: hearing, speaking,
reading, and writing, gained in the order mentioned. The
last two, especially, are the more effective for being based
on solid achievement in the first two. There is, therefore,

no ground for the apprehension often manifested by
teachers of foreign literatures, that the linguistic approach
will in some way impair their students' ability to read, understand, and appreciate literary works, or will prejudice
their students against literature. On the contrary, a student
who has been given a completely linguistically oriented
training in the target-language will have a greater ability
to appreciate the foreign literature than any other. He will

have made greater progress than any other towards the
indispensable prerequisites for such appreciation: a native-

like grasp of the pronunciation and structure of the language, an understanding of its meanings, and a clear conception of the ways in which its culture differs from his
own. He will have a better basis on which to understand
how the foreign literature reflects the culture out of which
it grew, and how its great writers utilized the characteristics
of their linguistic medium for the greatest artistic effects.
True, the findings of linguistics contradict a certain amount

of folk-lore about language that is current in long- established speech-communities (e.g. that the French Academy
is the repository of all wisdom concerning the French language); but the sooner every-one, including litterateurs,
learns what is valid and what is invalid in our society's notions on such topics, the freer we shall be to concentrate on
the real problems of literary study and analysts.
The greatest ultimate value to be derived from learning
a foreign language and studying its literature is the understanding of linguistic and cultural relativity, as pointed out
on p. 116. The person who knows only one language and
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one culture is condemned to wear the blinders of ethno.:
Centrism, thinking his way of talking and living to be the
only one possible. That this is not so, his learns from ac-

quaintat \ with even one other language and culture.

Knowled6 4 this fundamental fact of human life is essen.
tial to 8ur
i in our time of greatly extended global coil
tads; as Ala. .`ans, we can no longer expect the rest of
the world to . Is go on in our narrow, parochial self ceateredness. A
waddeli has put it,0 "If there is one
,thing that Amerk
will have to learn In the second ball
of the twentieth cep. \ it is that there are non-American
habits which- axe not ,
American choices." DeYenizi this
narrow, essentially In; \
need for self-Oeservation,
however, there is an inns,
ly important positive" fietor
favoring
study of forcigA. )41,,.$1ages and literaturekt the
fruitful' se Of our greatly inc), Iseci leisure role. If e. ate
to escape further cheapening Ind vulgarization of our
existence through the debasement of our Mass entertain:.
Mont, we shall have to do so by cultivating- our individual:
talents and Interests, along as great a range of diVersity-04
possible. Knowledge of one or more foreign languitges;,
literatUres, and cultures is not leaft among the channels
through Mitch we can enrich our personalities and hence
our Ilya,
.

.
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APPENDIX A

Eight Maio Languages

I

To guide those who are interested in learning a new
language, but are not acquainted with the possible choices,

we give in this Appendix a series of brief discussions of
eight major languages frequently available to students in
United States high-schools and colleges: Latin, Greek,
Prench, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, German, and Rut:iian. In each section, we give: (1) the country or countries
where the language is spoken; (2-5) brief characterizations
of the orthography, phonology, morphology, and syntax
of the language; (6) a characterization of its literature;
and (7) an indication of its non-literary uses. Our intention is to furnish, not complete sketches of the languages

concerned, but an indication of the major respects In
which they present features of interest or difficulty to
speakers of English.

1.

1. LATIN
Not spoken as the native language of any group at

present; spoken (usually with "church" pronunciation; cf,
below, subsection 2) in some theological seminaries and
on the higher levels of the hierarchy of the R0111411 Catholic
Church. It is used extensively in the ritual of this church,
and is still the vehicle for some new writing on theological
and ecclesiastical matters.
2. In the absence of any speech-community for whom
it is their waive language and hence to whose usage appeal

may be made, all current pronunciations of Latin have
only an arbitrary basis. That most widely taught in American schools Is the so-called "classical" pronunciation, intended to approximate the usage of the "Golden Age" of
Latin literature ca. 50-1 B.c. (the time of Caesar, Cicero,
Vag% and Horace), in which c is always interpreted as
/k/, g as /g/, and ae as /a1/: e.g. Caesar /Icalsar/, se:Was
128
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cold" In the official pronunciation. of the
ROinan. C
Church, ae is equated with short /e/, and
o before ae, e, and I is treated as a "soft" consonant, usu"ath011o

ally in accordance With -the orthography of the local

standard language, being interpreted as /6/ in Italy and
those Countries whose ecclesiastical authorities follow
Italian' usage, is /0/ in German- speaking areas, and as

/11/ in Prance. The letter g before ae, e, and I is also
treated as ''soh ", but with a different distribution: as AV
hi the Italian usage, as /I/ in Prance, but as "hard" /g/
in de-titan-speaking regions. Thus, caelum "heaven" and
geildio "cold" will be read off as /telum/ and /gelidits/
in Italy, as /olum/ and igelidus/ in Germany or Austria,
and as Aeluin/ and /elidus/ in Prance. In the "classical"
pronunciation, v is interpreted as /w /, .e.g. vita "life" as
/wIftli/, but in other, pronunciations It is treated as /VI

Vita /v1:01/.

The older "English" pronunciation, in which all letteis
were given the values they have in English 'orthographylsurvives at present only In fixed expressions like prima
,

jacieVinitito 1611/ or sub ludke /tab

.
The sound-tystemof Latin, as usually reconstructed
id the "restored classical" pronuticiationlo includes five
'Vowels, each of which can ()tour long or short: /i v_tt o u .
18 11'8 0/. As pointed out on p. 88, vowel-length was

highly 'significant in Latin grammatical structure and
versification; the long vowel was, between 1 ti and 2 times

as long as the short vowel, and its pronunciation should
be, kettle& such' from the Start. (Unfortunately,- vitt*.
ally no teachers of Latin insist that their students observe
vowel-length; the sensitive Student will observe it for him-

telt as a basis for appreciation of poetry if for no other
reason.) The two serni-voweis /j/ or pi and /w/ v are
'the validity of this testorati6n is often queried, with the VP::
*el; "We realty can't know anything about he* they actually 414
pronounce Latin." The answer is that we do know a great deal, ai
is result of the patient investigations of generations of scholars; M.
especially Sturtevant, 1940;_ Kent.

aModern American printings of Latin texts normally use 1 for
both-the vowel /1/ and the semivowel /if, as in laclex "judge"; but
elsewhere the letter is widely Used for the semi- vowel, e.g. Alex.

-

6)01.1T MAYOlt 1N611,A010
pt 09,ulic,ed the same toque= and lip-position as /1/ and

0/ reapectivelY; btit- function atl consonance. The con.
tkbd gl a in a t I h/.1!$,'
WaYliable is considered as tong, in Latin, if It contains a
ttitig-vowel ("long by nature") or if It Contains a consonant
folloWing the vowel in the same syllable ("long by post

S'-SYstent is quite sitePli:

In (atilt ."so many"' the pit syllable is long by
to have
g on the next to the last syllable
a automatic, oec
If, it IS long either by..nature or' by position, .otherwise on
the third from the last syllable: inatlitus "changed ", ma-ftindat "to be changed", but lempora "times". Nothing is
lmown of intonation or of junctural phenomena.
4. Latin morphology is characterized by extensive vastnouns and adjectives),
tiottss in the form of substantives
tion, the second by 'nature., Stress is -ass'

pronouns, and yobs. Substantives and pronouns are
fleeted for number, gender, and case; pronouns for thee"
three and for person; verbs, for number, person; tense,
Mood, aspect, and voice. Number is singular versus, plural;

gender _masculine (with neuter as a subcategory) versOS.
kinini;lei *Person, first (speaker), second (person spoken
ative (uted
are shit n
to), and third (all others).
to 'name something or to relate it to a Verb as the subject);
genitive (indicating possessor), dative (something_ or
somebody to whom something is given or for whose benefit

Something is done), accusative (the: direct object of an
active verb); ablative (person or thing from which tioine7
thing is taken or something goes away) and-vocative (pep.
son called to). Tense-contrasts are those of present, past,

and futdre; aspect, of perfective (itation over and done
With) 'versus imperfective (action not
ed); voice, of
active (subject performing an action) versus passive (sul
Oct on the receiving end of the action); mood, of
_

"'Here and In other descriptions of phonological structure, We
print the characters -representing consonant ohooeMes,, not in
alphabetical order, but in the sequence customary in tabular poi
entatiOtt in phonological analysis:

stops, fricatives, sibilants,
nasals, flaps or trills, laterals; and aspirates, with voiceless prowl-,

Mg voiced in each series and Proceeding from the'front of the
mouth to the hick in,polot of articulation.
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rive versui subjUnctive and imperative, There aro also
bertain 'derived verb -forms which do not show person and
'dumber: the infinitive and several participles, which have
the'Inflection of nimis, adjeCtives, o adverbs,-Variations
In inflectional, tort % tire-indicated Wholly by changes In
ending:,

In mhos and adjectives there ate number (five; in
traditiOnal Intl:: grammar)
subclasies, called decten.
4101-11 these are determined primarily by-the different
Vowels found between the root of the noun nt its case
and nuotber.endings. Traditional grammar distinguishes
four .subclasses, or conjugatIonso of verbs, also determined
:largely -bY, the characteristic.- stern=vowel occurring after _.
the voth.root.- gich noun normally' has only one set of
of the declension to which: It belongs, 'add
nOinis'u-stially belong to -only one genders (tionietlinef
two); adjectives-Manifest all three genders,' and have two
or three sets of fohns, Magni:eh:as some adjectli4beloni
tip one declension' (the third) and-others to to declensions
first for feminine' infiletiOri-,' and the second lot: the ,
sample`
sample` variations: *;
4
onto -of various declensions:
s

a_

becierion

characteristic
vowels

-a

:-t /-t/zero
14
V.

Exampled
porla "door", ($0114.5,/fOht a 000r
seryus
IWO "froth 'A

stop"

,

etrisui "40Diulst cerittar.. "to, 4
consul', cOnsuto "fake a tied.
tut"

manus maw", mans -''from
band"
"'t

g ", rt "from' a thine*

,=Sapiple.deckpsion of a masculine
(Second decknsion), servos

steninonn

.

Cato
notnieetive
oenitiye

dative
Ocesalive
ablative
YoelitiY6

Sinsufar
serval' "a slave"
servt "of a slave"
servo "to a slave"
tervym "a stave"
serve, 'Item a slave"
serve "0 Tavel`"

Moral
servi "slaves"
servarton "of slaves"

ten* "to staves"

serves "staves"
serve's "front slaves"

loll "Oita*"

-.

-
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Sample declension of a III-declension adjective, bonus
pa *um "good
no native

lvtiz Singular
Mt, Dz.

rattle"

bond
bonum
bona

'accusative
ablative
vocative

bone

bonum

bonae
Tonal,

bonam
bonit
bona

Mural
Fern.
Masc. Neut.
bons
bona bonae
bonOrtim
bonikum

bolls
bonds bona bona,
bon!

bottle
bona

bona.

As in the Indo-European languages generally, the pro-

nouns' declensional pattern is too irregular to warrant
giving sample paradigms. The complete conjugation of
even a single verb includes well over a hundred forms, and

would be too extensive to give here; we append only a

sample of a single tense of a first-conjugation verb,
port4re "to carry":
Person
let

tad
3rd

Singular
pored "I carry"
port& "thou carriest"
portal "he, she, it carries"

Plural
portannte "we carry"
portdris "you (p1.] carry"
portant "they carry"

5. Latin syntax is quite complicated, but in a different
way from that of English, in that there are extensive re-

quirements for the choice of an appropriate fornags in gram-

matically related elements, and in that word-order is
thereby made much freer, This contrasts directly with the
situation in English, in which agreement (e.g of subject
with verb) and government of cases is quite limited in its

extent, but word-order is relatively fixed. In individual
phrases, adjectives modifying nouns must agree with them
in gender, number, and case: e.g m. pl. tom. bona homilies
"good men", but f. p1. nom. bonae jeminae "good women"

and n. pl. nom, or ace. bona indumenta "good clothes".
Subject and verb agree in number, and a predicate complement refers back to the number and gender of the subject: e.g. Homines certant "The men are fighting", Paella
Plilehra est "The girl is beautiful". Requirements for use
of specific case-forms are quite complicated, especially after
"We use the expression choice of an appropriate form In order
to cover agreement, government, and cross-reference (d,
1964a, Chapter 27).
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tspeCitio prepositions and with nouns depending on specific
Vett4
adjettives: for Instance,- the genitive niust be used
---*Avith, e tie% which itOdilles such adjectives at = etiptd41
:'"desirous" or memOt "mindful ",, as in '6upidus bel4 "doh'.
Os of warn, or with the object of a verb like merturtiscl "to
.ketneMber". 10 oratory and poetry, constructions are mt=
interWoveti, with resultant initial difficulty for
speakers of English, but, this long Mt, with great reward
and'enjoymetit,of the dramatic tension involved in reading
and Oderstancling such a sentence as .Neque enim is 'es,

Catalina, id ti atet pain. 4 turphudine'aut metes 4 perk*
aid rat., furdre revae4r11 "Nor are you such a person,
r:Catiline, that self-respect could turn you away from shame,
ful behavior, or fear froM danger, or reason from madness"
"First Oration Against Canine" 9).
literature' is `one of the world's greatest.- Its
Poets inclitde" Lticretins:(95-olt, 54 n.o.), authOr of the
philpiophic,a1 P4 arum navara "On the Nature of Thlrigs";
s'.O.);'wfiter Of the Aertekih 4004 -great
epic

Of an'dient titnes, as well as of the rUsge,Bucolic,!eOrglei, dealing with country life; the Sa,tirist-tiOrate,'
10$4,0,..0._); the mtholegist and amorous-poet Ovid :(4),
`Vid

*0.'4.0;19); and the lyric poet Catufiu;s (Ca:84744 6.0;-i
e

its; prose- writers ''are the oratoi, Cicero- -(140-4 $

bib;) and the historians Caesar (10044 la
140;4A:D.-, -17)_,
-:Tacitus (A.D. Ca., ;$544, 118.)$' In
addition to' a host -6f lesser authors' There-- are also
dumber of writers on technical subjects, such as the architect Vitravius, Mediaeval and Renaissance Latin has a
Wide range of philosOphleal and theological *rhino, and
-',a great deal of poetry (especially lyric)- which, ,although
not strictly "classical" in language or prosody, is of considerable literary-value.-

7.- The non-literary advantages of studying Latin are
two kinds; linguistic and cultural. A large proportion of
our English learned vocabulary has been borrowed ttote
. or less directly from Latin; and a knowledge of Latin
lexicon and structure aids the user of formal English, not
only in grasping the meaning of technical terms,' but also
Ln deciding quickly and surely such minor problems" of

,

LAt4Othei02,9

as the choice of vowelletter in Bitch stifthei as
#e Ansi ,..1171. .ant and ,erot (which are determined slmost

tho.tonjugation of the Lida verbs from 'which
they late ,derived). Our traditional English gram* tots-.
rolitesentzi the structure of English very badly,' but it dotil

to- In tot* 0 Latin l as, long as traditional' grammar remails dominant in ont schools' teaching of English, it will
be Much less incomprehensible if approached with tt
knOwledge of the Latin structure on which it is based. (As

a tit

in "logical thinking", neither. Latin no; any

other language has any value at all.) More Important than

these considerations, perhaps, is the fact that, of all the
languages currently taught in our schools, Latin is the
most suitable for the inculcation of linguistic and cultural

relitivity; in that its structure is farther from that of
English, and ancient Roman culture was farther from our
own, than is that of any modern West European language,
REFERENCES
Lingnistleaty oriented materials tor learning Latin: Sweet 19n.

Paperback materials: Grammars: Wheelixk. Readers; Hada

and Oults (eds.).

2. ORilBIC
1. We must disdnguish betwee,r Ancient Greek,- which
is the language normally taught by deparunents of classical
ages, and Modern Greek. The former Is not spoken

anywhere, nor is it even used as a language of communicae
tion among non-native speakers as Latin still is to a certain

extent (el, p. 128). The latter is the national language of
Grew), and is used In two main varieties, the dhhnotikl
(demotic) or "popular" and the kathar4vousa or "purified".
Although Mediaeval and Modern Greek have a considerable literature and are useful for any-one interested in the
egtern Meditetrailtaat they are almost completely' neg.
lectecl in American schools and colleges, We shall be cone
cerned here only with Ancient Greek.
2. The Greek alphabet differs considerably from the
Roman; It includes the following characters (given here infour. Oolumnk with capitals and lower-case, the letter.
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WOOS in the third column, and their usual Roman trans.
litigations in the fourth);
A ox alpha
a
0 o omicron
0 0 beta b
n It p1
y gamma g
P p rho
b delta
d
Z o. c sigma
E a epsilon e
T 't
tau
Z t
y u upsilon
zeta
t
u, y
H ri eta
phi
(I)
ph
G 0 theta //A
X x chi
Ch
t
iota
I
W P psi
ps
K tc
kappa
0 ca omega
k
A 1.. lambda
"rough
M µ mu
in
breathing" h
I1 v
nu
n
"smooth
xi
x
breathing" -1

Et

An iota following long cc, ni and co is, in lower-case, written

underneath these letters and termed Iota subscript. tit.,n.
and 4,), as in q toaveobtct tai komoidieli "to the comedy'',
One of the two breathing-marks or must be written
over the east vowel of each word that begins with a vowel,
to indicate whether it actually begins with the phoneme
1111-/ or not Ope3v horon "seeing" versus bpav orOn "of
mountains"; in addition, ails words beginning with p. /t./
automatically have rough breathing, as In Pimp rhetar
"orator",
Greek orthography uses three accent-marks, the acute
, the grave ' , and the circumflex
(transcribed in
romanizatirms), Of these, the grave is simply an automatic
variant of the acute, taking the place of this latter when
it comes on the final syllable of a word before another
word; thus, Tn. p1, acc, vot'.1c toils "the" + tn. pl. ace.
tivepOnoue anthrOpous "men" -+ .to6c avepeonouc tots
aitthropous. The circumflex occurs only over letters stand.
log for long vowels: a, f t, 0, 6,, and hence cannot stand
over epsilon or omicron,
3. Scholars are not in as much agreement over the
pronunciation of Ancient Greek as they are over that of
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classical Latin. It Is customary to treat the vowel-system
al If It had five vowels, each occurring both short and
Igngt /1 e a o, U f fi a 6 6/, but the phonetic characteristics
of /0/ and /0/ are doubtful. In earlier times, upsilon tutdoubtedly stood for a back rounded vowel like our /u /, but it
later become fronted to /y/ like Preach u or German U

(cf, below), and what was earlier a diphthong /ou /,

spelled ou, became /u/, which is the pronunciation given
it by present-day seholars. The habit of pronouncing st as

/a1/ instead of /e1/, as in Witco letpO "I leave", is

a

legacy from nineteenth-century Americans' imitation of
German scholars' pronunciation, and is not to be recommended. In Byzantine times, the second element of the
diphthongs written with Lot i subscript (cf, above) was

lost; so that ct /al/ became /a/, n /ei/ became /e/, and
(t) /61/ became /6/; this ponunciation is normal among

present-day scholars, although in classical Greek times
(fifth,century p.c.) these were unquestionably diphthongs.
Ancient Greek is normally pronounced as if-it had the
following consonant phonemes: / p t k b d g f Oxs
9
ni n 1
r_h/. The pronunciation of f, 0, and X as fricatives /1 0
dates from late antiquity; in the classical period, they stood,

for the aspirated stops /p' t' k'/. The letters 4 and p

stood, even In ancient times, for the consonant-clusters /ks/
and /ps/ respectively.
The accent of Ancient Greek was not automatically de-

termined by the length of the syllable, as was that of
Latin, but was unpredictable and hence phonemically significant. It is generally thought that the acute and circum-

flex accent-marks stood for changes in the pitch of the
voice, the acute representing a high pitch and the circumilex a sliding from high to low, a situation which must

have made Ancient Greek sound rather like modern
Swedish or Norwegian. In present-day reproduction of
Ancient Greek pronunciation, native speakers of modern
languages unfortunately treat the accent-marks as in
cators of stress, and neglect both pitch and vowel-length.
4. Greek morphology is even more complicated,- in
some ways, than that of Latin. The over-all structure of
Greek forms is of much the same type, but the inflection
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of Greek substantives includes five cases (nominative,
genitive, dative, accusative, vocative), three genders (mas--.

culine; neuter, feminine), and three numbers (singular,
dual, and plural). Greek verbs vary for person and num.
bat, and also for aspect (imperfective and aorist), tense
(past, present, future), mood (indicative, subjonctive,
optative, nd imperative), and Voice (active, middle,. and
passivei. The optative, indicates a wish or desire on the
Oft of the subject; the 'middle voice refers to action whose

effect is turned back on the subject, as in the current
English use of such verbs as identify or relate withoOt rey
flexive' pronouns (lie doesn't identify easily with a group'
instead of Ile doesn't identify himself easily with a group).
;The nouns and adjectives can be classified, by their stem

into three declension's, but the verbs do not fall
into 'conjugations of the same type as those of Latin.
S
g or non-s
of accent in noun- and verb..

paradigms creates a fairly complicated set of,- sUbtypes
according to the various alternations manifestecl.lample
paritclignis of the ,..o-stem noun dveponoc drithrOppS',
"Man";.. and of the present of the ,verh au- 14- "loose",,,
follow:

Case
nominative
genit!ve
dative
accusative
vocative
.

.

Case
nom., ace., voc.
gem, dat,
Case
nominative
genitive
dative
accusative
vocative

avopwnort
4(vapdYttou

*4V9P6ftot

avepoicov

Singular
anthropos "a man" .2:anthr6poU "of a man"' -"anthropol "to a man"
dnthropon "a man"

ervepcons

dna:rope "0 mot"-

dveplanco
dvepeortotv

Dual
antArdp4 "two men"
anthr4poin "of two
men, to two men"

Ifyi3portot

Plural
dnthropoi "men"
anthrdpon "of men"

avepenov
avepOnotc
dApdyrcouq
tivOponot.

anthr6pois"toinen"

anthrdpous "men"
dnthrOpol "0 men!"
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PetiOn

?Mott

Singular
fild "I loose"
bleis "thou loosest"
MO "he, she, it looses"
Dual

2nd
3rd
Person

Metov laeton "the two of you loose"
XOsov Melon "the two of them loose"
Plural

1st

lbw

2,nci

and I

let
2nd
3rd

Met

Nt5opev Women "we loose"
Mete ldete "you (pl.] loose"
X0ouct illousi "they (three or morel loose"

5. Greek syntax, like that of Latin, is quite complicated, along the lines of involved morphological agreement
and of free Word-order. The luxuriance of verbal inflection

enables a number of shades of meaning to be expressed
itt dependent clauses indicating wishes; conditions, and the

like. lthetorical devices make Greek oratory especially
rich In diamatle developments and contrasts. A good exam=

pie of a medium-length Greek sentence Is td Bi, litre
dmicXca, talc) tcEtoveettu, neolvivot
tivoc fn.& °ult.
Itccxko toulav Otippouov, t3tv pouX6p.e0a Xplaecof 014
*Op' ixetwav tOvotas ebepy131(1*
ytoys Etrly To de
nate POW toato peponthenal, pephenenal to dna hemin
swnmachran Moon antirropon, an bouldmetha ehresthal,
par' ekehrOrt eunotAt euergetem' an eghe thilen
but the fact that we have not suffered_ this long ago, and
that an alliance has appeared to us to balance these, If We
shall wish to use it,this I should ascribe as a benefaction
to their good will" (Demosthenes).
6, The appeal of Ancient Greek to the modern learner
liks wholly in its literature, since it has virtually no practical
WO in Q1U' times. Ancient Greek literature ranks among

the world's very greatest, with top-rank authors In virtually every, field. The two early Greek epics ascribed to
Homer, the Iliad and the Odyssey, are regarded as the
best ever composed, as are the great tragedies of Aeschylus

(525-456 s.c.), Sophocles (ca, 497-405 s.c.), and

EuriPldes (485-406 P.c.), and the comedies of Aristoph-

nes (ca. 450-385 s.c.), The philosophical writings of
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Plato (427-347 B.c.) and Aristotle (384-322 n.c.), the
oratory of Demosthenes (384-322 Lc.), and the historlei
of lietodotus (ca. 48$ -425 0.o.), Thucydides (ca. 460400 a.c.), and Xenophon (ca, 427-ca. 355 s.o.) have
Served as models for all later writings in these fields. Greek
lyric poetry, serious and light, is extremely rich. Christian-

ity has .045ecial treasures in the New Testament (written
decidedly post-classical language) and the theological
writings Of the Greek chuich fathers,
7. Since a lrge proportion of our humanistic and teehWOW vocabulaty is of Greek origin, some knowledge of
()reek Is very helpful in understanding the formation of
otit learned words.
.

3. FRENCH
I. French is the national language of Prance and its

=

dependencies,in :addition to being (together with
ish) one of the two national languages of peightm and
(with-GerMntt; Italian, and Romansh) me of the
§witzerlin& It 1s,alSO:an-'official language In many. former 'iorocb'eoiaties,(e.it. nations of central Africa; IvIaoagite--:,
kat Lao, :ViotOam,- Cambodia, Tunisia, .,Algerla; ,IforoCi
10414O tratIca 111,-**
It is --14440,1Y viel '11.0

arts of the :ororld, epeCially In the eastern end -:"of the
Mediterranean. The- speech of edccatesl_Parlilarisi
dictated by the French Acadclph IS WIdeli

sidered to be an a, solute standard, although it is not 'in
fact as e$clusiVelydoinInnnt as is_often thought.
:,The Orthography ,of Preach- utilitek the twettlY'OX

letteri of the Roman alphabet, plus. three accent- marks[:
-acute ' grave' '=, and circumflex , and certain Other din.;
critical marks-such_ as the diaeresis' and the cedilla
Like ghglish sPellIng, that of French: IS essentially
'netnIcalW based, but has numerous deviations from consistency caused by etymological spellings and silent IetIers;
which giVe rise to alternative representations for phonemes:
0.14. f and ph for /1/, as In lone "madness" versus

ithle-"philosophy"; al, or e or e followed by double con-

sonant for /eb as.in le metre hornet/ "I ,lead" versus
le lette /3a3et/ "I throw", or je fats /3)fe/ "I do" versus

_
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kg3 /4/ legany" (with silent it), Many final consonant10tteta Stand for alternations of one or more consonants
t4ith zero, depending on what follows (of, below, subsection 4).
3, Ftench phonology Is even more complicated in its
Vowel-System than that of English, with the following non.
nasal vowel phonemes: /1 e e a y0 cc a u o e a/, plus four
nasal vowels: /6 A 848/. Many speakers merge certain of

these phonemes; /e/ with /0, /re/ with /0/, /a/ with

/o /, and (very widely) /8/ with /4/, All speakers have
at least /j/ as a semi-vowel, and many have also /w/ and
/q/ (corresponding to the full vowels /I u y/ respectively).
t k b d g f sf vzsmn
Consonant phonemes include.;
g 1 r/, The vowel /a/ is quite unstable, and is frequently
lost when it stands between two consonants: thus, du /dy/

"of the" + chemin /fame/ "road" -4 /d fine /. Because
of this frequent loss of /a/, every-day colloquial French
hat many unindicated combinations of consonants, and
shows less direct correlation with the way it is written
than do other European languages. At the end of a word,
French /a/ was lost in the seventeenth century, so that
words written with consonant-letter + -e normally end
in a consonant sound, e.g. f. assise "seated", pronounced

/esiz/; and vowel-letter + -e at the end of a word has
the same final sound as the vowel-letter alone, e.g. both
f. sg. formic "formed" and m. sg. forme are pronounced
/forme/.
Stress is not phonemic in French; its occurrence is automatically conditioned, every syllable in a breath-group
being stressed evenly, with only a slight increase in the
energy with which the final syllable of the breath-group
is pronounced. Individual words are not given separate

stress, and there are no phonological markers of the

boundaries between words in normal speech. From the
way it is written, one tends to think of French as having
separate "words" as do, say, English or German; in fact,
however, French is like many American Indian languages
in having long words containing many elements strung
en avals pas encore pale
together, e.g. French le ne
/3anitlianavepozakrparle/ "I hadn't yet spoken to him
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ab,0,ilt it", comparable to such an Oneida sentence as
/Wansvaki/tayaotaseltslutk61/ "I bumped right smack into
the
,,;
e
of French differs radically from
thatof _Etigliah, in that the pitch of each successive syllable
is only slightly higher or lower than that of the preceding
syliable..Secittences of pitches are _significant, not accord.
ing to, the relative levels involved, but according to- the
direction of change in pitch (e.g. gradual-rising; sharprising; losing- falling ;' falling; level). On each syllable; the
pitch remains virtually level for the duration of the syllable,
rather than sliding up or down as in English. Using a hyphen
foc the pitch of each syllable, we can represent the pitch
in a simple French sentence approximately as follows:
tl tie vei4i den faire /11navOrjefer/ "He doesn't want to di$_
anything" as
4. Bach French grammatical form may have one; two,or. three separate shapes in pronunciation, depending prk

Warily od what sound Wows in the same phone* rf;
Pirate. Thus, rencit,six_ "six appears as /sle/ beforer,V
pattai0
in fen of
/3artesis/ ".1 have six of them "i as
Jsig/ before a vowel,' e.g. six arkos /sitarbtf."sia-treee'l
and -,a5=-/11/. before' a consonant, as in -six.-.eersoilnei
ialPellott/.!.,sbr persotts",. ,Words are normally spelled

their, longest _form, .with

a consonant-letter to indicate:4:

final -phoneme which -occurs when a consonant -sound

pronounced: thus, the sound /z/, occurring in French s4
only_ before a vowel, is represented by the letter x0 which
is "silent" before a consonant and stands for /s/ )30f0:40.
pause, This phenomenon is known as -liaison /*OA
4teially "linking". From the point of view of spelling, the _problem "When does one pronounce a final consonantletter?". seems to be one of "sounding. out letters", and
hence liaison is usually dealt with under phonetics. It is,
however, ,ossontially a problem of_ morphology, since its
occurrence is determined, not automatically by the sound
following each form, but by characteristics of the form
ItSelf and by Its syntactic position; hence liaison is really
,

an aspect of French morphology, and the liaison-class of
form is one category of its inflection.

I42_

I.Al4OUA4PS
French noinis and adjectiVOS vary' for gender (masculine

and for number (singular and plural). This
and t
,yitiationisritorousfy obsetved in standard spelling,
t6 the iota of final. /o/ and the altetnitiOn of finat/4/
--14 (*fel sigo) with zero, in speech the Maseulittels often
Identical With the feminine and the singular- with the
plush e.g.- m« sg: chanii "Wile* f: sg chantie, m4
chatitisp' and f. pl, chanties are all pronotinted Mite/.
AS in the other Romance languages, prondtai have three
different sets of forms: those used together with verbs
(conjunctive forms), as subjects and objects, and those
used Independently of verbs (disjunctive forms), e.g. le
/30/, "I subject, as In le travalile /3otravaj/ "I work"i
nte /ma/ "me" object, e.g. ii me volt /ilmovwa/ "he sees
Me"; and mot /mwa/ "I, me" used alone or after preposi
tient, as in pour mol /purmwa/ "for me" or Qui est la?

tvfol /kick/ mwa/ "Who's there? Me Dr. Verbs fall

into three conjugations, according to their characteristic .
last vowels: the first (with vowels /0
a M a/), e.g.

chanter /Ate/ "to sing"; the second (vowel /1/), e.g.
dortnir /clormir/ "to sleep"; and the third (no vowel),

e.g. 4attre /batr/ "to beat". As in the other West Romance
languages, each verb has three stems, on Which from one
to four tenses are built. A certain number of frequently. -Occ

verbs have irregularities in the formation of

either the root or the endings or both.
S. French syntax is quite complicated, especially in
Minor details with fine shadings of meaning. Its basic
structure is like that of English, with the sentence-kernel
consisting of SUBJECT (noun or pronoun) + VERB (with
or without complements and modifiers): e.g. le travatile

/3otravaj/ "I work", Mon pare travaille /mOpertraval/
_"My father works". The French verbal phrase includes a -_
verb-form as its center, with or without one or two eon-

lunetive elements or pro-complements: e.g. J'y fravaille
/3itravaj/ "I work there "; 11 mien donne Alm/Won/ "Re
givcs me some"; Nous la voyoroi inulairwajO "We see
her". The verb-center with or without pro-Complements is

known as a verbal core. The verbal core can furiherbe
expanded by the addition of auxiliary verbs forming either
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Perfect phrases ("compound tenses" in traditional gram-

mars) or passive phrases: e.g. Nous avons travallli

intizav8traVaje/ "We have worked, Ave worked"; 11 a iti
fue /ilaetetye/ "He has been killed", Negation is acconi-plished by sandwiching ne
. pas /n(o) ,
pa(z)/

around the inflected form of the verb (and the subject

when it is In inverted position after the verb, as In a queS,
,tion)t, e.g. it ne travaille pas /satitravajpa/ "1 don't

work"; Niavons-noes pas travaille? inavOnupatravajo?/
"Haven't we worked?". Agreement in gender and number
.is re4uired, not only between adjectives and nouns they
modify (e.g. f, pl, les bonnes nouvelies /lebonnuvel/ "the
good news"), Subjects and nouns or adjectives used as -,
predicate complements (e.g. Elle est bonne jcleban/ She
_

is good", but also between past participles- in perfect
-phrases and preceding direct objects, as in /I ler a cam-

PrIses Allezaktipriz/ "He_ hai understood them v.r..Th.e_

_tiSe of the present subjunctive _is becOrning_more and more
restricted in modern eyery.day speech; And the past Sitb4
jtinctive IsAiready, dead in all except literary _usage.__'.

6, 'Among Modern literatures, that written in ,French
enjoys a very, high reputation, from its earliest marlfesta-tIon-i'down to the present. Old. French literature
-standing for its epic poems (be
g with the -..FOrtgif=
-ttolandLca. 1100), Its lyric poetry, and its religious
The fifteenth and sliteetith centuries boasted several top=_
rank lyric poets (Francois Villon,-fifteenth century; ,Pierre"

de Ronsard (15144585J; and Joachim du 1140 (1$22'-

_=1560)).: The siiteenth century was alio the period of
skeptical philoSopher Michel de Montaigne ,(1533-1592)'

the humorist Francois Rabelais (ca. -1495-054).
o "classical" period of the seventeenth century is. rated_

in Rance as the highest point of French literature, with
the dram-atisti Pierre Corneille -(1606-1684), and Jean
Racine (1639- 1699), the fabulist Jean de La Fontaine.
'( 1621-1695), and the satirist Nicholas Boileau-Despreaux
(1636-1711). The eighteenth century was the period of,
such diverse talents as the philosopher and satirist Voltaire_

(1694-17'78)i- the reformer and novelist lean-Jacques
Rousseau (1712-1778), the legal theorist Charles de

=

10}1tMAIOtt lif!ANOVA004

teii.d*tf (1689.»17$5)- (Whose theoiles had consider:
on the Writing of the AMeticali constitution),'

cl;the'lbfitedY.writer Pierre Carob de Beetiltiarehel$
roniantic,'realistici naturalistic, and
73 i199
fnli011itle literature of the nineteenth century is excel>.
akilyd9h;-isii modern literature of all types.
.

icAltnough it has been replaced by English as an into;

`:,..itatlOticillariguage in Many fields -of modern life (especially

lecktiOlOgy, travel, and diplomacy), French still enjoys
high- prestige 'with the upper classes of many -European,
'"Africatt, and Latin American nations, and its use in such
to bring a more favorable resnOnse than
-countries is
the 'use of,English. French is no longer predominant as att
4-- International language in scientific communication,-bnt,it
11s SO widely used IP the social sciences and the humanities;
REFERBNCES
Stntctural analysis of French: Hall, 1948b,
Contrastive studies of French and English: Politzen Vaidman,
Linguistically oriented texts for learning French: A.I.M
((French); Dencieu and Hall; Desberg and Kenan; Harris and

1.6v4que; Malicot,
Paper-back 'materials: Grammars: Adams and Wilson; Balakiani

'Brunetti; Kearney; Madrigal and Dulac; Madrigal and Lavnay;
Resnick, 1962; Richards, lisley, and Gibson; Sorierl. D10101141110:

SO/put and Gochberir. Readers: Fowile (ed.).

4. SPANISH
1. In addition to being the national language of Spain
and its colonies, Spanish is the official language of all the
independent countries of Latin America except
(where Portuguese is spoken, cf. section S) and the mt.,
tive langtiage of varying percentages of their population's.
In Spain, the usage of Madrid ( "Castilian ") is regarded as
-:Oanciard;
in the Americas, there is no single predominant
e4,
variety.

f:2; -smosb orthography uses k and w only in foreign
words, ,and the remaining twenty -four letters of the Roman
alphabet In Spanish words. -The only diacritical marks are
the'abOte accent_''' the tilde "' and the Cliaresis
ons Grid exclamations ere- marked by-the' use of upside -'
`at'tlid_begi
s, 4.W01 as our familiar
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end, of a it fitencel 'e.g. iQuO hive Listed? /k64001.'

040 ;:qYhtt are you 'dOing?"t_ /Qui Maimed /k4lisduiii/

at'a, pity'," Spanish spelling is almost wholly phonemic
iti.basis;, the only, notable exceptions are -ill the wtiiifig
of the phoneme /b/ (see below) with both 1)- and v, as in
been ,/b16n/. "well' -but vie* /bldne/ "he comes", add
the uSe, of standing for no sound at all, e.g. hombie
,:tOmbrej,"maufflo some instances digraphs or letters
ti

°*10 diacritics ate used, as in 11 ki-/A/ or
for. 'Mk
The streSS'6f-Words Is marked with complete consistency
46:at:Cent-mark being Used If a worclends
Of ft',
;-Ind is-stressed on the last Syllable, if it ends In arty Othif.-so
and Id stressed on the next to the last syllable, as In
cailiaii-Acantit/. "to sing ", canto '/Ititito/
'sing", cartql-'
/kantatif"they Sine; 4 these COnditioni' are :nOt=Met_;:an
acCent-m4k_ Used over the: vowel letter, of the 'stressed
o.g.

Awitoi

':TheAtOttology

ICCIP114011 44:440t

-Spaidsh is Very

having-Oi4 five vowel phonemes:/i'i

vc,

Vatietlei ot _Spanish' h aye /3/ a It- setiii=i,6"yiol, phOtteMO

Wfi*k as YO
41")-- and 'sonic varieties have
`4110/*/ (written U as In /*V° /WebO/ "epti"ig' 110.,
consonant-systcht,

standard Madrid (ca$1111a19,

sp*

sifinelideCthefolloi,vingf/Prtk b A g f_0 a inn p 1 A' t
,voiced :aeries transcribed here lb d.
have :ate
,sounds as allophenta -04ty after- Certain. cottditIonS
gene
after a pause or ter_ CertairilYPes,of
'6ontoriants:'
such
as
a nasal-/l/Or
and elsewhere have iheleor!,
r- respondingvoiced fricatives
1). The; only Contrast
bertveen,short and, long consonant, is in In ,yerSuSs/t/t,_
°as it Oro: /kit0/- "dear" and OM' fic6/1/0/
:American SPanish differs in .certain respects front'thei
shuidircli
tlio- niergel. 'of pogo
consonant ,pliOnemes: /0/ has merged
with /SA
000:-"ona'htindred", Castilian /014nto/-'but Ameri*
Spanish -/siOnto/, and /Alhas fallen together with /1/0
"strecit", tastillan /kixei but American Spanish
-

4 e/. The CaStillart use of IV is known

0o0

/ and the American development-of /0/ to ist,is
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edOjeiiViti1401 the passage of /4/ to /1/ is yeiftno,
Is A strong
O4',110photterne /x/,'Which in
Spanish'
IS
in
'most
American
'OleeleSs

Arieti4s sinipli a voieelest aspirate, (Ill. Very wide-Spread,

'Andalusia
mint the prOvinOik
of

in Spain to the Caribbean

: jL,Cetitral, Atnerieti, and to Chile and Argentina, is the
teplaceMent Of /s/ at the end of a 011able by /h/, as In
000 "HoW are you?", Castilian jkomo.
'c'Ortta
Ostauit00/; Plietto, licart etc. /komoehtauht6/.
Spanish morphology shows the customary Romanceinflectional, eategekles of gender (masculine and feminine),

ntunb-e/ (dopier and plural),, case (only in pronounir
Inaminative, dative, iccusative), person (first, second,

,

third),, and tense (past, non -past, subjunctive [timeless).
4,0 imPCratil-(0)p In; addition, there Is a category of "neuter',' (referring to abstract concepts), a subdivision of the
only in the definite article- and certain demon,s,trative.prOneuris: e.g.' et bueno "the good man", but -to

bum() "'that which is good"; este "this (man, etc.r, but
esio_"this matter, this affair".
= :the' noun_ and adjective declensions of Spanish' are
,quite simple and show relatively few irregularities. PlUrals
"are formed almost wholly by adding -s to words ending
in vowels, -es to those ending in consonants: thus, cils0
"hause",'casas "houses"; orden "order", drdenes "orders";

m. Sgbueno "good", f, sg. buena, m. pi, buenoi, f, pi.
buenas. Pronouns show the customary variety of inflection,
with special forms for use as subjects, another set used as
unstressed objects k conjunction with verbs, and still another set as stressed objects of verbs ,or after prep6Sitionst
'e.g. 2nd .sg. 1G_ "you ", subject, as in to; mientes "you're
lying"; te,.unOressed object, as in re .40 "I see -.yoik"
stressed object,_
o'cloy "I'm- giving it- to you and

as in mu it "for you". Spanish, has a special pair of prof
,n6PhS (Sg.: IMedo pi, Wede0, with third person aggree
the
neat, for direct_addreSs to personS between whom
sPeaket"..there is a social barrier.
Verbs show a, multiplicity of forms. They fall' ntoihe usual

gativio conjugations: first, with ,eharacteristic vowel
vowel 4-, e,g. .sentfr*);-'
:"toWprk";secoid
_

_

f
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fee; limo, with vowel 4, es. comer "to eat", Four tenses
are forniecl on the "Present" stem present, imperfect,' subjnnetive, and imperative,
(rah* "1 work, rtu workinet
trabO/aba "I used to work'; trabaje "(that] I -work", Orel.
bajat "Workl" On the "future" stem are formed the future
and conditional: e.g. trabajori "I shall work", trabajetrla "1
should *040 and on the "preterite" stein three tenses, the ',fitetetite(past absolute) and KO past subjunctives: e.g., Ofi
Oar; (10 isay " ", theta stem dile ".1 sold", &lose and -dicietni

said". 'A certain number of 'Verbs shows fairly
Ochrl . patterned irregularities in the root- syllable,'. with
4.00404.4-takng the 'place of simple vowels Octet Of-tala conditions; or with other Opei of alternations- between
vowels: --e.g.fiend,: _ "to feel", with the 'present, tense siento
feel'A

sg. :stetires "you
pl, 'send ,roycitt

*rite

,ieels00

gituets othey,-,

'feed" and s rltid "lie tele!ciint*ti "MO felt" (tieiOriI0.)f.
1-$;;_Although '2the-'orthography, _phonology and
phology:4 Spanish- 43.:elatittlylegt4af *(10tifiltig'SOMe...,whittl4cpopulai, 664O'n that ',Spanish -an easY'N'I
46) brit onlyr Ai* applied to theses levels), its syntax
quite nernpliOged,- with Many subtletieCOtrelations
stweeni forms,
hi
end 'the' Odier-eouseiVa ye
rnance
(but not '#ieich) the .syntactic

.the g

sentence Is a verb J1101)60_044 Oat

'Own 1041040,6f the 'person and:1101nber o the notot
nfi)v *Of with or without it' subject: ,e4;.
she,
:-breteero 'irabaja "The: day laborer
'WOrkS",- thu'only, aireeMents required- are those- between
idjectives= andithe nouns they modify;- subjeCt
.verb,
d subject and
-Oate comPlernent; as In kg MIO.bachAt
.041-"the pretty -glits",- Las mud/ache:S. irobctkin,-"The
girls .:work{, and 44s
On, bonitos SAO '0*

Art; m*04, Howes4 *like French 4,04, Itillatt'' Sp01.04;

noes
require Agit,epilent of a pot-patticiple in-0 perfect`
.rase with p4? object, preceding or folloWingi ,e.g.'La
have Seen her"; Also
violo
Prehoh' and
';.$panlali uses only the verb 'haber as an auidliail-In" the
phrase: he trabajactO 11 have worked "" he lap: "141000".
'Mete is gre4t geltibtlity In 'the use of _the in
,

Wolf( a5Aldi'LANOVAdr,S
tinntiVii.thete ate relatively few situations in which its
Sts4_0401166:13 tititomitic) OW Many itt which the- choice of

iliPtuttctlye,' 9ppotoci to, indleatIve.

tignificanti e.g.

diiinque-trObala "although he Work:') Versus aunque trabaie
,h0 May Work ",

teat literatige Written in Spanish is -concentrated
tWo periodar the so-called Slilo de 6,0 Or "Oolden' Age" :.(late elideettli' and seV.enteenth- centuries), and'
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries; The incom-

plete (epic COTO de Myo cid ("Poem ,or the Cid", ta.
1100) is the greatest work of Mediaeval Spanish literature,
coriipArible to the Song_oi Poland (p. 143),-The satirical
anti-ohlvalrio novel Don Quixote, by Miguel, de Cervantes
(1547-4616); is- universally recognized as one
Saa
Of the eight or ten masterpieces of world literange. Second.,
only-10 the: Quixote are ,,- the .dramas of Lope de Vega-()624635), Theo de Molina (ca. '1571-4644s and
Pedro Calderon' do le Berea (1600=1681); In the -nine= -.
-'_teetith 'century, Spain produced number of outstanding

40Velisti, such, as Benito Perez- Oald6! (1843.41924,
EMilla Pardo Bazan (1851-1921), Juan Valera (1824-7'1905), and Pedro do Alarcon (1833-1891); in the twentieth; such novelists as Vicente Blasco Ibefiez (18671928) and Camilo lose Cela (1916- ), Spain's
lyric poets-hive ranged front Garcllaso de la Vega (1 03:1536) to Gustavo -Adolfo Becquer (1836-1870) and

rat

Peclerloo Garcia Lorca (ca. 1898-1936). Spanish philosophers are among the greatest of modern times, Including

Miguel de Unaniuno (1864-1936) and Iosi Ortega y
:Gasser- (1883-1955), Spanish America has produced 41number of outstanding writers In the nineteenth and twentleth centuries, especially the Nicaraguan poet Ruben Dario-

_(1861-1916) and the Peruvian noVellst, Ciro Alegire,

(1909- :),

_

_

7. Spanish Is of course essential for any extended con'
tact with the peoples of Spain and Spanish America; its
commercial uses have, in popular lore, been greatly over valued. It Is 446 useful for specialists in certain 'tYpes
gine (e.g,:troPleal diseases) and for social scientists,
.

thoSe :interested In problems -of mode

don
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(since much of the sharpest conflict between traditional
and Modern cultures has taken place In Spanish America),
REFERENCES

Contrastive studios of Spanish and English: Ciirdenas; Po Bizet
and Staubach; SilvaFuenzalida.
Linguistically oriented texts for learning Spanish: Agard; ALM
(Spanish); Bolinger et at.; Wolfe, Hadlich, and Inman.

Paper-back materials: Grammars: Cabat and Cabat; Ibarra;

Madrigal; Madrigal and Madrigal; Resnick, 19631 Richards, Met-

calf, and Gibson. Dictionaries: Dictionary of spoken Spanish;
Nellie; Guerra da Cal (ed.); Illnojosa and La Fort. headerSt
Flores (ed.).

5. PORTUGUESE

I. Portuguese is used in peninsular Portugal; in the
present or former colonies of the Portuguese empire; and
in Brazil. The tatter, although the only Latin American
Ountry in which Portuguese is the national language, is
the largest country in South America and has a population

of ca. _79,800,000. In Portugal, the usage of Lisbon is
dominant; in Brazil, that of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo,
2-1. The spelling of Portuguese is nearly as regular
as that of Spanish, although, since the phonology is somewhat snore complicated, the orthography uses more special
devices. The grave accent is used to mark open vowel%
the circumflex to mark close vowels; palatal consonants
are indicated with 1/1 and nh for /S/ and /ii/, respectively
(instead of with !! and AI, as in Spanish; cf. p.
Portuguese has seven, instead of five, vowel phonemes: /1 e e a

o o ty, of which all but /c/ and /a/ occur also nasalized;
/I 6 A 45 0/. It does not have /0/ or /x/, as does Spanish
but has /v/ contrasting with both /f/ and /b/ (as in bem
/b6/ "well" versus vem /v6/ "he comes"), and has the
palatal sibilants ti/ and /lb
4-5. Portuguese morphology has essentially the same
structure as does that of Spanish, though with numerous
differences in detail, especially in the presence of many
more minor irregularities, such as the plural of nouns in
/du/, e.g. direcyclo /direicsilu/ "direction" N &ree-

f?* /direks61s/ "directions". In addition to the tenses
mentioned under Spanish, Portuguese has the s
ed

14-kit)g.' LANathk,QES

'a timeless tense bunt
the
'*101411
Tititii")i- e.g. ter MO "to have!, with tereht
(0--t 001 to have" etc.; and a sO-called "tattoo sub:i

ve,P, OW/ a present built' on the "preterite"- stein),
44'tivetiikif- 608/ "(that] I might have:'. Porttionese
'4k it: fairly similar to that of Spanish, again with many
ar tifferences in detail, such as the Portuguese use
10 have" as a perfect-tense auxillary,correspond=

teOho lantado /t6j4Ittadu/ "I
Sato. Spath hobo':
have ltirch6.. PortUgitese literature has a number of 'important
froin the Middle Ages to the Renaissance; duitrig t period, the language of western Iberia, Galician.
Portuguese, was the standard for lyric poetry, and many
Sp-

--

poets wrote their lyrics in this language. The elite
tit' at Lusladni /uziuzfadas/ ("The Lustade)
Lutt

a$ do Catioetis (15244580), describing the vole

of.Vascci-da lama to India, was the only truly living ep
poem of the Ikenalssanae. Brazil has had a number of out-,
standing novelists'and poets, chief among whom is

Maria Machado -de Assis (1839,1908).

7. The practical importance of Portuguese is- fat
venter than is customarily realized, since Brazil is a crucial
-country in the present and future development of_ South

America, There Is great need for many more Americans
ttistudy Portuguese than have ever'dotse so before, for the

sake of future contacts and understanding between the
United States and Brazil, as well as for purely commercial
considerations.
REFERENCES
Papei-back materials: Grammars: (lode. Dictionaries: Allandro.

s. De.tA4,M.
Italian is the national language of Italy and one of
the ,four national -languages of Switzerland, and is aliouse4*Idely in former Italian colonies and in the eastern
end of the Mediterranean. It is still spoken
among Italian Immigrant,s, and their descendant's in No
'41;

=,

c South. Affiekka,The speech of Florence Was --fOrMerly

iks'"110,44t Italian'', 44 this attitude no IOW

,
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prOValls except In Florence. There are a number of re.

&nal standards currently dominant, especially those of
Milan and Rome.
2. The Italian alphabet uses iv, x, and y only in for'elgn words, and the other twenty-three letters of the Roman

alphabet in indigenotis Italian words. Italian spelling is
very largely phonemically based, but does not make certain,, distinctions which are significant in pronunciation,
especially that between close and open e and o, and, the
eontrast between voiceless z (t'] and voiced z CM. The-only accent-marks in regular use are the grave ' and (by
some, but not all, writers and printers) the acute , whose
principal use is to mark the close variety of e and o (see
below). $tress is required to be indicated, by use of an --accerkt-inark,. only in words stressed on the last Syllable
4,(3141.'eltia /OW/ "city "), and in certain stressed mono
syllables which are homonymous with unstressed *Mb.;
4yilables, of 'different meaning, such as /4*/ "he, _she, 'kis" versus e /0i/ land". tisewhere, stress is not normally
marked except in dictionaries and grammar - books.:
_

3.-- There are seven stressed vowel phonemes in Italisni:

/1 Ciao° 0/0 The semi- vowels tj1 and (w) are allophones
of /1/ and /u /, respectively, as in Ilene /tune/ ttlje tte]
"he holds", bumf° /bu3no/ rb003101 "good".

_

allophonic 11 the lengthening of all stressed vowels in tio#4
Anil free 011able, as in the examples just' given. COMOnallr,
pkonfMols
/p tak12-di I c-;-0
njil kr/;10V1$ OhOnetiCal/Y-Iel, A/ is (di]. Italian has certain conS0,,;rant - clusters which are relatively rare in other languages,
especially /s/ before virtually any consonant, ineluclOg
,voieed:- e.g. Mentato /sdentAto/ (Ocala:to) "toothiese.
The Palatal consonants /s X ,pA when intervocaliel occur
only long; all other consonants can occur both'short and
long between .vowels, as in fat° Mto/ "fate" versus facto r

/f4tto/ "done". A phenomenon peculiar to Italian envoi

the modern standard Romance languages is the autOmitiO,
doubling Of a word-initial consonant after' certain words
which, when pronounced in isolation, seem to' end in 'a
vowel. This phenomenon, known as syhtaetto doubling, is
ilot_poimally represented In conventional spellings but is
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Very wide-Spread in both inflection and syntactic cotnbhitt-

lifts. We represent it by /2/ in our transcription: thus

/kant3/ cant() "he sang" + /bine/ bene "well"

/kant.ibbitte/ Canto bene "He sang well".
Stress is significant, and can occur on any syllable between the fourth from the end and the last: e.g. capitano

/kapitano/ "they arrive", sdrtIcclolo /sdrdttolo/ "slippet)," nano imitto/ "hand", trIbt) /tribd2/ "tribe". Intermediate stress (between strong and weak) is found only

in certain types of compounds, such as temperarnatIte
/temperamatfte/ "pencil-sharpener". Intonation is of the
same basic type as that of French, with directions of pitch
rather than pitch-levels as the significant elements: gradualrising, sharp-rising, rising-falling, falling, level.
4. Italian inflection is like that of Spanish and French
in depending entirely on suffixation, but makes use, es-

pecially in substantives, of change in final vowel: e.g.
mailta "pencil", plural matlte "pencils". The categories
of Inflection are those of the Romance languages in general: number (singular versus plural), gender (masculine
versus feminine), case (only in pronouns: nominative,
genitive-dative, accusative), person (first, second, third),
and tense (past, non-past ("present% timeless ("subjunctive% imperative), Nouns fall into five principal subcategories or declensions, according to the final vowel in
the singular: casa "house", libro "book", atlante "atlas",
ells! "crisis", and album "album ". The plural-formation
of nouns is basically regular, with a fair number of subclasses and exceptions of various kinds: for the nouns
given in the previous sentence, the plurals are case, Or',
(Wand, crlst, and albums; but for about thirty nouns like
tn. sg. 11 bracclo "the arm", the plural is feminine and
ends in -a, like le braccia "the arms". Almost all adjectives
follow either the first and second declensions (as does m.

sg. buono "good", with f. sg. buona, m. pi. buoni, f. pl.
buone), or the third (as does felice "happy", pl. felic1).
again, with a few exceptions, like part "equal", with one
form for masculine and feminine, singular and plural.

Italian pronoun-inflection is rather more complicated
than that of the other West Romance languages, showing
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,

a iilbtf of s al tonna for use', not only as Subjects and'
objects
e
et lie
cir after prepositions, but also with dative'
pOssoosiVe meaning. Thus, for the first person singular,
ail- has to 01"-- (subject), ml "Me" unstressed (direct:.
_Or indirect object of verb) and me "me" stressed (object
Of Verb or Ater preposition); bUt for the third person sinl
there are two stressed forms, 41$164(11/
1:and I -"hes, him" in addition to the-unstressed
object orni -MI/ Ytol. him" and the'unstressod igsect
t,form:,0 "hitalt..The-'stresied third person plural
tonotin toto,"they,.theii, to them, Of them' functions
all lose-relationships, and is a kind of factotum of,yfiiiatO

±0o4 Prg

pirett:Ovireai Is quite complicated In( ItallgW-wlilf the

1

tdit''(2n4 sing: to and leia.ted toting,
telated krn10), for use vvliefO,thekOlse)Ao
n tho:sPealc,O, MO, with two- 000

*hero there is a: battier. The. older- uti

iflatir

$

of southern 141c/i-IS'the, use'-6

ti Out& POcOfric60
`--S,-_to :One,

"Trio-

-,141pete:stahc0?

(espeehttly
(1, still iiprei
MOie i*11,
0 " WOild VI), -IS' the -use 0 08, third_ peo
__.ptonourt.
and .,the -corresponding "Ptiltal=k4h
-_

(syntactically --i*tallci r,

*sb.Pood'an:d astedes, p, j40):- g.st:t4t400
01)1.PA:yon. tired?"; p1. $ono:4104411.1 (1,04)7,-,!!,Attek,_,

iititedV ,

an verbs_ -show, as usual

Romance, three .COa

e.g..
sleep"; tl d (10t-'-strassoct !ere, IA the infinitive,vedere
stress on the syllable preceding =ere
444 others
00:10#410v0; such as v&dere t'to
ss)itife
- 0, e
tense-Vsteqi as-Sp nish (of,: pp::146-447)i lickt
"wit .only` ore pas subjunctive form: INS, on the upresent4-_
steig of a verb -lie ciltf "t4..say" root, die- (MI6/ alterY` nadn with ictik/)4 We find the seeofid persoll-,0,144,01
Kir* Wei 4- oil say", dicevi "yeill were saying", -die4
SI
you say's,
Me/ SAY! 04 the "future, Aet!1111r"_-(=
first' (obatacteriatiO
4000A4,(=1.),
flormire

sear
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No. with loss of the final consonant before of the stem),
Wiwi "you Will 'say" and direst! "you would say"; and on
dui "preterite" stem, the third person singular forms disse

"he said" and dicesse "[that] he said". There are numerous individual irregularities scattered throughout the conjugation§ of some verbs,
S. Italian' syntax Is of the conservative Romance type,

With a single verb as the kernel of a normal sentence,
Which can be expanded to include a subject which amplifies

the period- and number-reference of the verb itself: e.g.
viene he Is coming" , Viene dolman' "He's coming tomorrow", Otto padre viene domani "My father's coming tomorrow"- Agreement Is required between adjective and
noun, between subject and predicate, and between sub-.
led and predicate adjective or predicate noun, as In Le
studentesse Wahine sono intelligent! "Italian girl - students

are intelligent". In addition, it is required in perfect
phrases constructed with avere as inherent auxiliary (see
below) when the direct object is a third person unstressed
(conjunctive) pronoun, as in Le ho viste "I've seen theM
tf, pia" or a reflexive conjunctive pronoun, whether direct
or indirect object, as In Ali sono pettinatau "1 [f.1 have
combed myself' or Si a comprata un cappello "She has
of conjunctive elebought herself a hat". With other
ments, the past participle in this type of perfect phrase
may agree or not with the direct object, at the discretion of
the speaker: e.g. Ci ha sorpassato (or sorpassate) "He has
passed us [f1"; Ne abbiamd manglato (or mangiate) "We
stave eaten Some of them [i.e. delle Ore "some peater;
la casa the abblamo cornprata (or comprato) "the house
which we have bought".
Italian perfect phrases, like those of French, are con"We use the third person singular forms in these two tenses
because the special preterite stem din- does not appear at all in
the 2nd

direst "you said".

in sentences like this, the auxiliary avere is automatically re-

ptaos by #ssere "to be as a result of the presence of the reflexive
ettment; but the agreement of the past participle remains 01*c
"-
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fls
either:'dyere "to have" or essere "io be",, as, :
a nary. Certain verbs (rather more than in tireneh) take
(to be) -"inherently") such 'as &Woo ..to, go" or
torte"' e.g. f. soho andata- "I have gone",
ivhereas most 'verbs take ,a'Vere (to have) "Inherently":
or f. ho ca,iiitthulta "I have., walked! t' -The' b.
otlye
%,!sed ,m00 extensively than in french,:- but
ther. lass so than in Spanish; the past subjutfcte is s
opt mruob alive, both In dependent clauses '(f.g. Polit
else

Vehilie_ "He wanted me to come ", literally ,!

v*0

that should comas!) and in independent sentences; 00
purel "It on41 he would comet ",
G, Italian literature has alternated between_ OA

as

atneis;:and of marked, diet* In

the '-lvilddl,
.were'. Di.040
(i 2
11U)r rSaOP.O$00_:--P.e,itar6k, 'Or ,POliat011.,(11-0441

0 Outstanding

d Clibyanfil )4Oectitelo:(13,13-4315,)

0E104-V1/611

pottii
044Oitie.40!),114e_teobnd for:his lyric **kW:KO
op$ for -,his

"torr1es

0111.4 for thi, hp&
s
colieeteaL iii hlsf boOtilleotifr Then i#060,:e#
Italian. Literature.
the 12ettaissatiee-,(mteen

--,vVith:Oeh great 'poPtioilirthinkeri,,-4
achlavelif(1460,41$g7)
001..40110S of JO
time pcietio:kt
:LO461_10, 14i1OstO:1( 41
31)-1=-0e-titithoi,of Qilottclo POloso Vi?0,140417,000);7
(Pr 04404 frit4so',0644---.1,149$),- Ottio---of 010'
1

44friiii:40.416eiOta ,( "erosokiti

rreod"):

century, the, two 04041411in authors

1004pa

.41issaM

713_$.1
M442401
) with his nOvel%( "rhelSeiroiheil") and Giacomo LeoOrdi 0198748 7
locfnmst among 11.4motiO pats, PreseAt4k

thre.O-ohtinues 'the long-eStablished tradition of 4goAtiOit

'etpii4nOe--61, tqrPI and 0' citatnatie`:Intensitt.oveo=

other th4n to 0040000W

At -tine time, Italian was widely used
the eastern
franca; although': if is not
wide=spread as fatmerly,, it is still helpful in many parts QV
Me4itetiantan.'
recent decades,- 40 InCrensing.00.1.;-?

moirorranean as a'.

ii6
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bet Of Scientific works have been written In Italian, and in
.classical-studies it has taken the piece of GerMan as the
maJor, langttage Cf scholarly publication.

_

REFERENCES
Structural analysts of Italian, Hall, 1 g48a,
Co
41$ study of Italian and English: Hall, 1961,
Lin
tloally Oriented texts for learning bean:
tan); all, 1959; Hail and PerraultEartoll,

Paper-bi\ek materials; Grammars: Madrigal and Salvadoril
Its
Richards, Evangelista, and Gibson. Dictionaries: Caro
ateln,-Tediscbl; and Pantonetti, Readers: Hall (01,),

7. GERMAN
I. German is the national language of Germany and

Austria, and is one of the four national languages of
SWitzerlanci. It is also spoken by a majority of the inhabitants of south Tyrol ("Upper Adige") in Italy, by a
large part of the population in the French regions of Alsace

and Lorraine, and in parts of Hungary and Romania,
Speakers of German have largely been deported from
regions of Poland and Russia and Czechoslovakia whiCh
they used to inhabit. There are German-speaking groups
in certain parts of the United States (especially eastern

Pennsylvania and Wisconsin) and of South America
(notably Brazil). There is no real single standard for
usage in German, although lip-service is often paid to an
artificial Blihnendeutsch or stage German; in reality, there
are a number of regional standards, as there are in Atnerican English,

2. The orthography of German uses the twenty-four
letters of the Roman alphabet, plus the diaeresis or "umlaut" -mark

. An earlier type of alphabet, with letters
corresponding to the Roman alphabet but of markedly

different shape in both printed and hand-written form, the
Fraktar, is no longer used in modern books, but was normal
before the Second World War. Nouns or other parts of
speech functioning as nouns are capi
e.g. das Haus
"the house". Compoundi, no matter how long, are written
together without spaces or hyphens between their elements:
iiatiptballithof "main railway-station", Stress is not
indicated by accent-marks except in a few words borrowed
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from French or other languages, such as café.
3. The sotind-systern of German includes seven vowels,
each of which can occur short or long: /1 e y ce a o u it et

y: re: at o: u:/. A long low front unrounded vowel /te:/
is prescribed for aiihnendeuisch, as in Zithne /tste:ne/
"teeth", but this phoneme is rarely used in normal every.
day speech. German has only one semi-vowel, /j /, and

the consonants /p tkbdgfxvsf zmnnir h/.- Certain

German consonant-clusters have no counter-part in Eng.,
fish,

/pf./, /ip-/, /ft-/, as in nerd /pf6:rt/ "horse",

-sprechen /Iptixen/ "to speak". The voiced consonants
/b d g v z/ are automatically unvoiced at the end of a word

(although their spelling does not change), as in Kalb'
flailp/_"calf", Tag /tsik/ "day ";
unyoking takes place
.in compounds as well as in single words, as in Waldhatte
/v410-14(0/ "forest-hut", This last word exemplifies the',

three stress-levels of Germanfull, intermediate, and
weak; Gernian stress and juncture are very similar, to'
those of English.: German intonation rests on a basis -of
,fourilifferent levels of pitch, as -does that of English,- biit
its patterns are frequently different, and the range of pitch

in German (especially Austrian) speech is much wider
than in English.
4, Among the present-day West Germanic languages,:
German preserves =perhaps- the most _complicated
:
-

tional system. Its nouns, adjectives; and pronouns hay
four cases (nominative, genitive (possessive), dative, and
accusative), three genders (Masculine, neuter [a' subdivi!:::
sion of the masculine), and feminine), and the usual two_
numbers (singular and plural). Sample declensions of three

Mutts (m. der Kopf "the head", n. das Haus "the house",
f, die Feder "the pen") follow:
Gasp

AM.

der Koff "the
heAd

gen.

des Kop/es "of
the_head"

del.

dent KoPie "to

goo.

den Koprthe

the head"

head"

Singular
das Haus "the
house"
des litheohuosueses ::of

dent Hause "to
the house"
das Haus "the
house"

die Fee "the
Pen

der Feder "of the
pen"
der Feder "to the
pen"
die Feder "the
Pete
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so.-

Kre Ihe
aPlset

Muni

dte liditstr "the

die 'rent "its

del

derueredern."ot

Rib "to din ft' tern

: (64 NIA '10

"to the houses" the Pells"
sW_
haVilliC O
(1)4thioil have tWO,SetS'Vi en
aitaflt the chatacterlitic endings of the' definite talkienot having thetii. The use of the two sets depends

the

cis or absence_ of the definite article: e.g. do

t- _atot "the good_ Man" (with weak ending, since .er
Ptesent in the definite article) but ein gore Mann "a
Opp man" (strong ending, sinee per is not present in the
Gernian has the
indefinite article), Pot direct ad
_

-

second person singular pronoun du and related forms, and
the second person' plural pronoun thr, etc.; Ill* are. used
only, with Intimates, and for non-intimates the third person
plural pronoun Ste is used, with third person plural agreement.
Each Gorman verb has five simple tenses, characterized
by a two -way distinction between past and non-past ("pros.
Oat") and between indicative and "subjunctive ", giving the

present indicative, present subjunctive, past Judicable,
aid t subjunctive, plus an luiperative., Each tense has

a

set of six formS; differentiated for three, persons and
two numbers (except that the imperative has only second

person singular and plump. The formation of the past
tense is basically similar to that of English, with some
verbs called weak adding a suffix without change in the
worked`')
root (e.g ich arbelte "1 Work",- IC* arbeltete
and others celled strong showing a change in the vowel Or

the root (tch singe "I sine' tch sang PI sang"). The past
participle is formed for weak Verbs by adding -(01, and
for strong verbs by adding .en (often to a form of the MO
with vowel-replacement); at the same time,- the prefix geis normally added to all verbs except those beginning with
an inseparable prefix: e.g. singen "to sing", gesungen
"sung"; eirbeiten "to work", gearbetiet "worked "; beseton
"to occupy ", besetzt "occupied". Sample tenses of arbei0e4
"to work" and sIngen "to sing":

_

144tMAJOi LAI4OUA6g$
Pr"ent

toir arbeiteti !SPO *Or

akkito

,tt1111.111 1$01:41"

no

"YOU

-0 aroeften 1441 wet

6 one

44i

lhr sin el

ger

=

Ise

ils sin in
:Pas(-

0001 woocto
tooelellokingi vfe44

.

s

.,

.

t iftb t
raPb:1114711
Y*llsltrt
ste abeiteith !`tioy vickrkkr
soneiri !N;14'eani':'

lhr met,

04 ss- H-

sit sangen

Y

,Otitlittes,ierpttuy spit

O",

is,,Pludr like

a0ement

in the cos 'of

COY,* ,,Ve14010 ,bel*Eeti- tvid'typio

ect190;4 ii-p'1$8y is. fectorod, between; now and <its
Orfiln51 EMAC.0' and hi, verb, but Akit, hitiPt"0
-C44bJedrittict
predicate emaigOnOtkti *-P,44V.01.0-44414.4,4
#1.14,1t14 4141'0,1,10erPlatt girl t qe-pteft$0,,..Y4i

Of: P;

`,41YiA: SOCIAL

6

fth'

oohs_

th.g it?'- and

4r,14.11 'O We 1)i getsviiO4,1

:44ries Selit

011,'o,k;k0eti NAiyoq-(t6t'othet vii13-i)*KiiPlat
I ;f1-1oebtfyie.iftapos,'It
o:#toikt4i'aid

gonWvii*14tr
0190A-404'01.9*4

verts-mw-ivateii.!tts;iwksii-itiltiote410..

ki..0,1

07, with the inptiltisipi
", lie 'Oen WinV:601-3;4140Oilk
1104 -400 30 '114(4:404e Corni*OfclAt4O, #114-gr
re scn

toisoatittot
Mei; ,1541Ptitei

011(41 0090;

hA# gotten kiii0",

e has been able
t.k.014010'44' OM of

poilotth), + VERL thixterly!
P00144.w9id-order are,thro principles, one of 4moh,_
b
ai,quAted and the others of which are: uhknowsi
The, ver., b must -always be the second element in -,

if: '0;4004, (not counting introductory' or connective
4/OA: 110 ond -"And'irs abet.
dent "tor" -"or"
,

2
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1-**0604,is 44
t,IfetetiRei*heit

mi *bin-hie* .01',

!--fir'41!!;60'i tootoritl.i

k kos:,04

_a o sd IVOlt yesterday". but _Oisteeh'botie

.00404 h MOO

"YestordaY.1-triiacC atittglif

'lit 04 UNA' tie* enti *OM' '11)'
1,4,0041041* 440
ltifIlteot"tib 444. )10
the
ie Pen
Oro:
't! tehte

pitrable'ple leOrmally an 00'040110 t
is
gothet!,:or dutch 111(Ough''):acco*Paniet'Ocokt
It
des
fiCCOtdit4C4 With this'rinciplo* I
normail vitit(04-7together Oh 14; 0.11,%,, utohtesc Nett
,cut 'thrtiosks),-,4ctopeticletit elauSesi' the ,
CiPle;

100 normally

tho end of tho dausel:g_frAlt

ONO'
oi'400# -OA
sing: "It's good; at he sings a ionirlit#1 *OR ,4141120
offe 'sings_

has Como"; bto obglelch

gekostrimon,1* "althOughhe

(';:onle''

6. The outstanding prodOetIoni -of 'Mediaeval '11,:te

as

_literature were thermic poem -bac'
Songa of the Nibelutigon' early thitteefith:040
theltrio pnetiy:''of ,the Mi4tie,SlinOr
''shiteri 100) -_
chief of whom, was Walther,. von d4t --Viigal*eidet 041:

417070..030y. -1AMoig

works of thellittoeith :OA
'Seventeenth centuries,- the comedies et tholstiltilbetg-'0*c;
Mei-KO( Hans
'(14941576) and the- titc4estpio
novel Sitivtieigtrmis by ", H. J.' C. von ci'
elshauseni
04,:t05-t 676)
the most important, 'TiLe
period of German literature WO in me late eighteenth' and
641y- nineteenth' centuryt with the trio OottholkEPhrolni-,
leessin8=.-- (11194.1181 )
-091e 0

0949.1812), and Prie.4141.'von'-$0=0 (170.4$0$-)1

Oootho'S

er's

god -}Iii 1)6006' drama r:01#' and
particularly
404);

masterpieces `of world thereto*, .
poemS -amrnoyols of the e
to
tot
the
earlyisinetoonth
-/#1.4.00
those of:tioinrich- tleitiO =2(097;1856) ',,ithe
04-'cl.the Oien*Ircii icr
tdnetsiltlf,
Important

ottlarl

It,

:14e4 a 106 okiiI;it.aii
f4.1019K.i1;?
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ipt4110
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bitlii414444
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-4eeik0.01 plough it no lost
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more, consonant-phoneties than might be deduced from

its writIng-systeni, although this latter giVes them -adequate
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and number, the "present" (non-past), as in the following
sample paradigm of rosoplim isavarit/ "to speak":

room
tt4 rosoptun
oR

_

0144
'OHO

.

Singular

/ji gavatt/ "I speak"
gaV
pyou speak"
/6ti

room /WI

gaVarftp he, she, it speaks"

/and j

141 rotoptim
COEIOPHTO

opt roaopst

Plural
gave / "we speak"
/VI gava 11/ "you ,smtle

/ani gavat V "they speak"

There area Certain number of alterations In the root of
Russian verbs before the endings of the present, a`s in
/ift/ "to live", but *Hoyt -/ilvdti: "they live; and
some irregularities' in stress.
The forini Wilk* ogled- "past tense" In grairtMar!-bOolts
tite-partielPlet; Inflected not for perSOri-4t".for 9eridei and

nut bert-e4. on the verb roaoptm;- /gavot-4/416 speak ",
the fojr forma-in: Ot.resoptin,Aavarfljir f. so. roll'opqa
rottoptino- /gavatila/, and pl. rea9p0,4$
all "spoke". Here,- too, there area certaln.ntinvbet .6
iularitlea in`stems auto In stress,
of the major features distinguishing ItOsslaii'verbi
from those of West European languages Icaspect;Adliter'
ence Ire lorIn indicating not the time'at which an- actiOn
peiformed, but the Way in Which It is performed, espeelaily

whether if la. finished (perfective) or not (impetlective)
(of( p. 13); In English, differences in aspect are IndiCated
by certain types of phrase's, e.g. he was writing (continuative, imperfective) versus he, wrote or-he did write ,(1)4.4c4
teal, perfective), In Russian, they are indicated by dlit_ev,
epees An form, normally between two pairs of verbs' (one

Imperfective, the other perfective), standing in a derivational_relationahip to each other, i.e. the one derived from
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'APiliNOIX B r Phonolk and Nip-6fmk SyMboli,-:,

,

the,syrnboli that are used in' ha course

This list

of out discussion, in tither phonetic- or phoneMIC 0411=-'
OtiljtiOnsc;- They are arranged

the Order of the Itdutar

and with
, 00'044', with a description lrt technical terms
gogl,ish;
't'lOgiO*101ak, equivalents` (if available)
-

,.bracketi eclose phOnellO transcriptions; 'slant Wes; phi,
natniC transkriptiOns.
,

_

APPOIthilate,
English::

peicoptioit
Ain ttioif-A0ii4
4tiegfehot,
t,
a 1,. hatTret

a-Alit-id uogincloct
-

unrounded vowel
4c1c unto dad vowel

0*4--A

;

aninranchi_

eenital ttitolittded ua al
_

bib

, yolced_6ilahlal stop

2'b in. SPanish

vOiced_hilabit4 fricative

,h00-11*-te

voiceless dental (alveolar)

anibilate

i411'0c 44

-voicaleas palatal assibliate

voiced dental (alveolar),

-

4 in

stop

voiced (Inter)dental
fricatWe

-tense mid front torounded
vowel
mid central vowel

10

tli fn this; breathe

410 bak,
sold

1.1161111119 AND flIONBMIO SYMBOLS

Approximate
English
Description
lax mid front unrounded

EcitliYalent

in bet -

vowel

Mkt front unrounded natal
_vowel

t

voiceless labto- dental
fricative
voiced velar stop
voiced palatal as,sibilate
voiced velar fricative

On in French
bean "bath" or
on in Portu4
guese`berti
"well"
I in fife

gin gag
g in gem
gin Spanish Naga

"that he do"

h

voiceless aspirate
high front rounded semivowel
tense high front unrounded

1i in lilt

u In French hult
"eight"
tin machine

vowel

lax high front unrounded

tin bit

vowel

I

lax high central unrounded
vowel

u iu some pronunciations of

I

high front unrounded nasal

j

high front unrounded semivowel
voiceless velar stop
voiced dental (alveolar)
lateral
voiced velar lateral
voiced palatal lateral

tin in Portuguese
Jim "end"
y in yeast

k
I
4

4

vowel

lust (list")

k in lack
1 in lily

tin bull
gli in Italian
figlio "son"

m
it

voiced bilabial nasal
continuant
voiced dental (alveolar)
nasal continuant

rtt In Mom

in nun

.

tit

l'ItO*10-016 'fliONtottto viatoolds

ilro

Desoilption

'!it0

ebt.
Spanish

Voletkpalatal nasal

*Soul

NotnottoYes,

,,"

Volad velar nasal
visithluattt,
ten mid back rounded
s--- vowel

la inIciliaelc rounded 'Vowel
mid Lack roOnded nasal

tit Ai tOpit,
boat

;,
Stu`

coed

:01 in mull ,bo-4

v47/01=

,i0,10- inld front- raided
vowel

eta hi *en* pets
Oahu

lax td front rounded
,

genk"
lintrench*

PO/lord!
Re :olio f's,044

mid front rounded nasal,

ufl Oren&

VOleeleti

voiced dental (alveolar)

SOugslOtii.
ion e0tO

voiced dental (alye0i)

SP:04$

itoto oi:to
14,a-oto
voiced uvular trill

votedisi dental allot
voiceless palatal sibilant

voicoesi dental (alveolar)
st9P
voiceless dental fricative' 2-

Oattnan

-40protitio
ti M.-

*shush

n.

lit tut
th tithick, belt's

r).2

x

0 AND PHONEMIC SYMBOLS
Approximate
-English
Equivalent
Description
oo In boot
tense high back rounded
vowel
lax high back rounded vowel 00 In foot
voiced labia-dental fricative v in valve
tense mid central unfounded u in but
vowel
w in wow
high back rounded semivowel
ch in German
voiceless velar fricative

y

high front rounded vowel

PHO

Symbol

u
A

w

is I

Diacritical
Mark

and .

voiced dental sibilant
voiced dental assibilate
voiced palatal sibilant

Description
voiceless glottal stop

length

Each "brook"
u in French to
"thou" or U in
German sass
"sweet"
z in zeal
dz in adze

z in azure
Approximate
English
Equivalent
"catch in breath"
in uh-uh

("no")
Latin vita

/wi:ta:/ "in
life"

shortness

aspiration
nasalization

full stress (in phonemic
transcription)
full stress (in phonetic
transcription)

Latin vita
/wi: t5/ "life"
English pit (ip'Iti
French bon

/10/ "good"

eating /itig/

rittal

:11104E-M16,

---'"ApprOxIniate
,P140141Cnt

(hti,
00/ ( hitt.
,rok)
Meient

6040t6i1Z
41noon;
xe

/40/,'
'-

usslati"nKm

+

=

internal open Juncture

syntactia doubling

4404
-(see

isat-rick,

aboit)
p.152)

bilAPPePhP list* Only the bOokiltitd etticlee refetrCd to
Refereisces hi _the Wit ificlude the year of publication
Mbito
FM'

GeriOanii

phy liste Mote tha* Mt. Win by the author

books on the graMMee itlX1 pronunciation of

Ittaglin. and Spanish, Cf.' Ferguson et at

tipost *1401 style of our listings is thatOf Hackett,
JOURNALS

We list here only such journals as deal with problems of the
application of linguistics to the teaching and learning of languages.
FR French Review. Journal of the American Association of
Teachers of Irrench. Baltimore, Md.
GQ = German Quarterly. Journal of the American Association of
Teachers of German. Appleton, Wis.

Hispania. Journal of the American Association of Teachers of

i

S

and Portuguese. Lawrence, Kans.
ca. Journal of the American Association of Teachers of Italian.

Evanston, DI.
Language. Journal of the Linguistic Society of America. Baltimore,
Md.
Language Learning. Ann Arbor, Mich.
The Linguistic Reporter. Washington, D.C.
Modern Language Journal. Menasha, Wis.

PMLA = Publications of the Modern Language Association of
America. New York.
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